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MACE

A

WINNER.

tlie Brunswick Record.]
,/s candidate in the St. Louis

•o

voting

contest

recently

cou-

he Boston Herald was in the
>
announced this week and
.■any congratulations over his
•isidViable interest was shown
of this town in his candidacy
: work was done for him.
He
h place in the list of live salesm
England outside of Massaare to enjoy a
trip to the exl liey will leave on .June 27.
total vote was 94,919. The
That class, F. W. Southard of
V H., had 103,892. J. (J. Jlithe
was second with 109,989.
E. B.
■

"itland was third with 101,529.
!i. T. Miller of Brattleboro,

man.

the Brunswick man have come
parrs of Maine, some from Massaand a uiimher from as far off as
;('al.
.John A. Mace, a popular
on tlie Maine Central, the father
Mace, lielped him with a large
Mace is

a native of Belfast.
He
years ago and is emB. R .Jordan «fc Co.
The Anil), of which Mr. Mace is a mempaiticu'aiiy proud of his victory.
•t\
much pleased to find himself
min" and expresses gratitude to
who have helped to land him a

ti;i> town ten
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THE GRANGES.

Harvest Grange, Waldo, will hold
services Sunday, June 19th, at 4
in.
Rev. Robert Morriss of Mordliciate.
\t

meeting of

Waldo Pomona
•‘•ill be held June 28th with
IHrigo
Freedom. The question for dis“\\ hat is the method of improvemarketing farm crops?”

Grange, Belfast, will hold Me-••rvices at their hall Sunday after:i" 19th, at 2.80 o’clock.
Rev. Wilig ban will deliver the address. All
M»er.s are
r

specially requested to at-

order of the committee.

members of Seaside Grange visGrange of Swanville last Saturnog b> invitation and were royally
id.
An appetizing supper and an
70

■nset

literary program were among
of the evening.
About 170
were present.
"wing resolutions on the death of
irrie E. Oxton were passed by
ai vest Grange, Centre Montville:
Hi feelings of sadness mingled
i.g

Bures

and confidence in

an

all-wise and

iig Providence that your committee
!,c duty assigned them and here•'iit a brief word of tribute to the

Sister, who was a true ineinalways ready to lend a helping

•i our

M'd, liiat in the death of our Sister
nsre loses one of its most worthy
I'iul members, the bereaved husti ue and devoted wife and the chilml and loving mother,
oil, That as members of this Grange
emulate the many virtues of our
d .''ister and strive to so live that
we are called to
laydown our iilipleearth we may meet her in that
ile where the tenderest ties will not
’ten and loudest hopes will not be
i-rest sister tliou has left us
Mid our loss we deeply feel.

Us (iod that lias bereft us
lb- will all our sorrows heal.

'-(I, That in loving

memory of our
our charter be draped with
for thirty days, a copy of these
"■is be sent to tile bereaved
husband,
-I upon our grange records and one
-ii- d in the
Bangui- Commercial and
lust Journal.
Mus. Iiki.i.e Wf.ntwouth,
) Com.
I AKKtE
on
Muiiuren, >
;
■' ns. Kuna
Kes.
)
Ring,
liontville, June 3, 11)04.
'sister

a

YACHTS AND BOATS.

'loop Jennette lias been painted a
by her present owner, Arthur

■

-men

harles Bradbury has chartered Mr.
liner’s steam launch Idalette for the

1

m

""•i

Dodworth’s sloop yacht Caprice and
Kotman’g naphtha launch were put
board Tuesday to go into commission.

1

schooner yacht Elfin, Freeland Jones
Bangor, owner, arrived at Vineyard HaS|""lay on her passage from New York
""ig'u. The Elfin has been reported
She
22 tons net and was built
711.1"Math in 1879.

he steam
yacht Aria arrived here last
f *"laJ from Massachusetts, where she had
b*uiled up for the winter, and was met
r,‘
by her owner, Hon. E. TI. Blake of
augur, aud at once went into commission.
1,1(| yacht then left for
Bangor.
1

.,
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Congre Rational Churches Held in Belfast June 14th.

BELFAST,

BELFAST IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY
Bolds its Annual

Meeting.

for the

Officers

Elected

Ensuing Tear.

The annual meeting of the Belfast ImThe annual meeting of the Waldo County
Conference of Congregational Churches was provement Society was held Monday, June
held with the church in Belfast, Tuesday, 13th, in Memorial Ball, Mrs. H. B. J ohnJune 14th. The morning session was called son, president, in the chair. After the preto order by Rev. E. E. Colburn of Brooks- liminary routine work and unfinished busiPrayer was offered by Rev. J. R. Wilson of ness the report of the secretary was subFrankfort. Harry M. Prentiss of Belfast mitted, adopted and ordered printed, as
was elected Moderator and Rev. J. R. Wil- follows:
son of Frankfort, Scribe and Treasurer.
To the officers and members of The BelThe meeting then adjourned for the noon fast Improvement Society:
While in the
making of an annual report year after year
hour.
there must necessarily be much that is
The afternoon session was opened with a
stereotyped, yet in and through it all we
devotional service led by Rev. E. E. Col- aim to make the great underlying principle
burn, the congregation singing “Nearer, of our work prominent, and to show by
My God, to Thee.” Prayer was offered by what has been accomplished that there is
Rev. E. E. Colburn.
great power in organization.
The moderator then took the chair and
At the close of this, the fourth year of
the reports of the churches were given.
our existence as a society, we have cause
Belfast reported 3 new members received for congratulation that so much has been
and 3 died, total membership, 144. The re- done directly and indirectly through our
cent resignation of the pastor leaves the efforts for the good of the community.
It
church handicapped at present. The Chris- should be a matter of pride to us as well,
tian Endeavor Society pays for a soprano that we were in the vanguard of this great
singer for the church and contributes to movement for the promotion of civic betterother expenses. The Sunday school is doing ment, and not only in the attainment of our
much good.
ambitions, but in the fact that we are
North Belfast has added 2 and l has died. really a fine example of ideals for others.
The church membership is 45; Sunday Several other towns and cities are today
school, 50; Christian Endeavor, 15.
The enjoying the benefit of our experience. To
church has a student supply three months be sure we have often been scoffed at and
each year and maintains Sunday school and many of the proposed innovations dubbed
C. E. meetings the year around.
as useless fads, but they have become facts
Brooks is a new church and no statistics aud factors, to which not only our members
were given.
The pastor reported a steady but the community can point with satisfacgain and an increase in the Sunday school tion, and some who were first to decry are
of 75 per cent, under new methods of work. ready now to say “all honor to you who
Frankfort has a Sunday school with an have done this thing.”
Two branch
average attendance of 50.
In all the relations of life “women are the
Sunday schools are maintained.
half workers” and their influence in proFreedom has a large attendance, as the moting the work of the other half is wonAcademy pupils attend church when in derful. The object of this organization is
town.
The outlook for the summer’s work co-operation in things of strictly civic sigis encouraging.
nificance, and there is no reason for fricJackson reports no additions and 1 death. tion. Some one has said that “the leaders
The Sunday school averages 24. The church of any village improvement society need
debt is nearly paid. The average attend- grit and idealism, for the kickers of the
ance of men at the preaching services is 52
opposition are many.” It is certain that
per cent.
our members have demonstrated that they
has
added
to
3
the
member- have both qualities, and in the future as in
Sandypoint
ship. They have a supply from the Ban- the past we are bound to succeed, for our
gor Seminary during the summer and occa- work has the sanction of an advanced civsional preaching at other times. The Sun- ilization.
At the commencement
of the nresent
day school and Christian Endeavor Society
are flourishing.
year labor upon the pavilion and picnic
not
na?
ocai
uiriuuci&
1
UttS
was
street
nearing comgrounds on Condon
died and 1 been added
There is a good pletion and when finished it proved to be in
of
interest.
The
degree
Sunday school attractiveness and utility all that was
numbers 85, with an average winter at- promised.
A huge public clambake was
tendance of 35; summer CO. The Christian given there July 8th, which, together with
Endeavor Society has 101 members.
a concert by our fine band, was made very
Searsport Second has no change in mem- delightful, it was upon this occasion that
bership, 24. The Sunday school is well at- a beautiful, large flag, presented to the
tended and books have been added to the society for the pavilion by Mrs. Charles
library. The Christian Endeavor Society Bradbury, was first thrown to the breeze.
has 21 active members.
Later, the society entertained its members
Winterport has no pastor, but has added and invited friends in a like manner, and
3 new members.
on every pleasant day of the season the
The topic, “The second service, what grounds and bathhouses were occupied by
shall we do with it?” was opened by Rev. private
parties, who certainly appreciated
C. W. Hawkesworth of Freedom, lie re- the privilege afforded them
It was conferred to the lack of young people in the ceded by the many to fill a long felt need,
second Sunday service, and discussed some and some who at first were bitterly
opposed
of the causes that led to it.
Many reme- to the expenditure of money in this way
dies have been tried, which work famous- were won to believe it a wise project. Our
ly for awhile and then the interest flags. sincere thanks are due Messrs. Durham A
Among these are stereopticou entertain- Gilclirest for the lease of the land without
ments, special musical attractions, discuss- price.
ing social questions and so-called “vesper
During the summer and autumn a truckservices.” It will be a sad day when the man was hired to remove rubbish from the
church is changed to a social gathering. streets, and in some localities a trial was
We want the Gospel, both in words and made of metal litter barrels. This latter
song. When we meet for true worship, to not proving satisfactory the society are netalk and sing and listen to the Gospel, then gotiating with the Steel Basket Co. of Cedar
the question will be solved.
Kapids for some of different manufacture.
Rev. E. E. Colburn spoke along the same Through the effort of our committees weeds
lines. He believes in preaching the Gos- and grass have been cut on the avenues and
pel and never lectures from the pulpit of many unsightly places made clean as In
the house of God.
previous years. Recently a number of subRev. \\ II. Hayes, Genera! Missionary of stantial rustic lawn seats have been purthe Maine Missionary Society, was intro- chased and will be placed at convenient
duced and given the courtesies of the Con- points about the city for the use of the
ference. He thinks it well to try experi- public. Early in the month of September
ments, and, when one fails try another, and plans were made for a course of high grade
keep trying until success comes. He has entertainments to be given under our ausfound it to work well to have a social meetpices, and a contract was made with the
ing with a very brief address by the pastor White Entertainment Bureau to furnish
for the evening service.
four of the best on their list. This was in
Rev. T. 1‘. Williams of Searsport has a way a new departure and the result has
found a union meeting of the Christian taught us that for the present at least we
Endeavor and the church to work well in must forego such expensive talent, With
the evening.
one exception, however, the entertainments
Rev. E. E. Colburn spoke on “How may were delightfully pleasing, and had the
greater interest in religion be taken hy- weather been favorable and the price of
men ?” Man possesses a dual nature—of the
admission not placed so far below the ordiearth, earthly, of heaven, heavenly. There is nary schedule of other cities, it would have
a lack of religious training in the home, and
been, too, a success in a financial point of
its place is taken by education for business, view.
for appearance in society, ete. The better
Great credit is due the committee in
part of our natures is left untrained, lie charge for the efficient care and managebelieves that while the secret orders have a ment of every detail in connection theretendency in many cases to draw men away with, and the members appreciate the kindfrom the church yet he would work with ness of the public-spirited citizens who
and through them, doing good wherever stood back of the enterprise, notwithstandthe members. He, himself, ing there was no tax upon their pocketpossible among
is a member of several different orders.
books.
Rev. J. W. Hatch, pastor of the Methodist
The crowning effort of the jear, and one
church of Belfast, was introduced and for which we have much reason for conthe
courtesies
of
the
convention.
given
gratulation, is the securing an appropriation
II. M. Prentiss said that while not a for land for a city park. For more than
member of any secret society he believed two years this has been a cherished plan of
church members should work with the some of the leading workers of our ororders and do all the good possible with ganization, and notwithstanding the many
and through the members. If men can be disappointments and difficulties hurled at
given work in the church they will be- us, there has been “no shadow of turning,”
come interested.
the enthusiasm has not waned, and when
It was voted to hold the next conference one method has proven itself not feasible,
with the church in North Belfast.
another has been taken up. The latest, a
Rev. T. P. Williams was chosen to preach huge petition of all the leading taxpayers
the conference sermon at the next session. of the
city, has borne the coveted fruit, and
The matter of doing away with the confer- | we are rejoiced that the present city council
ence sermon was referred to the committee
has been wise enough and broad enough to
of arrangements.
accede to our request and purchase for pubThe following were appointed as the com- lic use the fifteen acres of land with shore
mittee of arrangements, Rev. J. R. Wilson, privilege and extending to Nortbport aveW. G. Hatch, Rev. E. E. Colburn.
nue, suitable in all ways for a city park. It
Rev. C. W. Hawkesworth was appointed is a commendable thing and your city govvisitor to the Bangor Seminary.
ernment should ever be held in grateful reRevs. T. P. Williams and J. R. Wilson membrance.
were appointed to conduct the communion
roo in urn praise cannot De given 10 me
service, to be assisted by Beacons Howard ladies of the committee who have labored
Small of Thorndike and Shepherd Blanch- untiringly for this object, or to our citiard of Sandypoint.
zens, particularly those members of the
>» 11mjii apuhtj uu
iMjv. o. xv.
xxie niuie, a
city government who have so heartily
constructive force in life.” lie spose of endorsed the movement.
We know we
the value of the Hible for its literature, voice the sentiment of every member of
but
and
its
our society when we say it shall be our
history, poetry
philosophy,
chief value is as a revelation of the will of pride to labor now for the improvement of
God to man. He compared the Christian the park. We cannot vie with the splendid
conception of God with those of the various park systems of large cities, where so much
heathen nations, the Bible of David with money is spent yearly, but we can lay out
the ideas of Homer, Plato and others.
paths and driveways, plant trees and fine
The evening session opened with a praise shrubbery, convert the natural brook into
service led by Rev. T. P. Williams, and a mirror lake, in fact, with comparatively
prayer by Rev. C. W. Hawkesworth. Mod- small expense, it can be made a pretty, reerator Prentiss then took the chair and inposeful spot and a tangible evidence of the
troduced Rev. W. D. Hayes, who gave an activity of a live Improvement Society.
account of some of the work of the Maine
The social side, upon which we count
Missionary Society, especially in Northern much, has not been overlooked. During
Aroostook and on the island of Matinicus. Old Home Week, in response to au invitaThe society needs not only the financial tion from Mayor Small and his Council,
support of its friends, but their moral sup- our society gave a very enjoyable reception
port ami prayers. During the past 4 years to our citizens and out of town visitors,
Hi new Congregational churches have been the refinement and social
pleasure of which
organized in Maine; two churches that had was remarked by many.
been closed and one that was suspended
Nov. 6th a public supper was given for
have been re-organized, and there has been the benefit of the association, the net
proagain in the membership of the denomina- ceeds of which, on account of a severe
tion.
storm and some other reasons, were much
Prof. 11. W. Hulbert, D. D„ of Bangor smaller than anticipated; yet about §40
Theological Seminary, opened with a brief was added to the entertainment fund.
reference to the Seminary, its work, ami
Other smaller functions have occasionits value to the denomination in training ally been held, all looking to the advanceyoung men for a work in which there is an ment of the one great object.
urgent call. Waldo county, he said, is not
According to a vote of the society, a neat
a large or strong conference, but its memand attractive leaflet of six pages was
bers are earnest. 'They put zeal into their printed from the office of Brackett & Co.,
work. They are working along the lines of and contained an historical sketch of the
advice given by an aged minister, that the society with its bylaws.
A fine cut of the
proper course for a minister or layman new paviliou adorned the first page. This
when he feels cold or has discouragements has been a good advertisement and a conis to go ahead and work with faith and zeal. venience in answering the many questions
Mr. Hulbert advised the ministers that received from outside as to our methods,
when the congregations are more touched etc.
by Bible reading than by the sermons, then
Our continued thanks are due The Repubthe signs are not hopeful. “I enjoy,” he lican Journal for gratuitous advertising as
said, "all the legitimate phases of life, but well as the willingness always to publish
uone so much as the thought of being a any matter pertaining to our work.
We
partner with Jesus Christ.”
are fortunate in having a local paper of
The thanks of the convention were voted such good tone and one that seeks to adto the church in Belfast for hospitality and vance the best interests of our city.
to Mr. Hulbert for his helpful address.
We have now enrolled 128 members.
The treasurer was instructed to send as During the year 4 have removed from the
much money as could be spared from the city and 3 have withdrawn. 93 have
paid
treasury to the Maine Missionary Society.
dues to June 1904.
Closed with a benediction by Rev. T. P.
We have held 34 business meetings, a
Williams.
much larger number than any previous
year, and this does not include committee
Petitions.
meetings or those of the executive.
Bankruptcy
The year may be well termed successful.
Charles II. Elwell, Brooks, barber; owes The working force has been comparatively
assets
W.
H. McLel- small, yet our work has had the approval
$686,
$434; attorney,
of the majority. Wehave not accomplished
lan, Belfast.
Charles.A. Kenney, Knox, farmer; owes all we desired and we have visions of what
$1,180, assets $382; attorney, Robert F. an organization like ours might be and do
for the progress of our community, but for
Duuton, Belfast.

MAINE, THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 1904.

what has been done we have reason to rewe look for more in the future.
Our little city has really great natural advantages, and nowhere does the sun shine

BELFAST HIGH SCHOOL.

joice and

Graduating Claes. Program
Graduating Exercises.
The sermon before the
graduating class
of the Belfast High school was delivered in
the ITniversalist church
Sunday forenoon,
June 12th, by the pastor, Rev. Ashley A.
Smith. The pulpit was very
prettily decorated with dowers and foliage, in red,

the earth is transformed as
is possible with a union of forces.
We
have yet to stimulate and aid our city
of

fathers

to even greater things.
will say, perhaps, that

I talk ambiwhen I picture to you new and imand
in place of
proved school buildings
the gruesome tomb in our pretty cemetery,
a commodious chapel of granite and stained
glass, yet we are not far from this, and it
rests with each member of the community
to do his or her part and the thing is done
and done easily. It is better to talk in this
strain and inspire to action than to fold
hands and croak and grumble, as is the mood
of some.
I cannot close my report without a tribute
to our retiring president, to whom not a
little of the success of the past two years is
due. With tireless energy and zeal she has
performed every duty. Always affable and
gracious, efficient and faithful, even to the
sacrifice of time and self, of her it can truly
be said: “She has never failed us.” Other
officers have been equally efficient.
The
books of our treasurer are systematic and
of
heads
the
committees
To
always correct.
we have much the same praise and no organization designed to promote the best
good of the city would be complete without
Borne

tiously

Barker,

EXPENDITURES.

11IV»

F. V. Cottrell.$302 50
Receipts and postage for sec-

mitting

same.

Mrs. E. L. Brackett, secretarytwo years.
Deficit on entertainment course
Public carriage for Mrs. Pils-

5
5
5
1

cimti cvi

imu

tiucii

lauui a.

iUCU

Albert Gammans and daughter, Miss
Maud Gammans, went to Corinna Saturday
to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph C. Johnson and
daughter have arrived from Washington to
peud the summer.
E. B. Lunt and family of South Paris are
in Montville for the month of June. They
were in lielfast Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Taber and Mrs. T.’s
mother arrived from Boston Sunday morning to visit in Belfast and vicinity.
The Sperry family arrived from Florida
last Friday to spend the summer at their

cottage

00
05

THE GRADUATING PROGRAM.

50 00
47 82

The graduation exercises of the Belfast
High School, class of 1904, will be held in
50
bury.
the Belfast Opera House Friday evening,
Rustic seats. 10 50
Carle* Jones.
June 17th. The class motto is “Deeds, not
70
Total.
$522 53 Wordsclass colors, garnet and gold; class
Cash to balance.
185 10
flower, carnation. The elass numbers twen$657 63 ty-one members, as follows: Erma Mae
Barker, Henry Arno Brown, Ruth Brown,
The following officers and committees
Leona Wallace Bueklin, Frank Bramhall
were elected for the year :
Condon, Carleton Doak, Lillian Grace ElPresident, Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury.
well, Caroline Gilmore Hatch, Geneva ParVice Presidents, Mrs. Geo. W. Stoddard,
ker Ileal, II. Fair Holmes, Margaret Esther
Mrs. F. M. Wood, Miss Mabel R. Mathews.
Jackson, Harry Leonard Kilgore, Winifred
Secretary, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett.
Hannah Kimball, Eva Hortense Kuowlton,
Treasurer, Miss Sue M. Partridge.
William Franklin Leavitt, Grace Estelle
Mrs.
Geo.
E.
Brackett.
Auditor,
Roberts, Harold Paul Sliorey, Lylla May
John
R.
Dunton.
Attorney,
Blanche May Thurston, Clarence
Executive Committee, Mrs. F. J. Rigby, Sprague,
Mrs. A. O. Stoddard, Airs. II. C. Pitcher, Wight, Evelyn Maud Wood.
The following program is announced:
Airs. R. P. Chase, Aliss Alaud E. Barker,
Miss Charlotte Colburn, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Chorus,
“Battle On,”
Gaul
Airs. A. A. Smith, Miss Louise Hazeltine, Prayer,
Rev. J. W. Hatch
i Airs. J. H. Quimby, Airs. J. 11. Howes,
Heart
is
Miss
Solo, “My
Hatch
Singing,”
Aliss Juliet A. Wiggin, Aliss Alary Faunee, 1
Miss Ileal
Salutatory,
Airs. 11. II. Johnson, Airs. Geo. A. Quimby, | Class
Mr. Brown
history,
Aliss Julia Perry, Airs. C. O. Poor, Aliss ] Declamation, “Le corbeau et le
renard,”
Sue AI. Partridge, Airs. A. I. Brown, Airs. |
Miss Barker
F. AI. Wood, Aliss Carrie AI. Cutter, Airs. I Piano solo,
Miss Wood
“May Breezes,”
James Haney.
Class prophecy, Misses Brown and Bueklin
Forestry Committee, Airs. F. W. Pote, Class oration,
Mr. Doak
Mrs. Bancroft II. Conant, Aliss Mabel R. Class flower,
Miss Thurston
Mathews.
“The Marathon Race.”
Chorus,
Sanitary and Street Vigilant Committee, Presentation of gifts,
Aliss Alaud E. Barker, Aliss Inez E. CrawMessrs. Leavitt and Wight
ford, Miss Carrie AI. Cutter.
Declamation, “A Successful Funeral,”
Entertainment committee, Airs. H. H.
Mr. Condon
Johnson, Aliss Alaud E. Barker, Airs. F. J. Valedictory,
Miss Roberts
Rigby, Airs. F. W. Pote, Aliss Hattie A. Awarding diplomas,
Mr. C. S. Bickford
Clark, Airs. Geo. A. Quimby, Aliss Alary Singing class ode.
Faunee, Airs. Joseph Tyler, Airs. Edith \ Chorus, “Joy, Joy, Freedom To-day.”
Walden, Airs. Ben Hazeltine, Airs. Geo. W. Benediction,
Rev. Harry Lutz
Stoddard, Airs. A. O. Stoddard.
Children’s Auxiliary, Aliss Juliet A. WigThe Seniors respectfully request that no
Airs. E. S. Pitcher, Miss Bertha I.
gin,
> flowers
I’lr.l Mice T ulu \I.,oa«
be presented them on the evening
Flower ami Park Committee, Rev. Harry of their graduating exercises, but they
I.utz, Miss Mabel K. Mathews, Miss Louise would be very grateful to any who would
Lazeltine, Rev. A. A. Smith, Mrs. C. A. I contribute
peonies or yellow lilies for decoPilsbury, Mrs. II. II. Johnson, Miss Annie
rating purposes.
V. Field.
Building, Vacant Lot and Unsightly
&A3L
CALL.
Place Committee, Mrs. F. J. Rigby, Mrs. R.
P. Chase, Mrs. K. W. Pote, Mrs. Geo. E.
Brackett, Miss Louise llazeltine, Miss
BROOKS, 5; MONROE, 4.
Maud E. Barker, Mrs. F. M. Wood, Miss
The Brooks boys defeated the Monro'es
Charlotte W. Colburn.
Soliciting and Membership Committee, on the grounds of the latter last Saturday
Miss Inez E. Crawford, Mrs. Carrie Clark, in a hotly contested game
by a score of 5 to
Mrs. Edith Walden, Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett,
4.
Following are the players: Monroe,
Miss Annie V. Field.
A unanimous vote of thanks was tender- Fletcher, c.; Clements, p.; Buzzell, 1 b.;
ed to the city government for the purchase
Twombly, 2 b.; Evans, 3 b.; Putnam, s. s.;
of the Jones lot for a park, and to the citiMclntire, 1. f.; Clark, c. f.; Smith, r. f.
zens who so willingly signed the petition
for the same.
Brooks, Fisher, c.; Miller, p.; Webber, 1 b.;
A vote of thanks was also given Mrs. Farrell and Thorndike, 2 b.;
Stinson, 3 b.;
Wm. V. Pratt for assuming the care of the
s. s.; Bowen, 1. f.; Hobbs, c. f.; Patlot of land at the junction of High and Lane,
tee, r. f. By innings:
C hurch streets.
Adjoi rned to June 27th.
12345678 9 Total
Brooks
000021200
5
Monroe
11001 0 010
4
Transfers in Real Estate.
_

were

!

B. H. S., 2; FREEDOM
ACADEMY, 0.
The High school team and the seniors
went to Freedom June 8th to play ball with
the Academy team and attend the graduation exercises. The ball game resulted disastrously for Belfast, 9 to 2. The visitors
were handsomely entertained by the Freedom students, and given reserved seats in
the hall and the use of the club house.
B. H. S., 3; ROCKFOKT, 2.
The final play of the B. H. S. ball team
for the season was at Iiockport June 11th,
the Belfast’s winning by a score of 3 to 2.
Brown struck out 13 and Logan 12; hits off
Brown, 6, off Logan, 11; each side was
charged with 1 error.

Belfast Weather

Report.

Following is a summary of the weather
record of the Belfast station of the U. 8.
Weather Bureau for the week endiug June
14,1904:
"
»>

1

$

$

S

8
9
10
11
12
13
14

70
67
73
72
65
86
71

48
49
36
49
40
15
40

Wind, Sky, etc.
8. Part cloudy.
8. Clear.
8. Clear. Light
8. W. Clear/
N. w. Clear.
8. Clear.
S. Clear.

frost early a.

m.

at

Northport Campground.

Mrs. Arthur B. Staples and son Bradbury
of Lynn, Mass., are visiting her husband’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. S. Staples of City-

point.

Miss Cora Lord is visiting in Bucksport.
Richard Coombs is at home from Bangor
for a short visit,
Frank E. Howard went to Boston Mona few days’ visit.

day for

Mrs. L. W. George returned
from a short visit in Portland.

Monday

Mrs. Nettie Cooper of Auburn is visiting
her brother. George U. Forbes.
Miss Ethel Reed of Fairfield is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. George Merrithew.

Joseph Reed of Camden spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. George Merrithew.
Charles A. Harmon left Monday for a
business trip through Aroostook county.
Edward Freeman of Fargo, N. D., is a
guest of Mrs. Viola Ames and daughter.
Conductor Owen W. Clement is to occupy
the C. 11. Mitchell house on Cedar street.
Mrs. John Stevens and child went to
Windsor yesterday to visit her sister, Mrs.
C. I. York.
Albert W. Stevens, U. of M., is employed
in the machine shop of the Duplex Roller
Bushing Co.
Mrs. Allen McLane of Washington, 1).
C., has arrived and opened her summer
home

on

Northport

avenue.

Mrs. E. A. Jones of the Windsor House
is in Camden, called there by the illness of
her sister, Miss Myra Achoru.
Charles Dana Gibson, the famous artist,
with his wife and children, is at his summer home on Seven Hundred Acre Island.
Mr. and Mrs. William Kotman of New
York arrived last week and are at the Dougan cottage on the North Shore, Northport.
Mrs. E. M. Flanders has been visiting in
Boston two weeks and will spend two
weeks in New York before returning home.

Edgar Pratt, Esq., of New York was here
recently to visit his mother, Mrs. Nicholas
Pratt, who is stopping at the Marshall house
on

Church street.

Miss Wilda Vose returned home yesterday for the summer vacation, from West

Townsend, Mass.,
teaching the past

where she

two

has

been

years.

Mrs. F. A. Schubert informs us that she
has not moved to Belfast from Plymouth,
Mass., but is spending the summer with
her mother, Mrs. S. R. Lewis.

Mrs. A. B. Meade of Natick, Mass., is
Mrs. J. W. Hatch attended the Junior
visiting relatives in Belfast. She will
prize declamations at the E. M. C. Seminary
spend the summer in a cottage at Sandyin Bucksport Monday. Mr. llateh’attended
poi nt.
the commencement exercises Wednesday.
left
for
his
II.
Keene
home
in
Sidney
The engagement is ^announced of Miss
last
week.
Mrs.
Keene
Somerville, Mass.,
remained to visit her brother, Dr. E. A. Helen MaudeSimpson of Bangor and Chas.
II. Carrow of Belfast, who is at present
Wilson.
employed in the Lancey House, Pittsfield,
W. IV. Oak of Skowhegan was here last

g«Il-

that shall come to us all should nerve us to
do our best at all times. Let us open the
door of our hearts that the King of Glorymay come in.
The choir and congregation sarig the
hymn “Press on,” by Gaskell, Rev. A. A.
Smith pronounced the benediction, and the
service closed w ith the postlude by Batiste.

son

Mrs. Caroline Crosby arrived last Friday
from Boston and is the guest of Miss Frances Chase.
Mrs. James Teague of Warren is visiting
her sisters, Mrs. S. E. Crawford and Mrs.
Elizabeth Ellis.

erally start in life determined to do right,
but like him who makes a path across a
field newly covered with snow, all vary
more or less from a straight line.
The
thought of the open door for the last change

00
40
60
00
16
60
50
00
00
00
20
00

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds for the week ending June 15, 1D04:
Marcellus R. Knowlton, Belfast, lo Leonard L. Gentner, do.; land ami and buildings
in Belfast. Sally R. Reynolds, Burnham,
to Ida M. Dixon, Clinton; land and buildings in Burnham. Atwood W. Harding,
Unity, to Walter M. Hillman, Troy; land in
Troy. Edwiu B. Palmer, et als., Winchester, Mass., to Marcellus R. Knowlton, Belfast ; land and buildings in Belfast. Martha A. Partridge, New York City, to Susan
M. Hawes, Yonkers, N. Y.; land in Stockton Springs. Isadore Worthing, Palermo,
to Arthur L. Parmeter, do.; land and buildings in Palermo. David W. Dyer, Belfast,
to Edward A. Dyer, Chicago; land and
buildings in Belfast. James R. and Rufus
H. Emery, Bucksport to Martha A. Hall,
Belfast. Mary G. Higgins et als., Malden,
Mass., to Elijah H. Simpson, Thorndike;
land in Thorndike. Sarah A. Whitten et
als., Belfast, to Lizzie H. Wyman, do.; land
and buildings in Belfast. Chas. M. Marr,
Swanville, to Cora B. G. Knowlton, Swanville; land and buildings in Swanville. Josiah F. Hichborn, Stockton Springs, to Edwin P. Treat, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.
James H. Howes, Belfast, to Julia L. Chenery, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.

Richard of
Beachmont, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Leander Bean.

languages, etc., will avail but little.
A college education has made many trifiers.
The real education of the school is more in
the personality than in gathering in so
many facts. The Israelites saw the promised land ahead, and they got the training
that gave them power and incentive to
occupy it. We, as a nation and as individuals, are standing at the open door of opportunity. An obligation rests upon us to
send the blessings we posssess to others.
Our early statesmen wrought well and we

RECEIPTS.

22

Mrs. Emma Roulliard and

ence,

accepted:

7

Mrs. Frank Richardson of South Paris
arrived last Thursday to visit Mrs. Mary
E. Haugh.

going through the training of the schools
towards the greater opportunities and activities of life. If one is to count in human
progress he must leave the paths of ease
and do hard, earnest work. If school life
has not impressed upon the pupil a sense of
responsibility then his knowledge of sci-

June 1, 1903.
Cash in treasury.$474 84
Interest on deposit.
8 38
Dues from secretary, 1903-4... 105 00
from
clambake.
47
76
Receipts
(lifts. 10 00
Bath-house rental.
11 65
Total.
$657 63

11
9

Mrs. Ella Littlefield of Malden, Mass.,
arrived last Friday to visit Mrs. Mary E.
I laugh.

way heretofore. Behold I have set before
thee an open door.” The wanderings of
the Israelites in search of the promised
land, he said, were a type of the youth

The treasurer, Miss Sue M. Partridge,
presented the following report, which was

Painting signs.

Charles Richards of Bucksport
spent Sunday in Belfast, a guest of X. S.
Lord.

Mrs. C. W. Wescott.

Elizabeth L. Brackett.

11. E. McDonald..
A. A. Howes * Co.
A. C. Burgess.
Brackett* Co.
II. B. Smalley, trucking.
Mitchell & Trussell.
N. S. Lord.
Id. A. Condon.
M. E. Curtis.
Monthly publication and re-

Mrs.

Rev. A. A. Smith.
Prayer,
Mrs. H. A. Drinkwater.
Response,
Hymn, “Leaving school for the church,”
Boylston
Choir and congregation.
Rev. A. A. Smith.
Sermon,
Mr. Smith took parts of two verses of
Scripture for a text, Joshua, 3:4, and Revelation, 3:8: "For ye have not passed this

Respectfully submitted,

1
19
10
3
10

Mrs. Susan A. Mathews of Waldoboro is
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Adams.
Miss Phebe Staples returned home last
week after spending the winter in Chicago.

Rev. A. A. Smith.

ure

Hope are

Mrs. R. R. Tibbetts went to Friendship
last Saturday to visit relatives.

Solo, “O, dry thy tears,” Theresa Del Riigo

Somewhere in willing trust the future hath.
Near and more near the Ideal stoops to meet
The steadfast coming of unfaltering feet.”

a

Dickey.

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis C. Smith of
visiting relatives in Belfast.

Anthem, “Remember now thy Creator,”
Trio—Misses Wells and Skay and Mr.
Copeland.
Responsive reading, Psalm 19,
Pastor and congregation.
Solo, “One sweetly soleihn thought,”
Miss Carey
Principal Hal R. Eaton.
Scripture, from Matthew 7,

a

on ovens.

guest of Orrin J.

Nesvedba
Soreley,
Mrs. II. A. Drink water.
Responsive chant, “Come, let us worship,”
Pastor and Choir.

believe the way is open to us for greater
usefulness.
“All that the past withheld in large meas-

Work

Thomas B. Ayer of Roxbury, Mass., is

Organ voluntary,

a

retary’s use.
Painting Pavilion.

Mrs. Helen A. Taylor has moved from
East Boston to Belfast.

white and green. The audience room of
the church was filled to Its utmost
capacity,
and the members of the graduating class,
teachers and superintendent, occupied reserved seats at the front. The order of
service was as follows:

Pilsbury, a Cutter, a Crawford,
Mathews, a Rigby or a Pote. There are
others who have cheerfully responded to
all calls, and who are entitled to their meed
of praise, and we hold out the promise to
any woman of our city who will join us that
in no organization extant can be gotten
larger returns for the one hundred cents invested. The work is broad and its possibilities grand and the outlook for another
year is most promising.
I, personally, esteem it a privilege to
have been secretary of The Belfast Improvement Society for four years and you have
my grateful thanks, especially my official
coworkers, for your loyalty and kindness
through all my term of service. I trust and
a

PERSONAL.

Sermon to the
for the

on a
goodlier valley or a more charming
bay. We need not look beyond our own
horizon for the “City Beautiful,” when our

corner

NUMBER 24.

]

week to make arrangements for opening
his summer cottage in East Belfast for the

Maine.

Mr. and Mrs. T. George Dodworth and
daughter Alma and Miss Stella Nash, Mrs.
Dodworth’s sister, arrived Tuesday from
John Bird McIntyre was one of the 43
New York to spend the 'summer at the
graduates from Dean Academy June 8tli.
Dodworth cottage on the North shore.
He arrived at his home in this city last
Northport.
Thursday.
season.

Robert Willistou Grinnell of Searsport
received his diploma at Kents Hill last
Thursday. He graduated in the commercial department.
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim Shaw anu daughSir.
ter arrived last Friday from Boston.
Shaw has employment with the Duplex
Roller Bushing Co.
Mrs. Lewis F. Gannon and son Lewis A.
and Miss Belle Greenlaw attended the commencement exercises of Ricker Classical Institute in Iloulton last week.

Capt. E. J. Hutchinson is spending a few
days at his home in Little Deer Isle, while
his vessel, sch. F. C. Pendleton, is loading
stone at Iiluehill for New York.
S. A. Parker went to Boston Saturday on
business and returned Tuesday. Mrs. Parker and son accompanied him and remained
to visit in Massachusetts and Vermont.
Charles 11. Coombs has returned to his
former position in Leonard & Barrows’
shoe factory, after three years in W. H.
McIntosh’s grocery store. Deis succeeded
in the store by Robert L. Curtis.
D.

E.

Dickey, who has been assistant

the Belfast station of the Maine
Central railroad, was transferred to Lewiston low'er station Saturday. He is succeeded in Belfast by E. T. Whitehouse of Unity.

agent

at

Mrs. Edwin Frost left last Thursday for
She atvisits in Portland and Sanford.
tended the commencement of the Emerson
High school, Sanford, in which her daughter, Miss Charlotte B. Frost, is teacher of

Work of the Anti-Saloon League.
Rev. Edwin C. Dinwiddie spoke in Memorial Ilall Monday evening, June 13th,
on the work of the Ametican Anti-Saloon
League, of which he is Legislative Superintendent.
Rev. Harry Lutz presided and
introduced the speaker.
Mr. Dinwiddie
spoke chiefly of the conditions in his native
State, Ohio, tracing the advance from the
small beginning known astheOberlin Temperance Alliance, to the present time, when
Anti-Saloon Leagues are established in
nearly every State in the Union. He did
not consider it necessary to discuss before
a Maine audience the evils of intemperance,
or any of the various phases of the temperance question, and confined his remarks to the direct work of the AntiSaloon League.
The aim of the league is
to unite the earnest Christian temperance
workers, of all shades of religious and political belief, in one organization for aggressive and practical warfare against the
saloon, the word saloon including liquor
selling under all conditions. The work is
done through agitation, or educating public sentiment; the enforcement of such
laws as we have and remedying existing
defects in those laws.
The speaker said
that the country is under great obligations
to Maine for the able men she has sent to
Congress and the effective work they have
done for the cause, mentioning as specially
noticeable in this work Representatives
Burleigh and Littlefield.
The New Steel Bridge.

languages.
The mends ot John 11. Burke are pleased
to learn that an operation on his eyes in a
hospital in San Francisco recently was successful, and that his sight is greatly improved. For several months he was unable
to read or write.
John A. and James W. Roberts of Read-

ing, Mass., have arrived at their cottages at
North Shore, Northport, for the season.
William Roberts and family will arrive
this week, but the family of John A. are
not expected until July.
Ralph S. Heath, one of the graduates of
the Leadville, Colorado, High school, is
the son of Mrs. Margaret J. lleath, formerly Margaret J. Brown of the Head of
Mrs. Heath has
the Tide in this city.
been in the west

some

years.

Chas. S. Bickford, Frank P. Wilson and
Dr. J. C. Ham attended the commencement
exercises of the University of Maine in
Mr. Bickford was masOrono last week.
ter of ceremonies at the reception.
Dr.
Ham received the degree of Bachelor of
Laws.
student at Kents Hill,
arrived in Belfast Friday and left Saturday
to attend the graduating exercises of the
Castine Normal School. Miss Amy Wilson
of Searsmont went to Castine Monday. Miss
Edith Wilson of Searsmont, their sister, is
a member of the graduating class.

Stanley Wilson,

a

At the commencement exercises at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
J une 7th, 231 students were awarded a degree of bachelor of science, and 12 were
awarded the degree of master of science.
This is the largest class the institute has
ever graduated.
Reginald llazeltine of this
city was one of those who received the degree of B. S. He took the course in mining
engineering and metallurgy.

North Belfast. The Cemetery bridge
is finished and is open to travel
It lias
been closed to travel, except foot, for a full
year. Last fall two substantial abutments
were built and the middle pier removed, so
that now the river runs in the centre of the
bed instead of on each side as heretofore,
thus rendering less liability of washouts,
which have occurred comparatively often in
the past. A few weeks ago the city authorities secured the services of Mr. Eli C'. Merriam to place the bridge in position. It
was a difficult and responsible task, as it is
constructed entirely of steel, except the
covering. The side pieces weigh over five
tons each, and on these rest heavy iron
girders, surmounted with railroad iron on
which rests the planking. The tides are
strongly braced, and the ends of the bridge
strapped and firmly secured. The work
lias been thoroughly done and reflects great
credit and skill on the master builder. We
think it a good policy for the city to replace the wooden bridges with 'steel as
they become decayed and have to be rebuilt.
Williamson Park?
To the Editor of Tiii: Journal: I
have from the first taken great interest in
progress of the. proposed park in Belfast, and as a member of the society which
first started the movement 1 venture to suggest a name for the place. Why not Williamson Park, in memory of your local historian
and a gentleman and scholar known far
beyond the borders of his city. 1 feel sure
if he was alive that lie would be greatly interested in the park idea.
Such a grandly situated tract should have
a dignified name, and 1 hope those in charge
will avoid “Seaside,” “Bay View” and other
names of that kind. They are too common.
Very truly yours,
Aug. C. Knight.
Boston, June 10, 1004.
the

A Feature of Parada.

It has been interesting to watch the
Parada audiences during the scene where a
camp of soldiers is depicted and the big
The Belfast friends of Willie Mace (and American flag is waved while the orchestra
the “Star Spangled Banner.” This
of his father, Conductor John A. Mace of plays
scene has been, by all odds, the most popthe Maine Central) will be glad to know ular and has always been applauded to the
that he is to have a place in the Boston echo, every time, the clapping being conHerald special train to. the St. Louis Ex- tinuous from the time the flag is first waved
until the curtain drops.
But the people
We print in another column have
position.
usually been too busy applauding to
what the Brunswick Record says of Sir. rise. On the first night two young ladies
Mace, and by courtesy of that excellent were the only ones on the floor to stand.
Another time a Colby freshman took the
newpaper are able to present the accom- lead and soon had every one with him.—
panying portrait.
Waterville Sentinel.

The

Republican

WALDO COUNTY VETERANS

A RECEPTION IN MONROE.

Journal.

Hold Their June

Mr. Hiid Mrs. Charles Jenkins Receive their
Friends and Numerous ('resents.

j

memorial day

Meeting in North Sear*- ;
port.
|

in

searsport.

Editor of The Journal:
the kindness of a comrade of
Through
BELFAST. THURSDAY, JUNE 16, 190*.
Waldo
AssociaThe
County Veterans’
j McGilvery Post, I have received a copy of
The reception recently given to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Jenkins of Monroe tion met at Grange hall, North Searsport, the Memorial day exercises in Searsport,
Published Every Thursday Mbrning by the
June 2d. A goodly number were present,, for
was a complete success, some seventywhich I wish to express my thanks. I
Co. five friends of the young couple were including representatives from Belfast,! am glad to be remembered as one of the
Journal
Winterport, Searsport, Waldo, Frankfort !
in the
present to extend congratulations, and and Monroe. The Secretary, A. Stinson, j “boys” who bore an humble part
great struggle from 1861-65, to which the
CHARM S A.
handthey were the recipients of many
called the meeting to order and called Past ; town
contributed so largely of its loyal
some and valuable presents.
Candy, President H. R. Dawson of Monroe to the
sons.
In reading over the list of citizens
THE BOOM IN ALASKA.
nuts and cigars were passed. Follow- chair. The committee on time and place of
still engaged in their work of devotion to
and their don-! the next meeting reported as follows: Time,
The story of the development of ing is a list of tire gifts
country and in loving remembrance of
Eliza July 7th; place, Morrill (by invitation). An j their
Alaska reads like a fairy tale. It had ors; Mamie, Susie, Jennie and
comrades, I am reminded of the many
silver cream ladle; Mr. and : election of President to fill the unexpired j deeds of
bravery, of their sufferings and
long been regarded as a land of glaciers Goodwin,
in the j
Smart
resulted
N.
of
President
term
W. I
privations, so long endured and so nobly
and low temperatures, where men went Mrs. "Wingate, hand towels; John
unanimous choice of H. T. Scribner. The
withstood during those eventful years.
hand towels; O. B. Dow,
to encounter fearful hardships in their Goodwin,
meeting then adjourned for dinner, at Each
!
and
H.
T.
hand
J.
L.
coming year is adding to the great
Futrnan,
towels;
served.
not
were
we
are
which clams
told,
quest for gold. Now
“Grand Army” which has crossed, and is
and Mrs. E. M. Chase,
hand
tow
Mr.
els;
meetThe President called the afternoon
only of other mineral resources of great
Harold Small, 1-2 dozen sauce ing to order, and after singing escorted still crossing, the “dark river” to the eternal
value, but—strangest of all,—of agricul- castor;
There is no halting in the
Mr. and Mrs. Will Small, water Comrade Scribner to the chair, on assuming camp ground.
The Alaska Cen- dishes;
tural possibilities.
procession; but on and on they march in
remarks.
a
few
he
made
butter
which
appropriate
Clements,
glass
unbroken column, which is only to cease
tral railroad now in course of construc- pitcher; Harry
David Wingate, glass butterdish;. Theu came the following address of wel- its
marching when the last comrade takes
tion, and which when completed will dish;
Miss Eflie Mitchell, glass spoon tray; come by Miss Carrie B. Stinson :
his place around the “bivouac of the dead.”
bring the Yukon gold fields within five
Mr. President, Comrades and La- Sad
Mr. and Mrs. Haswell, 1-2 dozen turn-1
though these memories be, yet there is
dies: Mine is the privilege this afternoou
days’ travel of Seattle, is said to have
and flour sieve; Maurice Brailey, to greet you, and to extend to you a most cause for rejoicing in the fact that we have
biers
“opened a new era for Alaska, which is
salt and pepper set; Mildred Brailey, cordial welcome. Welcome is such an old a united country; that peace and prosperity
now perhaps the laud of the greatest
word, addresses of welcome so common,
of shears; Miss Eflie Hamm, two one would think people would tire, both of prevail throughout this broad land of ours.
pair
in
the
world.”
This
railopportunities
The future of our country is made secure,
Mrs. Izzie Drew, teapot; Mr. ] word and deed ; but they do not. They
way starts from Seward, the coming tumblers;
feel the sincerity of the word anew each with liberty vouchsafed to every individual,
sil1-2
dozen
time it is uttered and are made glad. And however
metropolis of Alaska, which is situated and Mrs. Fred L. Palmer,
high or humble he may be; and
dozen napkins; i we trust you will feel this sincerity, and
on one of the best harbors on the Pacific ver teaspoons and 1-2
that our little hall is jours for the day, to our Nation stands to-day the strongest, the
coast—Resurrection Bay. The bay is Mr. and Mrs. George Palmer, dessert enjoy as much as you can.
grandest and best on the face of the earth.
and j There has been no greater event to our All these blessings, which are so manifest
one mile wide at the entrance and ex- spoons; Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Parker
was restored to our
nation
than
when
peace
tends 18 miles inland, where it is four Xancy Parker, coffee pot; Mr. and Mrs. homes aud country.
When brother no on every hand, are ours to enjoy through
water set: Unger sought brother’s life, but one liag, the loyalty and devotion of our soldiers in
miles wide at the upper extremity. X el son Curtis, decorated
silk Old Glory, lloated over a united people. war and citizens in peace. Among the
The depth varies from 200 to 1,000 feet. Mr. and Mrs. Austin L. Kicker,
You, veterans of the Waldo County Veter- names 1 notice
i ans
Frank
many comrades from the old
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Xye,
Association, with your comrades, by
It is open to navigation the year around sofa pillow;
valor and integrity, under God, saved 4th Maine, the 10th, 26th, 14tli anil 6tli llatyour
cold
Will
Webber,
and the climate is mild, the Japan cur- hot water pitcher;
our Union intact and complete.
Many of tery; and in recalling these grand organizawater set; Frank Wingate, vegetable; your comrades laid down their lives for the
rent tempering both water and climate.
I cannot pass them by
God’s
and tions to memory
cause.
You
by
escaped
mercy,
Sewall
Plummer,
Mrs.
and
A writer in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle dish; Mr.
without some allusion to individual memnow meet at stated times to perpetuate the
pitcher and nappie; Mrs. Wildes, glass memory of the past, and to instil into the bers who stood likea wall of rock against tile
says of the Alaska Central railroad:
minds and hearts of the sons and daughters
The road is to cross the unexplored berry dish; Charles Yates, chamber;
waves of Rebellion at Fredericklmrg, Anthe
of devotion to principle and counfield of gold, copper, silver and plati- Chester Webber, minor; Mr. and Mrs. try spirit
tietam, Gettysburg, Cold Harbor, the Wildwithout which no nation is safe.
said
to
be
that
are
num
unparalleled in W. II. "Webb, $'.o: Mr. and Mrs. John
The Grand Army of the Republic is the erness and Port Hudson.
Gravely the
their hidden riches.' Across the entire
civil organization the world has
did their duty and we know there are
Mr. and Mrs. Frank, grandest
ever seen.
It contains the most illustrious boys
district are mighty forests of excellent Jenkins, $10;
i
heroes among them could their story be told.
timber, favorably comparing with the Trickey, pair of pillows, bed blankets uames in history; names of brave men, wlio
fir of the Norwegian coast. Within t.he and centre piece; Mr. and Mrs. Joseph j in the darkest day of the Rebellion follow- The citizens of the town may well feel
ed the Stars and Stripes as the emblem not
proud of Col. McGilvery and liis 6th Batfertib valleys are rich fields for the
Pattee, double boiler and pillow slips; ; of a confederacy of States,bound together by
of Charlie liiekinore, a full major at
agriculturist, experiments having alropes of sand, blit as the emblem of an in- tery;
!
Bernard
Holmes,
Mrs.
parlor
and
Mr.
ready demonstrated that the lands in
separable Union and imiestructable States. tlie age of 22 years; of liow valiantly they
;
bead
rest;
Hattie
Webb,
Miss
Tanana
and
Susliitna
the
We welcome here today those who, when fought at the Devils Den and the Peach
valleys are lamp;
wonderful producers of grain, grasses Miss Maud Webb, panel; Mr. and Mrs. others faltered, laid down their lives, their
Orchard at Gettysburg; of that modest citfortunes and their sacred honors upon the
Lake Kenai is the
and vegetables.
II. E. Jenkins, 1-2 dozen napkins; Mr. altar of Liberty and Union, that a govern- izen and brave soldier I will take the lib rfirst point to which the railroad will be
ment of the people, by the people, and for ty to name, William It. Sawyer, who when
built. This is in the heart of a big ag- and Mrs. Cyrils Kicker, four tumblers; | the
people should not perish from the earth. the colors went down, rushed out and pickricultural region.
Mr. and Mrs. Moses Larrabee, bread j
Comrades, since your meeting in SwanThe new railroad also penetrates the
two of your members have passed ed them np and held them aloft when the
Maud
plate;
Miss
Kicker,
fancy
vi'.e,
plate;
over the
iver and joined the great majority SUili YVtl?> Mint III I'M'urn HI
iiaiiwn,
great coal fields of Central Alaska. An
Miss Gladys Fletcher, fruit plate; Miss ! on the other side. Who is there among
area comprising over eighty-five square
you while the
regiment was engaged in repellmiles has been explored and is reported 'Lena Xye. cake plate; Mr. George j that does not miss the kindly face of Coming the charge of Pickett’s Division. Kben
to have immense bodies of semi-anthra- Clements, perfumery: Percy Brailey, rade Smart, one who was always ready with
j cheering words for those in trouble and Whitcomb, who received a fatal wound on
cite coal of high full value. The prinand saucers; Ralph Clark, 50c.; ! with strong words for the cause of right.
the same bloody Held; and another, but a
cipal fields are located 125 miles in the cups
Sadly eacn recurring year,
W. II. Goodwin, 25c.;
mere boy, Frank E. Whitcomb, who carinterior, north of Seward.
Outcrop- 1 levers Shaw, 50c.;
Ye who still are lingering here.
Scatter flowers of sweet perfume
ried orders at Mobile when the ground bepings of coal measure two to seven Ernest Wildes, 25c.; Charles Page,
fallen
hero’s
On
each
tomb;
feet in thickness. These properties are hand
neath his feet was hot from the cannonad
lamp; Koscoe Stevens, pair of
Comrades who have gone before,
owned by capitalists from the anthraTenting ou the other shore.
kid gloves; Mark C. Pease, furnishing
ing and the air blue with the smoke of batcite regions oi Pennsylvania and the
Let us tle. There were those who did the duty of
Let us not forget the living.
Dora belkei,
owners are prepared to ship 500 tons for a sleeping room; Miss
strive to fill the few remaining years of our
loyal citizens who deserve mention and
life with sweetness. Speak cheering, apper day as soon as the railroad can sup- plate: A. C. Larrabee, fancy dish.
ply lacilities for handling the output.
proving words while the ear can hear and whose names we hope to see some day enthe heart be thrilled and made happy. The giaved upon a marble tablet in some Memo>x
I lie engiiieex ux liii5 xaxxv. ay 15
kind words jyou have to say after they are rial hall of the
FROM SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
town; men who gave their
The flowers you mean to
Swanitz, a German-American, who
gone, say now.
McGilvery,
in their means most liberally—Win.
claims Chicago as his home, and who
To the Editor of The Journal: send, give them to-day.do Now need
troubled and weary days
they
your Phineas Pendleton, Samuel Curtis, and our
I
to
in
my sympathy and help.
regard
said of the enterprise: “The building of As there was an error
good old citizen, Uncle Eben Sawyer, who
this railroad was brought about by place of residence I would like to con-, ‘Comrades, in fraternity, charity and said he had no money to contribute, but
we bid you welcome, and when the
loyalty,
Your corre- j
some bankers who had seen what was tribute, another letter.
taps have sounded for the last time on would offer his son upon the altar of his
are all out, may you
country and would gladly go himself if his
accomplished by the White l’ass Rail- spondent is a resident of Riverside, earth, and the lightsside
and join in the
meet on the other
Such loyal
age would not disbar him.
road in Alaska. That road is a narrow California, instead of Redlands. Riverranks, true comrades forever, and all anhearts can be found only where the spirit
gauge only a little more than one hun- side is a much larger place and lias one swer here at the final roll-call.
I
Comrade A. E. Nickerson of Swanville of patriotism prevails. Nothing like it is
dred miles long, connecting the Pacilie of the best water privileges in Califor- j
seen unless it be the French citizens at the
atSkagway with the Upper Yukon at nia. The water supply is taken from ; responded in an able manner. The choir
of Calais in the time of Edward the
It cost, $4,200,000 to the Santa Ana river. The shipments then sang the Star Spangled Banner. Com- siege
White Ilorse.
Third.
Nor can we forget the stirring
A. Stinson was called upon and paid
rade
build the road and its earnings the first of oranges east this season amounted
Jeremiah Merithew, Rev.
the following tribute to the late Comrade speeches of
year were $4.000,000, and since then it to 7,000 car loads. Each place boasts
Stephen Thurston, Gen. Frank S. NickerNehemiah Smart of Swanville:
lias paid 00 per cent, annually in divi- of a fine hotel. The New Glenwood at
Some \ears since I was called to the bed- son, and others who placed country above
dends.” That is better than digging Riverside is built in the mission style side of a dear friend and comrade., who had party and gave theif voices and votes to
been suddenly stricken down. Taking his
for gold. Then as to the territory it- of architecture and the old mission
hand in mine and looking into his fast dim- put down the rebellion. But 1 fear I am
1
seil At r. Swanitz said:
chimes peal forth from its belfry, it is ming eyes, I said, “My dear comrade, do presuming too much upon the space in the
you know me?” At once his eyes brightold Journal and will now draw this
Alaska now lias a white population about
closing now for the season and ened as he answered my appeal. I have good to a close. Let us be thankful that
article
of 100,0011.
li has produced $1:1(1,000,I
River-1
should
have
said
said
October.
that
his
until
brightened,
will not reopen
000 in gold since 1<U7, and annually
like diamonds and beamed the old flag waves over a united country;
deserted in summer, eyes scintillated
with love. Never in all my life had l gazed that Truth and Reason are enthroned and
yields an output ol salmon valued a: ; side is partially
•*■<500,000. it has 200.000,0011 acres of many going to the coast to enjoy the into such glorious eyes. Thus a moment Treason has no abiding
place in this blessmerchantable timber, 5.000 square miles sea breezes during the heated term.. passed. The eyes grew brighter yet, then
weaker and dimmer until their lustre was ed land of ours, which at last is saved from
of oil producing territory and copper
the nights here are said to lie gone. A scarcely heard sigh was gently disruption by the willing sacrifices of its
mines developed sulliciently to show While
hot' breathed, and the spirit of my dear com- j citizens.
E. B. B.
<15,000,1100 worth of copper in sight and cool and comfortable, it is very
rade was wafted on its way to that undisimmense areas of agricultural land.
Lynn, Mass., June J, 1904.
covered country from which no weary travduring the day.
Riverside may well he proud of its eler returns. The body of 1113' comrade lay
A PERIL OF HER SEX.
AFTER TAMMANY WITH A CLUB.
The earthly tabernacle was
before me.
■public buildings. The High school build- there, but the spirit, the intelligence that
How
a
that body, had gone, never to reKentucky Woman Met a Crisis in
ing is one of the finest to be seen any- dominated
The Brooklyn Daily Ragle, a leading
turn to earth or to inhabit its late abiding
her Life. Adopts a ltesolute Course and
where. The Chamber of Commerce lias
place. Strange thoughts, strange ideas; yet
Escapes From Troubles Which had Made
Democratic newspaper, is after Tama handsome building and a new Court for years 1 have thought that I saw that imher Wretched for Two Years.
soul
and
heard
many with determination and a lusty
its
depart
prisoned
message
House is nearly completed. One of the of
The experience of Mrs. I). €. Wedding of
farewell.
It
is
in
the
cudgel.
seeking peace
was the gift of a former
What is death ? Who can tell that it sep- Hartford, Kentucky, is of value to e\ery
parks
public
Democratic ranks after the manner of
arates the spirit from the flesh? All know woman, as it will point out a certain means
resident of Belfast, Albert S. White.
that the flesh after death perishes and de- of escape from a distressing situation to
Buck Fansbaw. of whom a friend said
1 visited the cemetery Memorial cays, but what of the spirit? What of the which time must inevitably bring her. Conto the “gospel-sharp" he was asking to
part? For one, I assume an un- cerning the difficulties which she encountDay. The decorations were very fine, intelligent
dying conviction that it still survives. I ered at the change of life, Mrs. Wedding
olliciate at the funeral:
“He never
and know not how nor
I consisting mainly of lillies, roses
where, yet I do know says:
could stand it to see things going
“Iu the spring of 1898, when I reached
I have never looked upon death withmagnolia blossoms—tire latter a very that
out a strong conviction that my soul could the turned life, I was seriously ill and was
wrong. He’s done more to make the beautiful and
flower.
Mag- not enter oblivion. It must survive. It confined to my bed for six or eight months
large white
j
town peaceable and quiet than any
somewhere exist and adapt itself to in all, during the two years following, I
| uolia trees are quite plentiful here, must
its new conditions. It may be in happiness; had chills, fever, rheumatism. My stomach
I've seen him lick four
man in it.
of
the
finest
is
one
it may be in misery; but this glorious seemed alway too full, my kidneys did not
j The pepper tree
Greasers in eleven minutes myself.” I shade trees. It lias a fern-like leaf and thought
I cannot escape—nor would I—the act freely, my liver was inactive, ray heartbelief in the eternity of the beat was very weak and I had dizziness or
“It was him that put down the
everlasting
the
like
weeping-willow.
droops
soul.
Oh, that it were possible for one swimming in my head and nervous trouriot last election before it got a start:
of
Riverside
The streets and avenues
short hour to see the friends, the souls we bles.
|
“I was under the treatment of several
that they might tell us what and
and everybody said he was the only are
beautifully shaded and there are a loved,
prominent physicians but they all failed to
where they are!
man that could have done it.
He
one
do
me any good.
It
is
of
houses.
fine
great many
“After suffering for two years I learned
waltzed in with a spanner in one hand 1 the
among the leaves and a sound like a throb
prettiest places I have seen in as
from
an Arkansas friend about the merits
the cipe fruit falls upon the sod beneath
and a trumpet in the other, and sent
The climate is the tree, and that is all. The sun shines of Hr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
Southern California.
1 decided that 1 would try them. The
fourteen men home on a shutter in less
! delightful, although some say San and the shadows fall and the winds whisper and
took made me feel better
among the trees just as before. The time very first box 1
than three minutes. He had that riot
Diego lias a more even temperature, of bud and blossom comes again and again, and when I had taken four boxes more 1
was
all broke up and prevented nice before
well, weighed fifteen pounds
i 1 am frequently told of the beauties of and the snow’s white mantle falls upon tiie moreentirely
than when I began, resumed my
anybody ever got a chance to strike a Santa Barbara, and hope to visit there graves of our departed friends.
Mr. President, comrades, ladies
and household duties, and have since continued
blow. He was always for peace, and
to my friends, it is not my purpose to eulogize in the best of health.
i some time before returning
“1 have recommended l)r. Williams’
the memory or to mourn over the loss of
lie would have peace—lie could not
native New England.
Pink Pills to many people on the baour departed Comrade Smart.
Our loss is
stand disturbances.”
sis
of wliat they did for me, and 1 feel that
his gain.
Hut standing in the presence of
Carrie A. Piper.
the Waldo County Veteran Association, in 1 cannot praise them too strongly.”
>o with the Brooklyn Eagle, winch
1904.
31,
Riverside, Calif., May
This wonderful blood tonic is a perfect
the hall where we have listened to bis kind
says: “Experience has shown that coand cheerful words, which we shall hear no regulator of a woman’s system It banishes
headaches, dizziness, depresit
nervousness,
seeineth
to
a
few words to
ercion best avails with Tammany Hall. REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION, more,
good
say
his memory. It was my privilege to form sion of spirits, and carries safely through
When Tammany has been whipped I
all
crises
physical
peculiar to the female
an early acquaintance with ('apt. Smart.
I
The Republican voters of the County of knew
him in the dark days of the rebellion, sex. It is sold by all druggists throughout
into line, the Democracy have carried
Waldo are hereby notified to meet by delethe world.
Xew York. When Tammany has whip- gates, in convention, at the Court House in marching side by side with him on many a
march. 1 formed a more intimate acthe sixth day of Au- long
after
ped the rest of the party into line, the Belfast, onatSaturday,
coming home, meeting
NEWSPAPER NOTES.
10.30 o’clock in the forenoon, quaintance
gust, 1904,
with him in the G. A. R. halls, at our AssoDemocracy have lost Xew York. That to nominate a candidate for Senator, Sheriff, ciation
in the Grange and at his
meetings,
of
The
Kennebec
Journal announces that
Probate, Regis- home. To form an
which Tammany respects is the lash. County Attorney, Judge
acquaintance with him
ter of
Probate, County Treasurer, and was to
to become intimate Howard Owen will again favor it, this
That which Tammany fears is the fall
respect
him;
County Commissioner. Also to choose a with him was to love him. He was faithful
summer, with weekly letters from the
of the lash. That which Tammany County Committee, and transact any other to his
in its time of need; loyal to shores of Cobbosseecontee, where he and
business which may properly come before the oldcountry
flag when its life hung upon a single Mrs.
obeys is the inlliction of the lash, upon said convention.
Owen are now located at their cottrue to every walk in civil as well
Each city and town will be entitled to one thread;
Tammany, by the rest of the Democas military life.
What more can be said of tage. This will be welcome news to all
and one additional delegate for
delegate,
racy.” The Eagle admits that the De- every forty votes east for the Republican him? He has gone from our midst. The readers of the Kennebec Journal.
places that have known him will know him
mocracy cannot carry Xew York State candidate for Governor in 1902, and one ad- no more. Let us
Dr. George M. Twitched, managing editor
respect his memory, and
or more
without Tammany; and it does not pro- ditional delegate for twenty-five
let us strive to live so near to each other, so of the Maine Parmer for
many years, has
votes in excess of the last forty votes, and
faithful
to
and
that
our
our
God,
country
pose to do without Tammany. “The one additional delegate for each town that when the call shall
sold his interest in the paper to Hon. Joseph
come for us, may it be
twenty-five votes and less than forty, said of us, as can be well and
proposition is to put Tammany in the cast
truly said of H. Manley and M. S. Holway. Dr. Twitchfor the Republican candidate for Governor our
departed comrade, well done good and ell resigbed as treasurer, and Samuel C.
Tight place—in the rear. It is to hold in 1902. Upon this basis the following al- faithful
servant.
was elected in his
over Tammany the right weapon—the lotment has been made:
place. Dr.
The remainder of the program was as fol- Manley
Relfa9t.U.Northport.3
Twitchell's retirement is due to poor health
lash. It is to put that right weapon to Belmont.2
Palermo.2 lows: Song, “Tenting on the Old Campand it is hoped that a much needed rest
its proper use—on the back of Tam- Brooks.3 Prospect.3 ground,” by the choir; remarks on the war
Burnham .3 Searsmont. 3
may bring to him renewed health and
3 Searsport..3 by Comrade H. R. Dawson; song, Mrs. Calmany, without compunction, as the Frankfort.
Freedom.. 2 Stockton Springs. 4 lie
strength.
of
A.
making Tammany pull IslesUoro. 2 Swanville. e
Harriman; song,
Stinson; reading,
only way
Jackson. 2 Thorndike. 3 Carrie Belle Stinson; remarks by comrades
straight and pull true.”
2 Troy. 4
Knox
He Wondered.
It is of course none of our funeral; Liberty. 3 Unity.4 and ladies; dosing with singing America.
Lineolnville. 3: Waldo. 2
if
to
know
aftei
but we are curious
“William Jennin’s Bryan,” slowly said
Monroe. 3 Wiuterport. 5
51
the Old Codger in the midst of the Sit and
sailing into Tammany “with a trumpet Montville...
Morrill.. 21
88
Argue Club, “William Jennin’s bryan—”
in one hand and a spanner in the other,”
“Well, what about him?” asked Hi Spry.
The County Committee will be in session
“Oh, I was just sorter wonderin’, replied
and sending the braves to the rear on a at the Court nouse at nine o’clock a. m., on
Por Infants and Children.
the veteran, “when he was goin’ to begin
the day of the convention to receive the
shutter, the Brooklyn Eagle will share credentials:
suin’
the democratic party for non-supthe delegates are requested to
the fate of peace-loving Buck Fansliaw
port.”—Puck.
the same promptly.
present
and require the services of a sky pilot
Per order of the Republican County ComA blessing alike to young and old; Dr.
mittee.
Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry; naCures croup, sore throat, pulmonary
Geo. E. Johnson, Chairman,
ture’s specific for dysentery, diarrhoea and
C. F. Drake, Secretary.
troubles—Monarch over pain of every sort
summer complaint.
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Belfast, Me., May 7, a. d. 1901.
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Colgate Old English Glycerine
Soaps 10c. per cake.
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Great Comfort in Trusses.
Cool Water Pads.
New

Every

patterns.

j

All material for r^p

New Medicine

BE'-T

|

f

QUALIFY,

|

LOWEST PRICES.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

CASTORIA

*

For sensitive tmniths.

I

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare*
goric, Drops ami Sootliiug Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates tl>a Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

GENUINE

B-

Dupont’s Badger Tooth Brushes

What is CASTORIA

j
!

B

cleanses ;h*» teeth, sweetens ami
purifles tin breath.

—

|

■

<

FORMOLID CREAM

The Kind' You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
^/-«•!Allow no one to deceive you in tins.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
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ALWAYS
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I
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In Use For Over 80 Years.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY,
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p’ease the hard to please. T hey
are fitted with the most reliable
oven heat indicator, and have
every known device to make

*

cooking easy.
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NIC.XEL PLATED
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WILL 1*K

j

if you have

at 1.30 o'clock,
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Waldo
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is

entitled

to 51

WARE,
GALVANIZED WARE,
PIPE AND

J

I

delegates,

as

FITTINGS
or ex
E EEXIXGS

f

Mildiell k
Mianus Marint'

M.

XEED REPAIRS?

ANO

DOES

r* t

i

^Clocki StationaryMotors
LEAD them all.
XEEI) REPAIRS?

I'll IIV
\--'I

X'ow is the time to have it done

ain-liiu.
an..1

M14MUS

MOTOR

j

WORKS

Satisfaction guaranteed
in every

',-i

i> u in

i
ensileire n\r
\vi
and
!.»|i
lamu in-s, <-\
Write i":

OPTICIANS.

fol-

L

-.I.!*

"

promptly.
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■:

TINWARE,
WDGDE?d

3!>, 1004,

for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor to be support' d at tin* September Election, ami for the transaction of such other business as may properly conn before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each City, Town ami Plantation will be entitled
to one delegate; and ter each 75 votes east for
tlie Republican candidate fo»- ( overnor in mo.,
an additional delegate; and for a traction of 40
votes in excess ol 75 votes, a further additional
Vacancies in the delegation of any
del gate.
(ii\. T**\vn o Plantation can only he tilled by
residents of the County in which the vacancies
exist.
The state Commit tee will be in session in the
reception room ot lie* Hall at 12.30 o'clock P. .M..
on the day of the Coiiv. ntion. for the purpose of
«*utia:s oi d**l< g.*'.
reeei wng'thc
Delegates,
in order to be eigible t<> pai tie.pate in Hit* Convention. must be elected *uib'<e«juent to the date
of the call for this Convention.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political affiliations, w ho belmv in the principles
of the R publican Party, and endorse its policies,
are cordially invited to unite under this call ill
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per Order, Republican State Committee,
F. M. s[.UPSON, Chairman.
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
Bangor, April 28, 19U4.
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THE AUDITORIUM, BANGOR,
WEDNESDAY, JUNE
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Republican State Convention!
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department.
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PORT I

Belfast.8, Morrill.
North port. 1
Belmont.
Brooks
2j Palermo.2l
Burnham. 2 Prospect
Frankfort.
2'seaismout. 2
Freedom
l; Searsport.2
Islesborougli. i! Stockton Springs. 2
Jackson. lnSwanville. 1
Knox
l.Thorndike .2
3
Liberty
11 Troy

>1 \ I % K

H.J.LOCKE&SON

..

—....

J. F. WILSON, President.
FRED RACKLIFF,

Secretary.

Lincolnville.2, Unity.3
Monroe. 2i Waldo.1
Moutville
...

....

|
!

..31Winterport.3

Waldo County

IWOOLENi Agricultural Society;

I
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j

CLOTH

j

i

ANNUAL FAIR AT BELFAST,

^
^■Fo^Iadies^uita^ldrt^n^ShirtK
Waists, Direct from Loom to the ■pj
Wearer at First Cost.

H
ittS

jagg

Free Samples on Application.
Great Bargains, Send for samples
today. We prepay Express.

pi J
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■ RIVERSIDE WOOLEN C0.1

(Many

will expel
exist,
prove a
able tonic if there are no worms. 85c at druggist*.
PK. J. F. TRUE A CO., Anbara, Me.

INotieo

of

|

H
M

J

Foreclosure.

Whereas, Lizzie A. Couant of Belfast, in the
County of Waldo and state of Maine, by her
mortgage deed dated the twenty-seventh day of
July, A. D. 1899, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 256 Page 128, conveyed to
me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of
land situated in said Belfast, beiug all that part
of the homestead farm late of Franklin Banks of
said Belfast, deceased, which lies on the south
side of the road Fading from the city of Belfast
to Belmont Corner, bounded and described as
follows, to wit: bounded on the north by said
road; on the west and south by land of Edgar M.
Cunningham, and on the east by land of George
W. Boulter and land formerly of Ann 8. Monroe,
containing fifty acres, more or less, and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason oj the breach of the
condition thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said

—

mortgage.

CASTOR IA

Dated this
1904.
D.

Ibe Kind You Have Always Bought

twenty-seventh day of May, A. D.
3W23

MARY E. HALL.

CAUTION.
I

I

j1

Send lor our free descri >
tion blanks.
NVe require no payment
in advance.
We use our own money
to advertise vour proper-

£
f

1

ty.

Over 300 sales in Maine
since 1901 to men from 20
States is our guarantee to

children are troubled with worms,#
treated for something else. A few doses of ■

Dr. wormsif
True’s
Elixir
and
they
vain-

This is to forbid all persons from trusting any
one on my account after this date.
MELVIN O. DICKEY.
Belfast, June 8,1904.—3w2a*

$16 assortment of Soaps, 1
Spices, Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Toilet <■

Given with

Standard Groce lies.
Send at once for our

big catalogue of

200 OTHER PREMIUM*

!

WANTED.

Summer Board
|| If You Want to Get a QuickSale
*.
|
|

and

Coik

;

H^PI^SnE^^IAINE^_B ! 5

Worms?

Handsome

"'"’u
<'.n;;
SEPT. 6, 7 & 8, 04. Home Supply Co,

■

H

j

This

you that our methods are right.
If you want to buy a farm get our FREE
Catalogue. It will tell you where the bargains are and save you tune and money.

|
!

!

!

_

M. S. STILES,
Brooks, Manager for Waldo County

Es*r“-»„n!L’
E a Strout
OUUUl, New York City,

L«n.

j
)
i
I
j

By thousands of Brooklyn people. <
few? 11 so. list v«mr house in the bi;»'
DAILY EAGLE FREE INFORM A I 1<
REAL’, for wliieh purpose a printed bln
rided.
The service of the INFORMATION

Will Cost You Nothing
The Brooklyn Eagle is the best adv« n;
iiuiii in the world. It carries more l*
ti semen ts than any New York paper. I
PRE-EMINENTLY at the head.
Au ADVERTISEMENT in the Haglittle, but brines large results, be a
EAGLE INFORMATION BUREAU i>
ly helping it.
Write for listiug blank, picture of B
Advertising Rate Card. Address
'•

>

INFORMATION BUREAU,
Second-hand goods
of every ^descripion. Furniture,
bedding, carpets,
stoves, e^tc. Antique furniture a
specialty. If you
____have anything to
sell drop me a postal card and you will receive
a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
ly52

BROOKLYN DAILY EAG 1.1
Brooklyn, >
Mention the paper in which you *e«
Advertisement.
mjl'

BELFAST & MOOSEREAD LAKE
RAILROAD COMPANY.

WANTED

1

Ladies to know that tumors, cancers
and all uterine troubles can be cured
by a simple home treatment. One box
given to every lady addressing Ladles’
H ome rl reatment Co., 257 Deei ingAve

Portland, Me.

Ageuts wanted.

Clerk’s Oku*
Belfast, Mr., May 31.
Notice is hereby given that the annual ii"
of this corporation will ho held at tli
House, in Belfast,’Wednesday, July <». l‘MI*
10 A. M., for the following purposes, viz
1st. To hear and act upon the report'
directors, treasurer and trustees.
2d. To elect nine directors lor the
year.
3d. To act upon any other business that
4v\
legally come before said meeting.
W M. H. QUIMBY. O'K
Per order,

4t5l*

1

Banda Oriental
Del

If

magnesia, amethyst, agate, alabastei
mostly found within
the northern hills, mixed up with gneisi
and granite, porphyry and sandstone.
A corporation called the “Gold Min
ing Company of Uruguay” holds i

NEW YORK FASHIONS. THE SUNSHINE SOCIETY.

and marble—are

Uruguay.

Lamson & Hubbard

Materials for

Wedding Gowns, Trimmings,
Graduating Dresses, Sashes, Shoes, Col-

THE GOOD WORK IT IS DOING IN

ored Linen Dresses.

WALDO COUNTY.
[ Correspondence of The Journal. J
The International Sunshine Society
Soft fabrics are again the rule for
is
gaining rapidly in numbers and
wedding gowns, and this season imitapopularity in Waldo county. There
tion laces enjoy a special
distinction,
coming in exquisite patterns and such are many active members and several
fine textures as to almost disarm criti- branches that are doing a beautiful
of Corrales. Two copper mines neat
work in bringing “sunshine” into a
cism. To chiffon, chiffon cloth,
crepethe foot of Pan de Azucar (Sugar Loaf
de-cliine and lace are added chiffon great number of hearts and homes.
mountain are in active operation anc
taffeta silk, so soft and pliable that it Among the branches is one at Monroe,
yielding fairly well; but all the rest re
be used as a substitute for chiffon. Me., the president of which during the
main comparatively unworked, princi- may
past year was Mrs. Belle J. Palmer,
A second new material is
messaline,
pally because of the eternal revolutions
and under her guidance the branch has
also soft and clinging, yet
having quite
that distract the country.
done much good work. One worthy
as much lustre as the old time satin.
At the last Paris Exposition were
object was the buying of an artificial
RUFFLES OF THE MATRIAL
shown sixty different varieties oi
limb for Carl Peavey, a 15-years’ old
In Montevidec are the most fashionable trimming for
“Uruguay marble.”
boy of North Monroe. This was exthis
and
one
can
purpose,
every house with any pretentions tc
scarcely use
pensive, but the members did their
elegance has its marble entrance, hall too many for present styles, either on best and succeeded. There is also a
skirts
or
sleeves.
and
flooring, gables
grand stairway oi
branch at North Monroe that helps all
the same beautiful material; and a
A POINTED BODICE
worthy objects. At North Searsport
great deal of it appears on the facades shirred at the front, with folds of soft are several active members, including
|
of both public and private buildings. material at the sides, in order to give a
Mrs. Fred Black, Mrs. Ida Nickerson
Vet, strange to say, it is nearly all im- surplice effect, is a popular style, and of and son. These members assist the
ported, though vast quantities of the course the skirt is shirred around the State President in various ways. Belfinest marble lie within a few miles of
waist to be in keeping.
Trains are fast has a branch that sent out much
the city. The great coal fields of the about two and a half
yards long, and Christmas cheer, as well as doing many
northern provinces are also uuworked, net or tulle veils should
correspond in helpful deeds throughout the year. The
and most of the coal used in Uruguay length; a cluster of orange blossoms or !
president, I believe, is Miss Isabel
is imported from Cardiff, at an average lilies-of-the-valley
attaching the veil to Ginn. A special feature of the work
cost, when delivered, of fifteen dollars the hair. The bouquet is always in of the Sunshine Society is the filling of
per ton.
harmony with the flowers in the hair.
“empty stockings;” that is the remem
Since Uruguay lies within the tembrance of the little children whom
THE SAME GENERAL RULES
[
perate zone, its fruits are much like may be applied to
making graduating Santa Claus is not likely to visit; and
those of the United States—apples,
dresses, for which India lawn, mull or shut-ins, cripples, the aged and lonely,
Strawberries
cherries, peaches, etc.
organdie are most suitable, at the same are also remembered. The Scatter
grow to an astonishing size, and are time white chiffon taffeta
may be em- Good Branch at Troy, Miss Millie
sold by the piece, or the dozen, never
ployed. Sashes are all' important for Stevens, president, is anothei branch
by measure. “Greengages,” too, are these dresses, and soft ribbons, such as that is properous and active. Shut-ins
enormously large, and being valued by messaline or louisine, are the favorite in all parts of the county are lovingly
good housewives for putting up in choice, or else a very high, soft silk remembered by this branch. The Jewel
brandy, they come high in market- girdle. Suede or satin slippers with a Sunshine Branch of North Stockton
fifteen cents the dozen. Nowhere do smart bow on the
instep and open w ork Springs is another branch. The presivegetables come to such perfection or plain silk stockings give the finish- dent is Miss Bertha A. Partridge and
with so little trouble, and therefore
ing touch. Gloves are very much a the junior members are the children in
they are cheap; but potatoes are scarce matter of choice, either lace mitts, those her Sunday school class. Other active
and dear, though climate and soil are of
members of this branch are Miss Abbie
open mesh silk, or plain silk.
admirably adapted to their growth, be- PLAIN COLORED LINEN AND CANVAS C. Chase of Searsport and Miss Mary
cause the natives have not yet learned
Eva Swett, who had charge of the teleDRESSES
to include them in the daily menu and
office in Searsport last winter
are this season a special feature, and graph
therefore do not raise many of them.
the display in Lord & Taylor’s beau- and is now telegraph operator at OakGrasses remain green and succulent tiful windows on
land.
Miss Amy Lane of Stockton
Broadway charms
the year around, furnishing the best of
the passer-by, suggesting so much com- Springs is interested in the work of the
pasturage. In Uruguay, as in Argen- fort as well as genuine elegance in their society. Jewel Branch sends out much
tina, the pastoral wealth is due to the
symmetrical outlines and soft colors. reading to shut-ins and has also disfertilizing constituents of “pampa Several shades of blue, tan, lavender, tributed clothing and other things
mud,” geologically associated with
where it was appreciated.
color and

py,TRY AND THE PEOPLE AS government commission in the district
impress the FOREIGNER TO- of
Cunaperu, and is rapidly projecting
the mining industry.
the acquisition of new mines; while th<
>pandenee of The Journal.]
“Corrales Gold Mining Company has i
iiiko, UnrGUAY, May 1st, concession almost as big in the district

f
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\elers fresh from the westi ^outh America view the

with disappointment,
plains and majestic rivtame and unattractive by
.ist

ess

;li Andean scenery. One is
by a marked difference in

look of the towns; because
under tlie shadows of the
.era live in constant fear of
and therefore build none
■k walls, those on the eastiving
as

dread,

such

no

rear

their means will al-

compensations,
picturesqueness. The
the naturalist, the lover
,iy find solace in the thought
the antiquities of Peru,
ii ere

are

.1

crandeur of Bolivian sceu',iversified beauties of Chili
industrial development
h more

rapid

progress on
rail-

Xumerous

shores.

the great
nations ply the

iverse

plains and
rivers; so

ay accomplish in
ami at trifling cost

few

a

expedi:<>rmerly required months
traveling and the expendi-

t. itune.

the rambling old

|

easas

of

.••ago, Guayaquil and Aretheir Moorish patios, their

street-ward, hiding

turned

and loveliness in the
The more ambitious
Montevideo and Buenos

iwers

yard.
i

roofs, commanding

hit

in line weather,

inmates

:e

a

and are the favorite re-

w,

sort of watch-

have a

fern

roofed and
all sides, wherein—howmay beat or winds may
people can stili take note of
Gibor’s affairs and enjoy tlie
,'l>ects of busy streets and
1,

mirador,

led a
on

ocean.
'i iianutimc

\uui

tins

lcujutc

mtinuajly develops new cause
and admiration. Though

:

iveiv unknown to the world.

gigaiitu;

diu.c-uuuYia.il

.uuiuaia

champague
green are represented, not forgetting white linen, or

uusc

regions. There
except along the river

remains abound in these
are

few forests

white silk finished canvas.

The skirts

of these dresses are made in

Big Ovens and Little Ovens

yield the

|

;
;

■:

ot

only

the most favored

miles, with many

uer,

banks, and the Sierras have

ties of the blood.

no

trees

wise

|

There are no scor-

!

rims

section of

Xo

nor

an

stony lands of Las Minas. There is
also a queer, little viper called “la
vivora de la Cruz,” because on its head
are vivid marks in the form of a cross.

is

re-

Pumas

small lakes and creeks

to considerable size

during

Yet there is not a

season.

spot in all Uruguay,

agriculture

ol where

:

the

(Free

and between 4,000 and 5,000 men, women
and children enrolled as members. The

better factor for the making of

ise.

immi-

averaging
is

earth,

but that

For

example: the best of
.tton and pork can be boughtfor
ts the pound; fish are three to
each in the markets; ducks,
and partridges from ten to
iits per bird, and vegetables
kinds correspondingly cheap.
population approximating 500,iguay produces not less than
bushels of grain every year,
■

■

average of ten bushels to each
Milan and child in the I'nnol rv

1

lions) are found near

gest export is wool, valued at
ug over six million dollars a
Beef comes next on the list in
y, valued at about the same
and hides third, not less than
Ow being shipped every year.
ones wheat, about $3,000,000;

society is, “Have you had
kindness shown, pass it on.” There
are no stated dues but each member is
motto of the
a

“pass

dillos

little

or

The ostrich (Rhea Amerieaua),

plains.

in the

There are

thickets and water fowl on the

Tribute to the

Late

Dr.

G.

W.

[MARK

|

W.

■1 years of
'•

including

almost

continuous

long

struggle for

the

■"deuce and eighty subsequent
■

•>

mis, the people were mercilessed of their wealth and many
letches who were suspected of

■ug where gold and silver might
imed, were persecuted until they

Foster,

Foster, superintendent ol
Maine Insane Hospital

Bangor, was read at the annual meet
iug of the A. M. Medico I’sychologica
Association by I. W. Blackburn, M. D.,

oil the secret or died to conceal
"ul so such pains were taken to
;d! traces of nature’s storehouses
m

many cases, after the lapse of a
years, the descendants of the orig-

1

:

'wners could not tind them.

How-

within the last quarter-century,
mineral deposits of extraordinary
'mss have been discovered and the
1

i'"r< of a

recent

geological

commis-

m

appointed by the government to
'famine these resources, reads like a
1
‘m of the
Arabian Nights. The minnal

''tl'osits—gold,

silver, copper, lead,

with those in the waist, terminate to
allow fashionable width at the lower

Mooily

■

The Keeley Institute in Portland, Maine
Munjoy Hill, is successfully curini I
drunkards and drug users.
Iyr25*

Dyspepsia

Cura

druggisw

orb. F. HALL*

MANUFACTURERS

OF

J

ing

a

We sell each week live stock

Brighton market direct to the
Milkmen and;Butchers. We save
for the shipper the speculator’s
profits. I f you have live stock to sell

DYE

CO., HASHUA. H.

it is worth dollars to you to inves-

tigate

H.

noble

Alter
of

race

I
L

activity, they represent

an

absolutely

silent world.
All the vast array of
modern knowledge has found no butter-

and the

top

Chicago, to discover how to combine the
virtues of Witch Hazel with other antiseptics, in the form of a salve. DeWitt’s
Witch Hazel Salve is the best salve iu the
world for sores, cuts, burns, bruises and
piles. The high standing of this salve has
given rise to counterfeits, and the public is
advised to look for .the name “DeWitt” on
the package, and accept no other. Sold by
R. if Moody.
The Simpson House at Owl’s Head
has been leased for three years to the
managers of a New Jersey training
school for young ladies. A large numher of the students will arrive about
the middle of June and remain during
the summer.

"IftSr- Early Risers

the butterflies themselves or their kindred might hear.—T. W. Iligginson, in
the June Atlantic.
The Old Home

Paper.

Somehow the ol’ home paper
Is jes’ like cider made
In the cosy mill thet’s standin’
In the orchard's autumn shade;
It’s sweet an’ pure an’ honest,
An’ tells of them we love—
Of darlin’ babies given
An’ neighbors called above.
Just what I think of the Journal.
A Native of Stockton Springs.
Minneapolis, Minn., May 25, 1901.

Bean the

The Kind You Have Always

BonjJI

Our live stock

established in 1865.

Our salesmen have had 20 years’
We guarantee

quick

returns at market values.

HOLD'

RS,

Write

us if you have live stock
to.'sell.
We will keep you posted on the
? market. See our market reports in

this paper.

Building, High Street, opposite

gtf

THE
LIBBY

FTC.

1

MARK WOOD & SON,
Hills

methods.

was

--

BOUQUET

Court

COMPANY,

R

House, Belfast, Maine.

'fi

BURNHAM,

MAINE.

KaaHMMBMBMMBgBgBKaBr

BELFAST

Ideal Summer Home,”

So visitors have called WINGATE C OTTAGE, on Northport Avenue, Belfast, now offered for sale. It is aiso a comfortable all-the-year residence and has been so occupied for
A new Glen wood furnace was installed recently, and there is one of the
a long time.
handsome fireplaces of the Philadelphia & Boston Face Brick Co. in the sitting room,
where driftwood makes a cheerful blaze.

Gas & Electric Light Co.

The house is 30x40 and conveniently arranged, with plenty of closet room. There are
three rooms besides the kitchen on the ground floor and three bedrooms and a large trunk
There is a 7-foot veranda on two sides, affording
or stoi age room on the second floor.
shade at any time of day and a line view of the bay. City water and well water in the
house. It is on the telephone line, and electric lighting may be had. The proposed electric road from Belfast to Camden will pass the door.
The grounds contain fruit and shade trees, shrubs, vines and flowers. Apply to

Electric

CHARLES A. P1LSBURY, at The Journal Office.

of All Kinds.

Wiring

Electric, Gas Fixtures»Supplies.
Office Washington Street.

Telephone number, 44-2.

FRED ATWOOD,

Insurance and Rea! Estate,

wlSORT'

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.

Marcellus J.
DRY and FANCY

Insurance and Inspection.

GOODS,

MiLUNtRY DiLP&RTMtNT

Security Bonds for Cashiers. Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Beat estate bought, and sold.

ORIENTAL BAZAR

Dow,

BKOOKS, MAIKK,

Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insunnce, Steam Koiier

BUTTERFLIES.

all, the
winged

our

^experience.

There is no
a

Live Stock Commission busi-

at

IF;OK VASES,

j

raised

was

in Massachusetts we have been do-

WOOD & SON,

Mr. McKERZIE,

-AND-

I

4

have

talked

so

much

about

Royal Stomach King that
my friends are ready to laugh at
me.
But she who laughs last
laughs best. The medicine has
done me so mush good I can afford to laugh with my friends.

Brown’s

Dry Goods Store.
M. Barakat &
IMPORTERS

Ayoub,

i

OF

MARY WHITMORE,

SHAWLS, DRAPERIES, HANDCLIINV
MADE
RACE, KIMONAS,
SILK

129 Main Street,

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK, DOMESTIC
anil IMPORTED NOTIONS and LACE.
People are invited to call and examine our
inch
goods. We sell cheap.

and

p. O. BAILEY CARRIAGE CO.
OF PORTLAND.
I will discount five dollars on every Carriage after J une 1st.
Call and see them and be convinced.

H. C. MARDEN,
Rear

Windsor

—Repository
BELFAST, MAINE.

Hotel,—
3m22

FOR RENT.

tf_

For Sale at
I

MRS. E. J. MORISON.
Belfast, May 2,1904.-2tl8»tt

a

Bargain.

One 4-year-old Norman stallion, weighs about
1300, color gray, sire .laimaque: dam, large draft
mare by Island Prince.
This is one of the best
colts 1 ever raised and will be sold right.
Also 2 top buggies, 2 road carts. 1 milk or
set double
grocery wagon (crank axletree),
set double work harnesses.
road harnesses,
For cash or negotiable notes.
Reason for selling: I have other b si ness in
Liberty, where you can communicate with me by
letter, telephone, or in person, at the store of T.
1‘. Mathews, or see
my Belfast agent, W. II. Walton, near Holmes’ mills.
131 f
B. L. PITCHER

M

at

Hospitality
Small Expense

We sell SKIRT WAISTS and

DREfS SKIRTS.

Entertainment—that is, pleasure to your guests
—does not depend on the money you spend, but
on your own knowledge of how to receive and
extend hospitality. Christine Terhuue Herrick
tells you all about it. Postpaid, 50 cents.
E. J.
tfC

WRIGHT & HALL,
Opera House Block, Bellust,

GEODE, Publisher,
Avenue, New York.

15G Fifth

Female Atteadams Wasted
At Taunton Insane Hospital,
Taunton, Mass.

Congress
sonable and terms easy.
SMALL
on

street.

Price

rea-

BELFAST LOAN AND BUILDING ASSO.
31, 190L—I3tf

March

Me.

...

PLUMBING, HEATING and
GAS SUPPLIES.
can

t'urnisli ail

of

the latest

goods in tin* above lines
prices.

date

All labor and material

at

and

up-to*

reasonable

guaranteed satin*

factory Ik*fore piihl for.

FOR SALE!
HOUSE

-DKAI.KRS IN

We

Wages $15 per mouth. Advance in wages may
be expected if service is satisfactory.
19tf
J. P. BROWN, M. D., Supt

House with modern conveniences and

stable, 21 Pearl St.

Belfast.

18

RACE, TABLE mid CUSHION COVERS,

Harnesses.

asks the readers of this paper to test th* >
value of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
Thosi >
persons who have used it and who hav
been cured by it, do not hesitate to recom
mend it to their friends.
Kodol digest
what you eat, cures indigestion, dyspepsii
and all stomach troubles.
Increase:
strength by enabling the stomach ant
to
contribute
to
the blooc
digestive organs
all of the nutriment coutained in the food
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure is pleasant and pala
table.

DlgMti what you aat>

Since the quarantine

§

Our work is second to none and always gives
satisfaction. Our prices are consistent with the
host of material ami workmanship.
Now is the
time to place your orders for spring delivery. Do
not fail to look at our well selected <toek of
finished work before buying elsewhere. We
handle

Carriages

the medical schools of Boston and New
York. Early in his career he adoutec
the specialty in which he became emi
neut.

Kodol

rim CIS. of

in an underfolded

preparation he supplemented bj
post-graduate studies in special lines it

on

DlaCK r use

fullness is disposed fly which murmurs with an audible
voice, and only a few species which can
Belfast, Me.
box-plait at the back even audibly click or rustle with their 99 High Street,
where the skirt closes.
wings; Darwin first observing these in
South America, and others recording
LINEN HATS INDICATE
the predominance of this fabric, and in ; them at long intervals of years in
Europe, and, finally, in the United
two soft colors, trimmed with ribbon | States.
Mr. Scudd'er has not only
and plumage, oftentimes a large, white detected a soft sound in one or two
bird, they present a very attractive ap- cases, proceeding from the wings, and
sounding like the faint rustling of
Verona Clarke.
of Carriages
pearance.
sandpaper, but he hazards the opinion 1 have a fine line
that many of the quivering or waving and Harnesses from the.
For a Hundred Years.
motions of the wings of these bright
MAINE STATE PRISON
For a hundred years or more Witch Hazel creatures, although inaudible to us,
has been recognized as a superior remedy,
be accompanied by sounds which Also
may
Carriages of all kinds from
but it remained for E. C. DeWitt & Co. ot

edge,

cellent

B. H.

I
■

I Marble Monuments /Tablets, Headstones, Etc

to his or her

chief charm of this
flowers does not lie
in their varied and brilliant beauty, nor
yet in their wonderful series of transformations, in their long and sordid
catapillar life, their long slumber in
the chrysalis, or the very brief period
wilier comprises their beauty, their
love-making, their parentage, and their
death. Nor do.es it lie in the fact that
we do not yet certainly know whether
belt. A removable shield is worn, and
they have in caterpillar shape the faculis completed by a standing collar, a ty of sight, or not, and do not even
sailor or shawl collar outlining it. know the precise use of their most conTucks also modify the bishop sleeves, spicuous organ in maturity, the antenme.
Nor does it consist in this, that
finished by wristbands. Five gores are they of all created things have furnishemployed in making the skirt, which ed man with the symbol of his own improvides for round, short or instep mortality. It rather lies in the fact
with all their varied life and
The tucks, corresponding that,
lengths.

vices and medical work of the late Dr
the Eastern

give according

THE SILENCE OF

stylish toilette taken from The
Delineator, and made in cream serge
introduces tucks, which are arranged in
pairs to give the effect of box-plaits.
Red silk is used for Jrimmings in order
to bring about a contrast. The shirt
waist is tucked in front, while the
back is plain, and may either be bloused or drawn down snugly under the

A memorial testimonial of the ser

George

to

on” some kindness.

This

Fannie B. Ward.

homeseeker.

ON COMMISSION.

I

■

business

To become a member one must

dren than the organization of Sunshiue
Branches in our schools and Sunday
schools.
Bertha A. Partridge.

roams

paroquets
lagoons;
partridges, quail, several specimens of
the vulture tribe, and tall, lean ruffled
crows.
The streams are full of fish,
and it is asserted that nearly 150
species of the finny tribes are found
along the seashore. Taken altogether,
Uruguay is not an unfavorable place
for the hunter, the fisherman or the
the

LIVE STOCK

* 1

UWXI or ncn

TEMPLE.

I

ness.

SSEES?," BUCKINGHAM’S
* UCaUlIAUl UI

character in the education of our chil-

"00,000; and other agricultural of Washington, D. C. Dr. Foster died
<ts foot up to nearly $3,000,000 January 4, 11*04, in the 59th year of his
ill these have more than doubled age. His wife died December 29, 1903,
of double pneumonia, and Dr. Foste*
tiie last ten years and continue
soon after was stricken with the saint
rose like compound interest,
disease.
Dr. Foster was born in Burnham
placer washings, from which
Me., in 1845, but resided in Bangor fron
oils and the Viceroys of Spain
early childhood, and there married Miss
get such fabulous quantities of Charlotte E. Adams, daughter of Rev
i silver, were
ajl long since ex- A. C. Adams, now of Wethersfield, Ct
He graduated from Bowdoin College ir
i. or their localities have been
1808, and received his medical degret
■‘ted and forgotten.
During a from the sa(pe school in 1871. This ex

I

is the true way of finding happiThere are in this State TO branches

(“ant-eaters,” here called mulitas,
mules), sole remnants of the
ancient mastodons and mylodounes.

from

ing is cheaper here than any-

i

ness.

enthusiasnty-seven.
limed by resident foreigners
icuav is not only the healthiest
the face of the

1

happy

means.

rate
It

1

and every week new members are added who understand that making others

supposed

birth

as

MASONIC

4The dose is one, just one pill I
1^
Sugar-coated,
\/ §JkI I O at bedtime.
Mil ^ mild, certain. They cure
Am. j VI
A.
*
constipation.

|“An

foxes and millions of the iittle arma-

;ie

causes

much

Dwight P. Palmer,

to Housewives.

9

A
I\

doing such things as writing birthday letters to invalids, letters of comfort to the bereaved, patterns exchanged, all kinds of delicacies made and sent
to the sick, llowers sent and all sorts of
wants are supplied. This is “sunshine,”
!

fur-

iral

as

GREEN TRADING STAMPS.

housewives, because it is easily
worked, yields a superior quality
of baking, and a greater quantity

Cut out this advertisement and mail to us with name of
your
¥.r2c?r. and we will send you free of charge one of our GOLD
MEDAL COOK BOOKS, containing 1000
carefully prepared
receipts. If your dealer does not handle Oold Medal Flour.
please mention it in your letter. Address
BROWN a JOS8ELYN, Portland, Maine.

object of the International Sunshine Society is to help wherever help
is needed, to “scatter sunshine” everywhere. The State President, Mrs. John
Sumner Heald of Portland, has the
branches over the entire State perfectly organized. Mrs. Heald is greatly interested in the effort to help cripples
who may be benefited by surgical or
medical treatment and the society has
now two little crippled children at the
Eye and Ear Infirmary, Portland, for
treatment. Recently the society fur-

t!ie tiiousand and the death

ruguay lias doubled,

popula-

tnd colors.

than any other. Gold Medal
flour is made of the finest spring
jvheat, so milled that the gluten
and germ of the grain are
retained, giving the bread
a
fruitlike or almond
flavor unknown to improperly milled flour.

The

banks of the larger rivers. The ounce
(pronounced weeuce), a small tiger,
roams the wooded inland; and there are
wild cats, water hogs,
tapirs, deer,

the last decade tiie

In fact, anything* you may need for
Spring wear,
from the best selected stock I have ever shown,
rhe hats are beauties, in all the popular shapes

in

the Brazilian frontier and along the

excessive moisture,

■

(mountain

NECKWEAR.

Flour

the favorite of

and the work of the members consists

pions, centipedes or tarantulas here to
more abundantly
watered, frighten unwary travelers, but enoriij
thirty navigable rivers, mous spiders are alarmingly common
ave as many as fifteen'hunand are said to be-venomous. The only
.laries, forming a net-work of dangerous reptiles are rattlesnakes,
in all directions; not to menand they are chiefly confined to the
irbors;.

HOSIERY.

Gold Medal
_JS

1904

□LOVES,

Washburn-Crogby’g

lengthplaits which open at about knee
; south America as regards cliworth mentioning. But every hillside
depth, and waists show four models.
and geographical position, but is covered with bushes—myrtle, acacia,
A RATHER LONG COAT.
/ the most prosperous, and by rosemary, mimosa, and the ceido, with
The eton, the blouse, and a blouse
s natural advantages is desits scarlet blooms; while the valleys are
a short skirt at the back are
c one the most important in
fragrant with bay and laurel, and car- having
faced with a color. White braid
uneree. Consulting a map,
peted with crimson verbenas and other usually
in various widths, white or colored linen
id the little cone-shaped brilliant flowers. The great Bio Xegro
or small pearl buttons, and
:;ih named Uruguay cut out
Black River) got its name from the tabs, large
brass buttons of several sizes are the
tiTim the big Argentine Ke- fact that at a certain season of the
for these suits, and green
dividing line being the La year it is blackened by the sarsaparilla trimmings
nished treatment there for Miss Alma
a specially attractive finI’arama rivets, while Brazil growing along its banks; and other facings-give
of Brewer, who had not walkAppleton
new
The
three-quarter sleeve is a
mi tin- northeast and the Atrivers are so impregnated with the ish.
ed for seventeen years. She went home
between the long and el-an
washes its southwest, root of the medicinal plant as to exempt 1 compromise
cured and able to walk. Many of the
little way bebow sleeve, reaching
uitaming only about 03,000 the people who drink their waters from 1!
branches in the State own wheel chairs
and
elbow
the
finished with a cuff.
nil miles, it has a sea and any .skin disease arising from impuri- low
which are lent to those who need them
not

■

Spring Styles

result when Washburn-Crosby Co.’a
Gold Medal Flour is used—always satisfying, nutritious
bread; light, rich cakes; uniformly delicate pastry.
Bakers know its value from daily
experience—from
the time the flour goes into the bin until it is hanH«d
Out a finished food to the smiling customer,
same

PLOWS
FEW 2-HORSE PLOWS with wheel and cutter, ready to hitch to. Only $5 each while
they last. New goods.
FRED ATWOOD, Winterport.
6tl9

A

Republican Journal.

The

BELFAST. THURSDAY. JUNE 16. 19M.
Published

Every Thursday Morning by the

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
CHAKLKS A.

PILSBPRY,} Busines^Manager.

Subscription Terms: In advance, £2.00 a year;
31.00 for six months; 50 cents lor three months.
Advertising Terms: For one square, one Inch
length in column, 75 cents for one week and
25 cents for eacli subsequent insertion.

The Rockland Opinion says of Hon.
William T. Cobb: “Personally, he is a
of a nice sense of honor and of

man

strict

integrity,

and we do not believe

he ever did a mean act in his life.”

suggestion of Mr. A. C. Knight
that our public park be named in honor
of Belfast’s historian, a man who ever
had the best interests of the city at
heart, is well worth considering, We
The

OBITUARY.
David W. Dyer, one of the oldest shipbuilders of Eastern Maine, died at his home

bert Brooks and Mrs. E. L. Keyes of Worcester ; Mrs. David Mitchell of Lee, N. H.;
harles Chapman of Unity, and John F.
Chapman of Belfast; also one brother and
one sister, Sewall Field of Uplands, N. H.,
and Mrs. Eva Weed of North Livermore,
Me. She was a member of the Methodist
church, the W. C. T. U. and the Belief
Corps. She was a devoted and faithful

-j

Northport avenue Tuesday morning,
He had
June 14th, after a short illness.
been remarkably strong and active up to a
comparatively short time before his death,
lie was born in Steuben, Me., Nov. 29,
1815, a son of Reuben and Anna (Whitten)
Dyer. The father died at the age of 89
David W. Dyer
and the mother at 72.
on

j
|

Wonderful Change in One Night.
In a Month Face Was
Clean as Ever.

The man said he

supposed the taxes
heavy here as in Italy and had
been saving up a considerable sum tc
were as

meet the claim.

He said lie was over
joyed at seeing his hill so small. Thai
certainly was a very uncommon kind ol
lit.

Partridge of Stoektor

annual

FORENOON.

10.00.

Devotional Services,
Kev. C. II. Beebee.
John Lane.
Greeting,
Miss
Nellie
D. Thompson.
Response,
Music.
Reading of Records.
Reports of Secretary and Treasurer.
Roll Call and Reports of Schools,
giving the name of superintendent,
size of school, conditions, aims,
suggestions, results of helpful
methods, also needs; that the convention may be helpful to your
schooi.
Home Department Work,
conducted by Mrs. Idella Rich.

Paper

on

Primary Work,
by Mrs. Mary Whitmore.

Kbruid

BELFAST

Loans and

Premiums

We have before us evidence of the
interest that former residents take in

j

regular price, #2.25,
"

**

now

#1.48

2.00,

1.37

1.50,

.70

n

U. S

Bunds.

the

fishing tackle line,

paid..
National Bank notes outstanding—
Due to Trust Companies and Savings

Banks.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Demand certificates of deposit.

i

ONK MEEK ONLY.

* *

* *

The

Peoples

Loans

and

discounts....$244,776

U. S. Bonds to secure circulation_
Premiums on U.S. Bonds...
Bonds, securities, etc..
Banking house, furniture, and fix-

26
100 90

40

tures

710
30.933 20
2.730 59
1.450 00
47

60,000 00
1,600 00
116,188 13
2,000 00
7,000 00
6,756 74
33,833 80

..

other real estate owned.
Due from State banks and bankers..
Due from approved reserve agents..
Checks and other cash items..
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency, n.ckels,
and cents.*.
Lawful Money Reserve in Rank, viz:
Specie. 10 445 10
Legal-tender notes. 7,220 00
Redemption fund with TT. S. Treasurer, 5 per cent oi circulation.

58 01

18,472 85
3,5('0 OC>

1

20,000 00

26,665 10
2,500 00

353,849 63

Banks.
Individual deposits subject to check.
Demand certificates of deposit.
Total.
State

of

Maine, County

of

11.817 57

1,876 00

•

5 5^ •5«»5®5»5«'5 •A555 5'5 5 55 5555555?)

PARTICULAR

<>

ATTENTION GIVEN

*

TO MAIL ORDERS.

H.

JAMES

HOWES,

i
♦

Odd Fellows

<>
<►

Block,

Successor

Belfast, Me.

<►

to

Geo. W. Burkett.

*
‘

j

Elastic Carbon

1

—

The Best Water=Proof Paint

}

IRON FENCES,

|

In

Bankrupt.)

Bankruptcy.

C. DEAN of Northport, In the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, in said
District, respectfully represents, that on the 30th
day of March, last past he was duly adjudged'bankrupt under Acts of Congress relating to
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said Acta
and of the orders of Court touching his bank-

LESLIE

I

ruptcy.

Wherefore he prays,

That he may be decreed

by the Court to have a full discharge from all debts
provable against his estate under said bankruptcy
Acts, except such debts as are excepted by law
from such discharge.
Dated this 7th day of May, A. D. 1904.
LESLIE C. DEAN, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, ss.
On this 11th day of June, A. D. 1904, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 1st day of July, A.
l>. 1904, before said Court at Portland, in said
District, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District,and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court. That the
Clerk shall send by mail to ail known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places of residence as 6tateci.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
of ihe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, in said District, on the 11th day of June,
A D. 1904.
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
[L. s ]
A true copy of petition ai d order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY', Clerk.

Boston
Offers

Or

anything requiring

the

application

of a first-class

HEAL

Address the

School of

For sale I.

& WOOD,

nANUFACTURERS
AND DEALERS IN

Granite

-ft

Monuments

#

HEADSTONES,
CURBING,
-AND....

-^AII

Kinds of

Work.

Cemetery

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE 1.0 WEST FRICFS
is the time to call,

of

as we

have a

Bridge Street,

large

stock of finished work.

ItwooT’!

Belfast, Haine.

Dean, 12 Somerset St.

Theology

Address the

paint.

Belfast, Maine

Every Kind.

College of Liberal Arts

STEEL BRP

TANKS,
PILE
RAILWAY STATIONS,

A. A. HOWES & CO.,

University

Metropolitan Advantages

GIRDERS,
PUMPS,

IRON BUILDINGS,
SHIP’S BOTTOMS,
PIERS,
FARMING IMPLEMENTS,
SUGAR REFINERIES,
IRON AND STEEL STRUCTURES,

1

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Disrict Court of the United States for the District of Maine.

GUTTERS^and COPINGS,

BREWERIES,
HOT HOUSES,:

Bankrupt’s Petition tor Discharge.
In the matter of
Leslie C". Dean,

Earth,

on

Itisiire-proof.it is elastic.it is acid proof, and it requires no niixiiir,
guaranteed to be unexcelled for roofing purposes of eveiy descript:
is equally serviceable for the following purposes:

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
\'

Paint.

$492.377 61
Waldo, ss.

I, FRANK R. WIGGIN. Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that tlie above
is true to the'best of my knowledge
ami belief.
FRANK R WIGGIN, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th
day of June, 1904.
J. S. HARRI MAN,
(-,
< L.s.
Notary Public.
Correct. Attest:
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,
)
CH ARLES E. KNOWLTON, [Directors.
CLARENCE O. POOR,
)

)

Store to Let.

|
1

J!

statement

[ Directors.

FOR SALE.

(•

<>

340 00

7,025 31

...umm shop...

i

USUAL-

*

®"5 •) 5 5 555 • 5

32 06

191,552 37
41.320 06

STEVENS’

•

°

1,266 68
760 00

Capital stock paid in...$ 50,000 00
Surplus fund..
11,50000
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
14,137 91
National Bank notes outstanding_
49,197 50
Due to Trust Companies and Savings

9,171 03
07,850 00

Elite,
Norfhport.

•

LIABILITIES.

Whereas, Edwin K. Page of

The

5•

GIN III
--ASS

$

o

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..

S55'5'5555®5555'5555'5555''555'55 •/y#.5 • *555555

(•

I 111

National Bank

at Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the close of
business, June 9, 1904.

Correct—Attest:

j

m

THIS SALK IS FOK

25,000 00

w interport. Counaldo. State of Maine, by las mortgage
deed dated the twenty-sixth day of September,
I 1898, and recorded in the W aldo County Kegistry
I of Deeds. Book 252, Page 255. conveyed to one
George Sweetser, late of Hampden, County of
Penobscot, State of Maine, a certain parcel of
real estate, situate in Winternort, in the County
of Waldo, and bounded as follows, to wit: “Beginning on the south side line of the tract of three
hundred acres run and marked by James Mai
comb to John Kempton, as the northwest coiner
of a lot computed to contain six acres, conveyed
1 by John Heagan to said John Kempton; thence
nortli 55° west on said vialcomb line to stake and
stone® standing 333 rods Horn the bank of Penobscot river, as said line was run: thence south, 35°
west on Chadwick’s old line fifty roads to the
northwest corner of lot formerly Captain Vinals;
thence south. 55° east on said Vinal’s lot two
hundred and fifty-seven (257' rods to a small oak
tree, marked, near the cove; thence by said cove
to the place of beginning, containing ninety and
one-half acres, more or less, excepting therefrom the piece of shore belonging to one-quarter
of an acre owned by Wiggins Hill, which line
crosses the point of land; also excepting a parcel
of land containing about four acres conveyed to
Elijah C. Hackett by Elijah Hackett, bv deed
dated June 19,1882, recorded in Registry ef Deeds
for Waldo County. Vol. 200, Page 3S6, meaning
and intending to convey all the land which was
conveyed to said Elijah Hackett by deed dated
February 13. i860, and recorded in Kegistry of
Deeds, Waldo County, Vol. 120, Page 412. except
the two parcels herein excepted.” Said mortgage
was assigned by the executors. Edmund J. Murch
ami Geo. W. E. Barrows, who were duiy appointed and qualified as the executors of the estate of
said George Sweetser. by the Probate Court, within and tor the Count) of Penobscot, to Alma F.
Sweetser, by their assignment dated June first,
1903, and recorded in Waldo County Registry of
Deeds, Vol. 1209, Page 448; and whereas the condition of said mortgage lias been broken, and
still remains broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Hampden, June 13, A. D. 1904.
3W24
ALMA F. SWEETSER.

%a&

.KMKMUlilt

State of Maine, County of Waldo ss.
I, C. W. Wescott, Cashier of the above named
bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of mv knowledge and belief.
C. W WKSCOTT, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th
day of June, 1904.
R. F DCNTON,
Notary Public.

ty of

“n

POSTOEFICE.

Total.8437,805 90

WM. b. SWAN,
T. W. PITCHER,
CEO. W. BURKETT,

w

SQUARE FROM

ACROSS

Capital stock paid in.8100,000 00
taxes

:****♦ILi

1 carry.

Total.$492,377 61

Surplus fund.
Undivided profits, less expenses and

;
■*'>*++*, *
*•♦♦♦♦♦♦

<f

F. A. FOLLETT,

802 3ft
70.000 00
,000 00

105,100

j

1{

Other goods at the same greatly reduced rates.
This sale is not a few things, but everything in

REPORT OP THE CONDITION OF

Capt. Ephraim D. Ryder died at his
A Fine Little Place in Fast Northport.
home, Xo. 1(11 High street, Sunday evening,
One and one-half story house, ell and stable:
house
has 6 rooms, all in good repair; 3 acres of
our proposed public park, in a copy of June 12th, after an illness of a few weeks,
fine land and young orchard, sold 50 barrels of
which
lie
was
an intense sufferer.
during
last year. Within 10 rods of Postoftice and
apples
the Greeley, Colorado, Tribune, sent us
His last hours, however, were peaceful and church and 50 rods to schoolhouse. To be sold
at once and at a bargain.
by that ever-loyal son of Belfast. Fred
he passed away like one falling into a calm
W. Angier. It contains a communicaSmall House
sleep.
Capt. Ryder was born in Relfast
tion under the caption of "Is Greeley
On Cedar street, near Franklin street. House
Oct. 17, 1827, a son of the late David and ell and stable with 22 square rods of land, with
Asleep'?” which reads as follows:
Hannah Ryder.
He began going to sea all kinds of fruit. This is right down town and
ought to go quick.
The greatest need of the present day when
barely 10 years old, and kept unti
is an open spot near the center of the bis last
A Beautiful Home
years as a memento of his first voy- On Northport avenue, at the end of the square, 2
town that will be the property of the
a chair that he bought for his mother story house, ell and stable, J acre of land. House
age
city and devoted entirely to outdoor from his
and bath. Furnace. Cemented
first earnings. He began as cook has 10 rooms
A fine view of Belfast bay and islands.
cellar.
sports, a spot that will be open to the I
in coasting and fishing vessels, and soon This is a fine summer, or all the year round
young people of the city for all time.
home. Will have to be seen to be appreciated
The day will come when such a place had command of coasters plying to Boston
Apply at once.
can not be procured within the means and
beyond. Among the vessels comA Snug Little Home
of the city and then it will be looked manded by him were the Eliza Otis,
Abby On
Bradbury street, containing 6 rooms, U story
back with regrets that a fine ten-acre Gale, Boaz, Fannie &
Edith, James Holmes, house 25x28 with ell,
i acre of land, two nice
tract was not procured when it was
George B. Ferguson and A. W. Ellis. The wells of water, 10 minutes walk to P. O. This is
Shore Acres.
within our grasp.
Don't doze along
to town and would make some one a nice
handy
Fannie & Edith and Janies Holmes w-ere
home for a little money. If you are looking for
any more. Wake up and secure it now. built for
Fish dinners served at all hours.
and the former was named a farm or house, or any other kind of business
him,
What does old or young people more
call at my office and I can help you out.
Popular price 50 cents.
good than to have a place that everyone for his two daughters. Much of his service
2 1-2 Miles Out.
was
in
the
Jacksonville
lumber
trade.
He
can either take part or enjoy the pleas3w24*
Telephone.
good little place; house 5 rooms, woodshed,
ure of seeing others in outdoor sports'? was a captain 52 years.
He married Eunice A
hen house and stable. All in good repair. Nice
Barks will be needed in other sections Ames of Belfast, who died in September, well of water at the door. This place
nas 8 acres
land, cuts 4 tons of hay, has 85 apple trees,
of the city. Wake up and get them 1902.
They had three children, Fannie A., ofi
all young and good fruit. Has some hard wood
while you can.
wife of Capt. Eben Holmes; Edith A., wife on the place. Good neighbors. Will be sold
Well, we have got our public park, of John T. Owen, who died in April, 1894- very reasonable.
75 Acre Farm
thanks to the ladies of the Improve- and one son, who died in infancy-. Of his
Here is one of the best farms in Waldo County.
ment Society, who inaugurated the father’s family of 8 but one remains, Capt
House 22x30, ell 18x40, Barn 42x65,2 hen houses,
l ice house and store house. Buildings all clap
Is at No. 101 Main Street,
movement, to the public-spirited citi- Simeon Ryder of Belfast. Funeral services boarded and painted and in good
repair. Cuts
were held at his late home Wednesday 40 tons of hay of the best quality. It nas been a
Opposite the Postoffice,
zens who aided them, and to the city
Rev. Ashley A. Smith officiating. milk farm for years. This place has all kinds of
Im24
Belfast, Maine.
council which responded so unanimous- afternoon,
fruit—apples, pears, plums, gooseberries and
The bearers were his former associates in currants. Tne best of soil, all machine work.
ly to the request, by petition, of our command in the Jacksonville fleet,
One of the best pastures in town, 2 wells of waCaptains
spring and brook in pasture. If you are
largest tax-payers and representative R. W. Warren, James H. Perkins, James tery
lookingfor an all-round farm here it is. Call on
Frank E. Webster, Waldo, or F. S. Holmes, Real
business men. The work of beautify- F. McKeen and
One Union made Plano Top Buggy
J.
Henry
Chaples.
Estate Agent, Belfast.
ing it is next in order, and in that diAlmost good as new. Will sell at a barLook
at
This.
Mrs. Hannah J. Chapman died very sudrection we are assured there will be no
gain. Enquire of
are in want of
any kind of property call
denly of hemorrhage May 30th at the home atIfmyyou
office. Shore lots all prices. Farms from
OKU. W. BURKETT,
lack of aid and encouragement.
of her daughter, Mrs. E. L. Keyes in Wor- $400 to $6,000. Houses from $400 to $20,000.
24
Room 2 Odd Fellows’ Block.
Mass. She was born in Lincoln- Come in and we will talk it over. Will be glad
cester,
to show you any property I have on my list.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
ville, Oct. 3, 1830, a daughter of Edward Office over Moody’s drug store.
and
Field.
She
marHannah (Frohock)
For Sale at Fast Northport.
All the Masonic bodies except Phoenix
U story, 6 room house and stable; J acre land,
Lodge are “called off” until the regular ried George W. Chapman and they lived in
24 apple trees, 4 pears and cherry trees. A nice
Belfast many years. He died in July, 1895, little borne all In
meeting in September.
perfect repair. Handy to APPLY TO
and two years later she went to Massachu- school church, postomce and store. In sight of
Palestine Commandery will have an exH. T. FIELD.
mile
to
bay;
I
Campground. You can buy all
setts to live with her daughter. She leaves the land
cursion to Crescent Beach Friday, June
you want to go with It. To be sold
National Bane.
tf24
Belfast
six
E.
Mrs.
Alcheap.
children,
George
Chapman,
(St. John’s Day) by steamer Castine.

24th

Fine Reels,

LIABILITIES.

No. 75

on Northport avenue, one of Belfast’s
prettiest streets, within easy walking distance of
the shops, schools, churches, stores, etc. Has a
magnificent view of the bay ancl islands. House
contains 14 rooms and is fitted for two families,
is in good repair, good well of pure water, stone
cellar: barn 24x32; city water in house. This is
a’good place to buy for either a home or an investment. Price only $1800.

j

♦
♦

#3.00,

Total.8437,805 90

would make an ideal summer home or a nice
farm. This place is under good cultivation and
well adapted for everything. Also has the view
of hay and islands, with plenty of sea weed and
clams at your own shore. Come and see it, for
we mean business.

Located

<

Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper -.currency, nickels,
and cents.!.
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
Specie.17,422 85
Legal tender notes. 1,0 >0 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation).

Two-story. 7-room house anil ell, barn 40x42
feet, al in line repair. Brook running through
the pasture. Wood enough for the place. This

Double Tenement House.

j
!

and Knit Underwear,

I

Now #2.48

discounts..§172.030 03

(not reserve
agents)..
Due from approved reserve agents...

50 Acre Farm.

No. 197.

S'J.7S,
Now #3.20

Due from National Banks

Property.

could oo more in the hands of a hustler. The
whole place will be cleaned up for $1200.. Come
and see it.

Now #1.47
*■

\x Hosiery

RESOURCES.

Banking-house,furniture and fixtures.

S. F. Smith farm, 10-room H story house and
ell, barn 40x85 feet, lien liouse'for 400 hens, with
99 acres of land, running water in house and
barn; 100 fruit trees of all kinds. This is one of
the finest places on the coast of Maine, overlooking tile Penobscot bay and islands. There are
ten steamers passing this place every day. Buildings in thorough repair. This place would have
to be seen to be appreciated.

Store, Residence, Stable and
Wharf Privilege
Located at the Upper Bridge, Belfast, and
consisting of the following: Seventeen thousand
feet of land surrounded by some of the most
beautiful old elm trees in existence. Two-story
house 32x36, containing 10 rooms, stone cellar,
one ell, barn 16x20, wood shed and hen house.
Store 18x28, all in good repair and connected.
The store has always done a good business and

#1.75,

1904.

Bonds, securities, etc..

pasture.

No. 167

Now # .83

BAMK,

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..
U* S. Bonds to secure circulation.

On a high hill overlooking Belfast bay and Islands
4 miles from Belfast, in the town of Northport,
This would be a beautiful place to build a sumIt has a cellar all stoned and ready
mer house
to build on, with field, pasture and w od land,
and a road running to the top of the hill. This
has a very fine view of the whole country for
miles. It is worth more than they ask for ft for

Penobscot House
Hotel located in East Northport, £ mile from
Camp Ground, 3-story house, 22 rooms, three
acres of land on a good road with general view
of bay. Price only $1200.

J

|

Split Bamboo Rod, regular price #1.00,

RESOURCES.

60 Acres of Land

East Side

--CORSETS—

HERE ARE SOME
OF THE BARGAINS

Maine, at the close

of business June 9,

I

a

FATiOKAL

j

COTTON UNDERWEAR,

FishingTackle

Mic.Hi.uMim.> of thk

At Belfast, in the State of

F. S. HOLMES,

Mrs. Mary Emma Field died at her home,
No. 28 I’earl street, Sunday morning, June
12th.
She was born in St. John, N. Ii.,
March 29, 1858, a daughter of William W.
out lire crackers. AVliat our conteuipo
and the late Maggie (Bradbury) Moreland.
rary thinks ought to be doue—and wi
Her parents moved to Boston when she
agree with it—is “for the citizens am L
was 5 months old and her mother died 5
the civic organizations to get up a pa
years later. Mr. Moreland moved to Stocknule and act as escort to the old veter
ton when Emma was 12 years old and from
ans. who should not be asked nor ex
that time to her marriage she made her
pected to march, hut should be fur home in the family of Wilson Randeil, who
nished
carriages.”
Certainly the; came to Belfast in 1872. She was married
have earned the right to ride wliih : June 1, 1880, to Charles I! Field of this
those in whose behalf they fough ; city.
They had in. children and her only
near relatives are her father, who resides
should serve ns escort.
1
in Boston, and her husband.
Mr. Fieid
The question now is whether Maim was confined to the house several weeks
shall be ruled by a ring composed 01 this spring by severe illness and Mrs.
heavy salaried oliice holders, or by tin Field was constant and devoted in her care
of him.
Last week it was found that her
voters of the Mate.—Maine Farmer.
"Flie question now Is whether Maim own condition was such that a critical surgical operation was necessary, and Hr. King
shah he ruled by a ring, inspired by t
of Portland performed it Friday morning.
disappointed cilice-seeker, or by the She survived the
operation less than three
voters of the state'
This ring has
days. Mrs. Field was one who, by her
bought all the Republican newspapers pleasant, cheerful disposition, won the^
in one city and turned a paper hereto- love of all who knew her
intimately andfore. devoted to agriculture into an she was held in the highest esteem
by all.
“organ.” Save in the home counties Her devotion to her friends was marked,
of opposing candidates, where a com- and the fidelity with which she attended
plimentary vote was to be expected, her husband in his long illness was the
natural working of the promptings of her
this ring has only secured delegates
by heart. A large circle of friends
sincerely
the
will of the people. AVa
defeating
mourn her departure.
Funeral services
terville is a case in point. It is stated, w
j ere held at her late home Wednesday afand we believe truly, that there are
ternoon, Rev. Harry Lutz officiating. The
three Cobb men in that city to one for bearers were William II.
Quimby, Fred T.
Fernald. The nomination of Mr. Cobb Chase, Robert P, Chase and Charles \\ aiwill mean the defeat of this ring, j dron. Among those from out of town who
which is attempting by the use of attended tire services were Mr. and Mrs.
Horace Pierson of Boston, Mr. and Mrs.
money and other means to obtain comWilliam II. Whittemore of Portland, Mr.
plete control of the State. That they and Mrs. Charles II.
Pearl, Mr. Harry
will be defeated we have no doubt.
Pearl and W. E. Brown of Bangor.

or

NECKWEAR and RIBBONS,

SALE of

Sold throughout the world. Cuticurm Resolvent, 50e.
(»n form of Chocolate Coated Pills, 25c, per vial of 60),
Ointment, 50c., Soap. 25e. Depots: London, 27 CharterParis. 5 Rue de la Paix; Boston, 137 C'olumh uco Sq
tv_r A•. Potter Drug k Chem. Corp.. Sole Proprietors.

Real Estate

given up
and says that without it, Memorial Daj
would he like the Fourth of July with-

I

|

j

GREAT
SLAUGHTER

—

|

must not be

SPECIAL SALE

—Ladies’ Shirt Waists,-

Thursday Evening, Jnne 23d,

could not go out. It was going from
bad to worse and I gave np all hope,
when a friend of mine highly recommended Cntlcnra Remedies. The first
night after I washed my face with Cutlcura Soap and used Cutlcura Ointment
and Cntlcnra Resolvent it changed wonderfully, and continuing the treatment
it removed all scales and scabs. From
that day I was able to go out, and in a
month my face was as clean as ever.”
THOMAS J. SOTH, 817 Stagg St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
The above letter was received in 1898
and he again writes us Feb. 19, 1903,
I have not been troubled with eczema
since.”
The agonizing itching and burning of
the skin as in eczema; the frightful
scaling, as in psoriasis; the loss of hair
and ernsting of scalp, as in scalled
head; the facial disfigurement, as in
pimples and ringworm; the awful suffering of infants, and anxiety of wornout parents, as in milk crust, tetter aud
all demand a remedy of
salt rheum
almost superhuman virtues to successthem. That Cuticura
with
fully cope
Soap, Ointment and Resolvent are such
stands proven beyond all doubt. No
statement is made regarding them that
is not justified by the strongest evidence. The purity and sweetness, the
power to afford immediate relief, the
certainty of speedy and permanent
cure, the absolute safety and great
economy have made them the standard
skin cures of the civilized world.

School Association.

His second wife, formerly
11. McDonald.
Music.
Springs lias given us an excellent repor: Jeannette T. Bradman, a native of Iluck- 12 M. Basket Lunch.
on the Sunshine Societies of Waldi 1
field, Me., survives him at the age of 83
AFTERNOON.
county, with an outline of the gooc years. They had three dhildren: Frederick 1.30. Prayer and Praise Service,
work they have done and are doing
Rev. E. A. Dinslow.
11., who died in Key West in 1S64 at the
This presentation of the extent am [ age of 19 years, while serving in the Navy; 1.45. Discussion, “liow to remedy the lack
of interest in preporiug the S. S.
aims of tl.e society cannot fail to hi i Miss Frances J. Dyer, a well-known wrilesson,”
to be opened by Rev. J. W. Vaughan.
helpful. We have endeavored man; ter for the Congregationalist and other 2.15.
“Our Young People, how
Discussion,
times to get a similar report on the vil I religious periodicals, and active in church
to reach and how to hold them,”
land
mission
and Edward A.
work;
to
be
opened by Rev. E. S. Pliilbrook.
lage improvement soeieties in this conn
Dyer of Chicago. The wife and the three 2.45. Discussion, “Points on Good Teachty. of w bicli there are several. Throng]
ing,”
surviving children were with him during
to be opened by Rev. R. Morris.
The Journal we'have asked the secre '1j
his last days, and it was the first time the
Music.
taries, or any one connected with these ! family had all been together for more than
Offering for Expenses.
3.15.
Airnof theS.S.,”
Address,“TheChief
of
their
or
Mr Dyer was always interested
40 years.
societies, to give us the date
by Rev. J. W. Hatch.
ganization and a review of what the, t in the affairs of the world, especially in the
Music.
iiad accomplished; but without receiv
political movements in our own country.
Reports of Committees.
Election of Officers.
iug even a solitary response. Our loca ; lle was a staunch Republican from the
Closing.
and one of the
formation of that
correspondents have made frequen last works that he party,
read was Jacob Riis’
mention of such a society in Stocktoi
Mr. Dyer’s only re“Life of Roosevelt.”
springs, and we think that Monroe am gret at passing away was that he could not
ii
1
towns
other
and
some
Winterport
i live to cast a vote for Roosevelt for l’resithe county have like organization: 1 dent.
Of his father’s family of fifteen,
which have done and may still be doinf
but two remain, Mrs. Hannah Corthell of
FOR SALE BY
good work. We should like to hea; 1; Rockville and Mrs. Eliza Ann Staples of
Belfast.
He
was
for
a
member
many years
from them.
j
of the Baptist church of Belfast.
The funeral will be held at his home this, Thurs'Che Turf, Farm and Home is very de |
day, afternoon at 3 o’clock.
REAL ESTATE aQENI, BELFAST.
cidedly of the opinion that the Memo

Day parade

ENDING

I was troubled with eczema on the
face for five months during which time
I was in the care of physicians. My
thee was in snch a condition that I

convention of the Waldo
County Sunday School Association will be
held at the Methodist church in Searsmont
Friday, June 24th. The following program
is announced:

robust to within a few weeks of his death.
Even when long past the age of fourscore 10.15.
years he often did a day’s work with his
team and about his borne or the shipyard
10.30.
that would task the endurance of most men
As a business man he was noted 10.45.
of fifty.
for his integrity and square dealing, always
doing just as he agreed and considering
his word as good as his bond. lie was
His first wife was Miss
twice married.
She lived only three 11.30.
Sarah A. Shute.
years after their marriage, leaving one
child, Sarah Ellen, now the wife of Horatio 11.45.

says that when the bill
to him he fell in a fit. He was taken tc
a hospital
where he later recovered.

rial

Friday Morning, June 17th,

“

nearly

The

I

Only!

j

County Sunday

♦
*
«

COMMENCING

j

Waldo

James H. Howes’!
_

CURED BYCUTICURA

j

[

by him,
was presented

Miss Bertha A.

Months. Went from
Bad to Worse.

j

j

One
Week

Under Physicians Five

[

Christian woman and leaves a large cirele
of friends to mourn the loss of one who was
i never found
wanting in devotion to duty.
Services were held at her late home in ;
Worcester, June 1st, and at the Methodist 1
worked on his father’s farm until he was j church in Belfast June 3d. The interment i
21 years old, after which he learned the ; was in Grove
Cemetery.
calker’s trade with his brother Reuben,
Herbert Hutchins of Winterport died
He came to Belfast in 1838 and worked as a
calker a few years, taking contracts, and June 6th in Verona at the home of his aunt,
He
afterwards gradually added the various Mrs. Charles Heath, aged 25 years.
other departments of vessel repair work. : had been ill for several months. Mr. HutchHe established a marine railway between ins was a very promising young man and
the Boston steamboat wharf and the Carter ; had held a fine position with the Prudential
shipyard, in company with Thomas Leigh- j Insurance company of New York for four
to Winterton, and after a few years bought his part- ! years. The remains were taken
busi- port Thursday for interment.
ner’s interest. After
60

years’
j
ness in one location, he sold the railway to
Ellsworth parties, who removed it, and he
repaired a few vessels in the dock. He
can also heartily endorse what he says
owned the Dyer House, now the Revere,
as to names that should be avoided.
on Spring street and for several years managed it in company with his son, Edward
The Brooklyn Daily Eagle tells of an A. Dyer, as a public boarding house. As
Italian who went to Astoria to pay the his years advanced he gradually withdrew
from business, but continued active and
taxes due on a lot owned
and

a

DISFIGURED
WITH ECZEMA

Dean, 72 Mt. Vernon St.

School of Law
Aduress Dean Melville M. Bigelow,
Isaac Rich Hall, Ashburton Place.

School of Medicine.
Address Dean J. P. Sutherland,
295 Commonwealth Ave.

Graduate Department

Belfast National Bank.
ESTABLISHED

IN 1836.

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL BANK IN 1865

Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liability $100,000

Philosophical and Literary courses.

For Graduates only.
Address Dean B. P. Bowne,
12 Somerset St.

DEPOSIT

15w23»

W. E. HUNTINGTON, Paesldent.

Every courtesy

and

advantage

ACCOUNTS SOLICITED.

consistent with conservative

banking extended to every pan

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.

Notice.
Goods ordered by telephone at CITY DRUG
STORE amounting to 25c. or more will
be delivered at once anywhere in the

city between the hours of 7 in morning
to 5 in afternoon.
Telephone call 39-11.
Paste this notice np by your telephone.
CITY DRUG STORE.

Established for the benefit and convenience of those seeking an income from their ACCUMl' i
TIONS and SAVINGS, and yet desiring them so invested as always to be subject to their call.
INTEREST

PAID

AT

3

PER

CENT

COMPOUNDED SEMI-ANNUALLY.

Money deposited goes on Interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MONTH, or, if preferred, CER1IH
CATES OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue.
For the safety of the Depositors in either department of this bank, are pledged Its CAPITA!
SURPLUS and the personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the extent of the provision of f'1
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of security.

SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, $6.00, $6.50 and $8.00 per yea?.
construction, and equaled in few instances in this country.

finest

Vault is new, of tlw
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Geutner & Jones are painting the WindIt is a great improveHotel white.
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\|HS OF BELFAST.
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le

more

last week the last
photographs of stuthe Eastern State

Unclaimed letters in the Belfast post
office for the weekending June 11: Mrs.
E. L. Libby, Mrs. Inez Warren, Mr. G. B.
Grindle, Shepard Patterson, John Warren.

has

Whitten lived

i.e

-th, Clarence 0. Poor of

have

bought the Dyer

now own

will observe Flower
June 17th, with a
:he City Farm. All memmeet at the Universaliay,

taxes for six months
the Mate assessors last
the Belfast Savings
This is less than the
-he teduction authorized
went into effect April

;

i

j
i

-tern

and it

w

ill adorn

Quantabaeook. Lesthe figure-head, •;nar-

at
t

itboar.l fancy work,

“Provincial Types in Fiction.” Quotations,
selected.

-rial edition of The InYork, publishes tables

;v

-.

The two railroad excursion? from Belfast
to the. Kennebec last Saturday had about
60 from Belfast and a goodly number from
Orrin J. Dickey
stations up the branch.
conducted one to Augusta and Tugus, and
the Maine Centra] school excursion went
The day was pleasto Lake Maranacook.

r.euts of life insurance
-ties in the United
.a 1903.
Following are
Waldo county: Belfast,
CBurnham, S4.200;
M-ekton springs, S3,960;

Mrs. Bertha Smith :
Fernald; committee on

M.ixey, Evelyn Pendleton,
Kenzie, manager of the
Co. of this city, was
week in the interest
.v. by the proposals of Mr.
the well-known “potato
-•
-k county, and Mr. Lul
liie Houlton savings hank
Aroostook county, to buy
:.z shares of stock belonging
ist

the first town in Waldo
fur breaking roads in
learn from the Piscataquis

\
[•

ndlei

experience
duplicated
commissioner of that
•>: e and it gave such good re1"’tight a second one last year,
generally is giving a good
was

street

\
?
i\

ii»u of late to the road questVic sentiment is gradually
iit where a decided change
methods will be insisted
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a fast Morgan mare
Edngham recently sold a valu-

!

Charles Havener of

i:*Tse to

Penobscot

salmon
ce to 35 cents per pound and
ckerel to 20 cents apiece last
Miller Colby arrived last FriDaybreak with about 1,500
haddock, hake and pollock,
c au
Haut. (.'apt. E. H. Colboard, but is fishing in anJune 9tb within
power dory
"\v!’s Head light, John Bushy
;.aiibut which tipped the scales
D
E. J. Parsons of Stockton
1 A. A. Moore 131 pounds of

\

j
l

j

j
i

river

—

|
|

—

|

Monday.
items,

■

several cargoes were
Belfast recently from neighbored shipped to Boston by rail,
he conditions of the shipping
e
shippers find it more profitable
to Belfast in bay coasters and
"ere by rail than to ship direct to
vessel
Sch. Polly was loaded
Monday by the Belfast Fuel &
Sch. Carrie A.
Quincy, Mass
which discharged coal here last
1 to Bucksport June 8th for reHenrietta Francis went to
i,e 9th to go into commission as
-he was thoroughly overhauled
.d changed from a fishing ves•lit
Sch. Lizzie C. Rich sailed
m Belfast, with a cargo of lumBangor for Boston_Sch. Harwent to Searsport June 13th to
oi A. E. Nickerson for Bar Har—

—

1

—

Barley Ledge. The rock
the Barley Ledge, off the west
Islesboro, has been a menace to
.'dice vessels first began passing
"astern bay into the river. It lies
midway between Gilkey’s Harbor
Head, a short distence off shore,
"d water all around it, and vessels
up or down the bay frequently run
Several vessels have been totally
">'l there.
Last year the schooner
■>l Barnard ran onto it and became a
,,ssShortly after the loss of the
"1 Orrin J.
Dickey of Belfast opened
-spoudence with the Light House
" and as a result the
ledge is to be
1
The place was surveyed early in
■•firing, and last week Mr. Dickey re
! die
following communication:
v

at

■

•-

Light-House Board,
Washington, June 7, 1904.

duiiN J. Dickey.
linferniijr to your letter of June 4th
M|d states that i» ,ocoi dance witt
dated June 3, 1904, ol
...
d-''tor of the First Light-House Dis
Bioni the matter was referred foi
:&,(, """on, the Inspector has been autor
st,.1 ,■!' mark Barley Ledge, West Penob
l!a.', Me., with a red spar buoy.
1

1

!

Respectfully,

r

mut.

Col.

Corps

D. Vv. Lockwood,
of Engineers, U. S. A

nTrBmmTonwnvmn
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Masonic Temple, advertises this week
June discount sale, and intends to give
quick riddance to all remnants and surplus
stock. Although he occupies a good deal
of space this week he does not enumerate
one half the special values to be offered
This
during this June discount sale
week A. D. Chased:Sou, Chase’s Corner,are
offering bargains in beautiful fancy white
shirt waist patterns, and will give 3 blue
trading stamps for one on every purchase.
_James H. Howes,successor toGeorge IV.
Burkett, advertises a special sale of ladies
shirt waists, neckwear and ribbons, cotton
underwear, corsets, hosiery, knit underGreen trading stamps.
wear, gloves, etc.
....G. B. Marsano will pay a suitable reward for the return of a lost shoat_Miles
A. Benner of Northport publishes a caution notice... .The city clerk advertises for
proposals for placing a heating apparatus
in the Memorial building_Carle A- Jones
advertise all suits to be sold as sample
suits and all white goods to be sold at cost
for ten days. They also begin today a three
days basement bargain sale. Read their
stamp offer in connection with this sale....
If you are looking for bargains in real estate of any description, read the advertisement of F. S. Holmes, real estate agent,
Belfast. He has other property for sale
and can sell yours—The Peoples National
Bank, Belfast, pays interest on deposits 2
per cent, subject to check; savings department, 3 per cent_Triple blue trading
stamps at Johnson’s for one week beginning today, June 16th....See statement of
the Belfast National Bank and the Peoples
National Bank of Belfast—F. A. Follett
advertises a great slaughter of fishing tackle
for one week only, beginning Friday morning, June 17th....Union made piano top
buggy for sale at a bargain by Geo. W.
Burkett....Store to let by H. T. Field, Belfast National Bank... .Shore dinners served
at all hours at The Elete,1 Shore Acres,
Northport—Stevens Harness Shim, 101
Main street, opposite the post office_
Farms wanted by M. W. Lord, Belfast....
Tickets to St. Louis at reduced rates, with
hotel accommodations, for sale by M. W.
Lord, Relfast—The incubator contest at
Harry W. Clark <fc Co.’s closes June 30th.
C. H. Chamberlain, 115 High street,
will take out buck hoard parties at any time
at reasonable rates—Geo. W. Burkett
offers for sale his residence, No. 8 Church
street.
a

—

—

j

I

j

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.
409.415 Pearl Street,
50c. and $1.00all druggists.
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THE

CHURCHES.

The services at the Baptist church next
will be as usual, with preaching by
:he pastor.

Sunday

T„l,

son,

i

I

day.
A

SCOTT'S EMULSION

j

Xokth Belfast. Capt. Jonas B. Ferhas bought the stock of goods of the
heirs of the late Edwin Mitchell and is now
in possession. The “store” has been conducted by the Mitchell family for nearly
half a century, and has been a synonymn
of honesty and fair treatment. Father aud
son have held tLe office of Postmaster during all these years. Mr. Ferguson w ill conduct the business on the same lines as his
predecessors, aud all will be courteously
served who patronize him. The post office
w ill he run in connection with the store
Mr. Walter Ilill of Providence, R. 1., has
been spending his vacation here and is the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Gilbretli—
We w-ish to make a correction of one of our
items two weeks ago. The donor of the
books to the church was formerly known as
Kate Waterman, not Carrie Emerson_Mr.
E. W. Mason, who is an agent of the Red
Cross Hospital, with headquarters iu Lewiston, and a friend, spent a few days last
week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ned
Mason.Mrs. Anuabei Cross returned to
her home in Ponkapog, Mass., last SaturVi?n-

j j1

mmmmimmiimmmI
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SUPPLIES THE EXTRA STRENGTH ANO
NOURISHMENT SO NECESSARY FOR
THE HEALTH OF BOTH MOTHER ANO

CHILD.

guson

The young stallion Royal
II. M. Flagg of Belmont, is
.sing .-'took horses of Waldo
King was foaled June 10,
: hands high, weighs 1,000
ay color with dark points,
d, fast gait. lie was sired
i,g, lie by the famous Mam*
.e sire of Nightingale, 2.10J.
the 2.30 list. Royal King's

\

|

to be given at the Belfast
four nights aud a Saturthe benefit of the Belfast
June 21?t, with a change
of program at each performance, will be
the largest spectacular affair ever attempted
in this city. It will embody over 300 of our
local people, with special scenery, beautiful costumes, and brilliant light effect?, all
under the personal direction of Capt. Chas.
W. Eddy of the Huntington Bureau of Boston, who for the past two years had charge
of B. F. Keith’s spectacular productions,
which embraced the Pageant of Nations,
Venetian Flower Dance, and the White
Hussar Drill.

.:.v.

WORD IN MOTHER’S EAR: WHEN
AN INFANT, ANO
IN
THE
THAT COME BEFORE THAT

TIME.

Parada, that is
Opera House for
day matinee for
Band, beginning

■

i

A

MONTHS

The county convention of the W. C. T. U«
will beheld in Ritchie Grange Hall, Waldo,
June 22d.
Those who plan to stay for the
night should send word to Mrs. M. A.
Smith, Belfast, R. F. D. No. l. The Waldo
Tuion will furnish baked beans, brown
bread, tea and coffee, and delegates are expected to bring lunch baskets as usual.
Delegates will please bring singing books.
Visitors are welcome. Come and hear Mrs.
Howe in the evening.

.i-urer,

to the L wiston

Sun.1

TO

Camden, June 10. The largest and most J
exciting contest ever held in this town oelurred tonight when the Republicans met
to elect five delegates to the State convention. For weeks a determined effort has
t>een made to elect delegates for Hon. Bert

The 27th annual meeting of the Church of
God will be held on Maple Grove Camp,
ground, West Searsport, beginning June
23d, and continuing over Sunday.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday,
morning service at 10.45 o'clock ; preaching
by the pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz. Sunday

school at 12 o'clock.

Ail

are

welcome.

will be meetings at the Gospel
Mission, 3k High street, every Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Sunday school at 1.30 p. m. and meeting
There

2.30 Sundays.
Sunday, June 20th, will be observed at
the Universalist church as Children’s Day,
witli a christening service. Those having

at

children to be christened should have them
at the church at 11.30 Sunday morning.
The
next

services at Universalist church
At
Sunday will be as follows:

regular service, preaching by
Rev. Elmer E. Pember of Bangor in exchange with the pastor ; at 12 o’clock, Sunday school.
10.45

a.

INTEREST:

The East Side people have voted to build
chapel oil the '.and donated for the
purpose by Rev. William Vaughan. The
lot is the site of the first meeting house
buiit in Belfast. Ground will be broken
July 4th with appropriate ceremonies.
a

stone

Christian Science services are held at Xo.
55 Cedar street at 11 o'clock every Sunday
morning, Rev. Henry S. Fiske, first reader.
All who are interested are invited to attend,
't estimony meetings on Wednesday evenings at 7.30. All honest inquirers are welcome.
Christian Science literature will be
sent free to any sufferer or inquirer. Send
name and address to P. O. Box 935.
The centennial anniversary of the Baptist
church at North Haven was celebrated
June 8th. This church lias had 22 pastors,
Rev. Maurice Dunbar being the present
one.
A History of the Baptist Denomination in tlie Last 100 Years was the subject
of an address by Rev. W. K. Lombard of
Camden, and the historical sermon was by
Rev, W. O. Holman of Rockland.
Mr. Willard F. Randolph begins his work
with the church at the Head of the Tide
Sunday, June 19th. The following order of
services will be held during the summer
months: Preaching service Sunday morning at 10.30; Sunday School at 11.45; praise
and preaching service Sunday evening at
7; Christian Endeavor Thursday evening
at 7. All are cordially invited to attend
these services.
rraycr meeting at me congregational
church this, Thursday, evening at 7.30;
topic, “Health for Service,” Rom. 12: 1-2; 2
Cor. 4: 7-18. Sunday services; sermon at
10.45 a. m., by Rev. David L. Wilson of
Fort Fairfield; Sunday school at noon;
Children’s Day Sunday school concert in
the vestry at 6.30 p. m. All friends of the
Sunday school are invited. Address at 7.30
p. m. by Rev. D. L. Wilson.

*

KENT’S CELERY WINE. I did
as he advised aud can truthfully say
that it has done me more good than
any medicine I ever took. It made me
feel like a new man. and I believe it
to be all they claim: The best medi-

Dry Goods,

stomach, Nerves, Heart.
Liver, Kidneys and Blood ever made.

cine for the

It makes you Eat.
It makes you Sleep,

Small

It makes you digest you food,
The three things necessary for perfect health. I give this testimonial to
help the sick and suffering, and advise
them to

use

PRICE

RETAIL

f-A/i

OUCi

a

June 16th to June 23d,

I Beautiful

Bargain rarely
of the big cities.

A

UNDERTAKERS.

j

contest which closes

R.H. Coombs & Son,

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
Tailors and Outfitters.

3, 3\

ROBES and

For Sale.
Prepared

iy7
by telephone both day and night,

C. II. CHAMBERLAIN,
113 High Street, Belfast.
2t24

The GEORGE H. RANKIN farm in Lincolnville, known as the Snow farm, it contains SC
acres, with buildings, and can be bought at a
bargain. Address or inquire of
JOHN K. DI'NTON.
15tf
Administrator on the estate of Geo. H. Rankin

to St. Louis ?

if you are planning to attend the World’s Fair,
you will save money by obtaining reduced ratt
tickets with hotel accommodations from mu
BEEKMAN S TICK FT AG FNCY.
agent.
Maurice W. Lord, Agent. Havford Block
l\v24

He is for Cobb.

Swanville, Me., June 9.

The Republican caucus here chose A. E. Nickerson, a
Cobb man, as a delegate to the State con.
vention at Bangor.

triple stamps
every

10c.

pu,hae

S3p*Copying ami enlarging photographs, arnbiotvpes, etc., and finishing in both in India Ink
and'Water Colors. Special attention given to
pictures where other artists have failed to obtain
a true

likeness.

Lovers of Art and Nature
to call.

as

are

cordially invited
4w23*

H. S. FISKE.
92 Main f treet,
The Old

Up One Flight.
Telegraph Office.

Suit Saving!

S. S. I

Savings effected bv buying of

I

MONEY,
TIME.
TKOIIU.E.

us.

ji

Custom tailors charge more—tliey dou't give more. They
make you wait. They take up time with linings. step in
No obligation to
and try on a Hart, Schaffner ,v Marx Suit.
buy. jDOHKLE (IKEEX TKAOINC STAMPS given with
advt.
this
only during tliis
every purchase on presentation of

Sample Suits!;

month, JUNE.

Great Bargains to reduce Surplus Stock.
10 dozen

Fancy

Halt

Hose, 25c. quality, 2 pairs for

a

25 dozen Police and Firemen’s llraces, 2 pairs for a quarter
Sold everywhere for 25c per pair.
180 Fancy Vests, $1.00 to $2.50.
Hoys’ Corduroy Knee Pants, (58c.
Men’s Odd Working Pants, 98c.
*«
Vests, 98o.

$12.50
$25.00 SUITS, $15.00 | $20.00 SUITS,
“
“
7.50

15.00

|

4.50

10.00

has been most successful. NEVER BEFORE EQUALLED.
Now we give you the benefit of it.
We want the money. If you want a Suit it is a chance in a lifetime.

Our Suit

season

UOOGS.
W nite fiAAflc'
Come and

see us.

ALL WHITE GOODS
AT COST FOR 10 DAYS.

Size.-. 4 to 10

years.

Outing and Work Shirts,50c. quality for 38c.
30 dozen Men’s Neglig-e Shirts, sizes 14, 14 1-2, 16. 16 1-2, and 17,
50c. grade, at 29c.
200 Men’s Pittsfield All Wool Pants, nice pattern to close, $1.98.
1 case Men’s Thin Summer Underwear, 18c
$15 Rain Coats now $10.
lO dozen Men’s Gray Mixed Overalls, all sizes, 38o.
Heavy llrab Corduroy Pants, $1.48.
Men’s Cotton Worsted Pants, 78c.
| Vouths’ Cotton Worsted Pants, 68c.

Men’s

GRERK

Personal attention to mail orders.

^Jf“The

most

complete

TRADING

STAMPS.

tine of Clothes and

Furnishings

in town will

be found at CI.AKK’S COKXEK.
Established

AA

Basement Bargain
—Sale !«=

WORTH OF STAMPS FREE

$10.00

Wor‘htOCt

Trading Stamps.

WOODEN WARE, NICKEL WARE, BRUSHES, COMBS,

Islesboro, June 10. At a Republican
here today L. N. Gilkey was elected
delegate to the State convention iu Bangor.

or

in’!|

ALL SUITS SOLD AS SAMPLE SUITS.

16, 17, 18,

Cobb.

"‘

quarter.

JUNE

caucus

|

iS A tjllST Ol
LONG EXPERIENCE
I\ many branches, including teaching, would
respectfully inform the people of Belfast and
vicinity that he ha? opened a summer studio at |
92 Main street, where ire is prepared to give IN- !
STRUCT JON m DRAWING and SKETCHING !
from NATURE, in PENCIL. SEPIA and INDIA \
INK.
Inexpensive souvenir views about Belfast and
the Bay always on sale.

9IUlU

Montville, June 10. At a caucus held
here this afternoon, the following named
delegates were chosen to attend the State
convention; W. A. Poland, B. M. Allen
aud B. F. Foster. They are squarely for

I

^

on

PERHAPS WE ARE RECKLESS, BUT HERE GOES.

ft|A

County will be iu Line for Cobb.

^^

Hr '“f"

Stamps

i

_____

as

iJ&yS

Waldo

pattern,

a

The Maine Luiversalist Association met
last week in Auburn. At Thursday’s session officers were elected as follows; President, C. H. llichborn, Augusta; vice presidents, Robert McArthur, Biddeford, and
Rev. H. S. Whitman, Brunswick; treasurer,
M.
B. Coolidge, Portland.
Fellowship
committee, Rev. A. J. Taylor, Lewiston;
SA TURD A r. JUSE 18th. is the stated day that
Rev. C. R. T'enny, Auburn; Rev. J. M.
W
quite a few of the stores in Belfast will discontinue
Atwood, Portland; C. A. Wilkins, KingWill the others stop giving stamps on that day? WE
tield; C. B. Varney, Portland. A recom- giving trading stamps.
DON’T KNOW.
But just to show that “there’s no hard feeling” and to help till
mendation to hold the next convention at
kind
up your hook we will give to each customer with their first purchase of any
Biddeford was adopted.
of goods in our basement salesroom on each or any one of the following days:
The Odd Fellows’ memorial service at the
Methodist Episcopal church next Sunday
morning at 10.45 will be as follows: Organ
prelude, Mendelssohn; authem ; responsive
reading; The Oloria Patri; prayer and response; solo, “I am a Pilgrim,” Mr. B. L.
Davis; Scripture reading; notices and of■
fering; offertory—“He Giveth His Beloved
Sleep;” solo. Miss Cleora Haney; memorial
sermon by Rev. J. W. Hatch; hymn 724;
benediction; postlude. Sunday school at
noon. Young people’s meetiug at 6.30; subA p /v/v worth with your first purchase of $1.00 on the'above days
ject, “Rising Above Discouragements,”
leader. Miss Ethel Frost. At 7.30 the pas- Vfl
VU*UU
In our basement salesroom we carry a complete line of
tor will speak from the text, “What is that
in thine haud.” Tuesday evening, June
21st, Miss Todd of China will give an ad- KITCHEN
WARE, AGATE WARE, WIRE GOODS, TIN WARE,
dress on foreign missions. All persons cordially invited to all these services.

COUNTY CAUCUSES.

a

|

FARM FOR SAUL

Suits Sold

yards

in

Tradina

at any time at reasonable

S. S.

and 3J

Blue

72 Main Street, 8alfast.

rates.

Going

Fancy White Shirt Waists
^EACH.

Buckboard Parties
3S-3

|

at all hours to do EMBALM-

ING aud FUNERAL WORK.
Connected

I

outside

BURIAL GOODS.

The undersigned offers his residence. No. S
Church street, for sale. Brick house with tower
andfbow windows, large veranda in front, bath
room, hot water heater, large and commodious
rooms, 13 in number, 3 library cases of oak and
black walnut. Kitchen and dining room have
oak floors. Screen doors, double windows, and
range go with the house. Will sell on easy terms.
Apply to
GEO. tV. BURKETT,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block.
24

Telephone

seen

Patterns 29 and 32 inches wide, mW

GASKETS,

The Main street Clothiers,

I
I

A>D WHOLESALE AT

EDMUND WILSON, Prop.

••

Taken out

'!■

This Week at Chase’s Corner

BOTTLE.

BELFAST, MAINE,

Ira Condon. Belfast.2895
935
H. A. Wiley. Belfast..
61®
Parish L. Strout. Belfast
Leslie P. Miller. Belfast...4*25
1460
Henry C Rose, Islesboro
Edgar L. Smith. Center Belmont.275
Herbert Seekins. Swanville.195
The above are the votes which have been passed for the leading candidates in the incubator

June 30. Contestants should
have all their votes passed in by the evening of
that date. Now is the time to get in your work
to gain the prize.

I
I
Wares
and Carpets I

W^W^^^WWW WWWWWWWW

Incubator Contest. City Drug Store,

m.

At the Auxiliary Mission, 58 Church street,
services are held Tuesday, Friday and
Sunday at 7.30 p. m.; also in Post Office
Square Sunday afternoon at 2.30. Rev.
Mrs. Annie Johnson is in charge of this
mission work. All are welcome.

ALL PERSONS TO WHOM
THIS MAY CONCERN OR

I. FRANK L. ROBERTSON, clerk in
Ben D. Field’s grocery store, do hereby testify that being sick, tired out,
nervous, and all run down this spring,
was advised by my doctor to take

No remedy ever gave such universal satisfaction wherever introduced as Brown's
Instant Relief. Try it.

NURSING

ant and buth parties had an enjoyable outMr. Dickey will have another exing.
cursion to Togus about June 30th.

meeting of Armor Bearheld Wednesday even'll- following officers were
:.t. T. II. Fernald; vice
lsa:ah Cross; secretary,

•"!

new

The members of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet Monday afternoon, June
20th, with Mrs. Benjamin P.obertson, N'o.
The lesson will be chapter
15 Cross street.
fourteen of “Evolution of Industrial Society,’1 and from the magazine, a “Reading
Journey in Cuba ”: also chapter four of

bought the wreck of
: i .ouney, and is breaking
White bought of him the
,,s

■

j

Mother’s Ear

cottage of Hon. Geo. E. Johnson at the Battery, though not quite finished, will be occupied this week. The
outside finishing, painting and grading
will be completed after the close of the
The cottage is 16x20 feet, 2 stories,
season.
with a wide covered veranda on two sides.
The stable is 12x16 feet.
The

[Special

M. Fernald and to defeat those in favor of
Hon. William T. Cobb. Today E. P. Ricker
:>f Poland Springs and Jesse M. Libby of
Mechanic Falls have been here to do all
they could in the interests of Mr. Fernald.
Again this week The Journal is “too full Their efforts did not count for much, for
the delegates
or utterance.”
Some of our county corre- when the votes were counted thrown and
for Mr. Fernald had 43 votes
is
unavoidably deferred, with those for Mr. Cobb 263. This is the culmiipoudeuoe
reports of the graduation exercises of Free- i nation of the eampaien which has been
of the
lom Academy, the Winterport High school, i made against Mr. Cobb in this part
State.
: ind other matter of local interest.
Out of the 53 delegates to which this
will have 49.
Palermo will celebrate its centennial county is entitled Mr. Cobb
It is stated on good authority that at least
lune 23d by suitable exercises in Prescott1 $2,000 was used here to defeat the delegates
The sons and favorable to Mr. Cobb.
; 'rove, North Palermo.
Much campaign literature has been sent
laughters will return from far and near,
into this county by the Fernald party and
rhere will be an historical address by Rev. it is
regarded as very significant that o'he
3. W. Abbott of Palermo, an oration by large package of the Lewiston Jonrnal
Hon. 0. A. Marden of Stoughton, Mass., campaign edition was sent to one of the
most prominent Democrats in the county
ind a centennial poem by E. C. Bowler of who used
his influence to circulate it.
lethel. There will also be a ball game and
Prominent members of the Democratic
party in Knox county are not in sympathy
nusic by the Liberty band.
with what they call “uDjust attacks made
upon Cobb by the Fernald management.”

return

-t-rn

Notice.

Fernald Faction Turned Down by a Large
Majority, Lewiston Jonrnal Fnrniahtng
Campaign M»terlal to Democrat*.

There will be a school exhibition at Sil-:
-er Harvest grange hall, Waldo, June 20th,
or the benefit of the school library.
Adnission ten cents.

Steamer Xotes. The Merryconeag will
to her route to-day or to-morrow
and the Castine will resume her excursion
The latter has nuand towing business.
merous excursions in view for the near
future_The Golden Rod will leave Lewis
wharf late Saturday night for a fishing excursion dow n the bay.

the shore
S. S. Co.’s wharf
r-at to G. A. Gilchrest’s
and

Miss Alice Condon picked a large number
, if ripe strawberries last Tuesday and re] >orts the crop large and in fine condition,

gor at S44.P9 per thousand. His bid was $6
per thousand lower than the next lowest
bidder.
The paving is to be laid in Hancock street, from Exchange to Pine.

director of the Peo;nk to fill the vacancy
.ration of Governor Hill.
a

CA_l«UtN FOR COBB.

A Keystone well drill of large size was
eoeived by rail Monday for D. W. Nicho's

fSearsport
Tuesday, June 14th. was Flag Day, the
27th anniversary of the adoption of the
J itars and Stripes by Congress.

Hayward Peirce of Frankfort is to furnish 65,000 paving blocks to the city of Ban-

a-tiue.

...

|

,

Leonard & Barrows have moved the
small building used as a storehouse for
dyes, blacking, etc., from the rear to a loeation in front of the factory on Main street.

\

>

me it.

I

bought the
l>r..f, J. C. Whitten,

Wyiuan

j

,

Commissioner William A. Bragg of Li;o nville will come before the Republican
I County Convention for re-nomination.
a monument in St. Al- ;
S. J. Gurney bought a Kemp manure
lot of 0. E. Frost.
spreader of the latest improved pattern
Mockton Springs has through the agency of Mason A Hall last
week.
rt lunch car for busi-

first watermelon- ami
.,.-,,1 Jnue 10th.

I

sor

TOILET SOAP,

Belfast, Maine.

WILLIAH A. CLARK,
Manufacturing Clothier,

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦#♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

i

♦

♦
♦

I

♦
♦
♦

t

LADIES’ FEET S
♦

Should be properly shod. Winter has gone,
is here, boots

are

laid aside to

give

summer

way to

# OXFORDS.#
Call and

see

the many

styles, with prices to suit.

4
♦

|

4
4

♦

HEN’S OXFORDS, stylish

and easy.

♦

CUTLERY, SCISSORS, SHEARS, Be.

AND lOe. GOODS, TOYS, DOLLS, BASKETS, ETC.
READ IT OYER AGAIN !!
Please give us a call. Your trade is always appreciated.
Yours truly,

X

CARLE <L JONES,
2 STORES—5 FLOORS.

HA1N ST

4

X
♦

,

BELFAST.

Not too

busy

to show them to you.

N. C.

riATTHEWS,
BELFAST, MAINE.

4

X
X
♦

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
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MEMORIAL ADDRESSES.

in our nation. It
ihould be talked about at the fireside

!

patriotism today

I

schools,

homes, taught in our public
preached from our pulpits,
n. H. COLLEY, ESQ., AT BIDDEFORD written in books and papers, proclaimsd on lecture platforms and in halls of
AND REV. F. S. FORBES AT LOS
legislation, and everywhere over this
broad land impressed upon the hearts
ANGELES, CAilF.
can live
Frank H. Colley, Esq., of Old Or- sf the people, for no nation
cliard delivered the Memorial day ad- long enough to achieve greatness only
are in)f our

dress in Biddeford. The Biddeford
Journal says: “He was frequently interrupted with loud applause and especia.lv when he paid a splendid eulogy to
President Lincoln. He covered a wide
range of history and at the close was
given a rousing and well deserved ovation.” In closing Mr. Colley referred

“And to you,

address.

He said:

The Carelessness of the Athlete.

j
I

j
I
I
I
;

j

Fiee Public
ville.

1

participated. Mrs. F.
W. Johnson read the following poem
written for the occasion by Mrs. Martha
Baker Dunn:

ars

^

and others

i.

Herrick.]
The earth has flung her banners wide,
The growing interest in athletics and j The new-born earth with heart of spring,
from the winter’s frozen tide
Among the elements and forces of outdoor sports lias brought certain evils Freed
Her glad pulse is awakening;
in its train. One of the most appareutj
nature there are several enemies of
of these is excess.
And the fair city of our pride,
;ood roads, but the greatest of them is
Xo one who has bestowed any study
Betweeu her crystal rivers set.
water. It washes away the material upon physical training and its results Dreams now of the green countryside
And scents the budding violet.
Df the road. It soaks into the road and has any doubt that it lias been of incak j
culable advantage to most of those who The Messalonskee greets her mate
softens it so that the wagon wheels cut
have practised it. None the less, when i
The silver-sweet Sebasticook
into the surface, making ruts and holes. we hear of a case of over training Tlie Kennebec forgets her state
in
break
down
there
Lt permeates and softens the founda- which lias ended
j To babble like a happy brook ;
tion so that tlie surface of the road are never lacking critics to arise and And, “What, oh, what, oh, what,” they call,
The fault
“Kail city, whose charmed shores we lave,
sinks ou breaks up. In the winter the condemn physical culture.
water that is in the road freezes, ex- lies, however, iu the strenuousness of j Mean ail these joyous sounds that fall
To drown the music of our wave?
in the practice of I
not
the
individual,
pands, and loosens and disintegrates
I athletics or in vigorous outdoor exercise. “Why this glad noise of thronging feet,
the road material.
As a nation we go at things too hard. !
These childish voices wafted free,
The most important thing in the buildWhen i And this blithe bustle of the street
of
ing of roads is to lessen or prevent the We lack aa sense we proportion.
it
at
all
once. |
Filled close with buoyant company?
we stop
stop
thing
ravages of water; yet no feature of the
averwork is so neglected as this. Many local Take, for instance, the case of the
“Why stream the banners on the breeze,
a
has
made
figure
Ribbons of color, wreathing fair,
road supervisors seem to give no con- age college boy.who
sideration to the question of drainage, in the athletics of his class and institu- Ami laugh and jest and sounds like these,
he
he
do
when
has
does
tion.
What
Why do they echo everywhere?”
and the result is a regular mud blockHow does he setaboutcon- With
age during several weeks or months of graduated?
ringing voice, with beat of drums,
the strength he has accumulatWith note of bugle thrilling gay,
the year.'
j serving
ed
his
Across
tlie wind the answer comes,
training?
hy
The following are a few simple rules
“We lay the corner-stone today!”
Well, since lie leaves college ,at the
the observance of which would go far
ii.
toward bettering the roads of this coun- beginning of the summer, he may possibly keep up golf and tennis and rowing “What corner-stone? What walls shall rise,
try:
warm
weaththe
Mid such acclaim of joy and mirth.
First—The road should be so located and swimming during
and constructed as to avoid steep grades er. The chances are against his doing To hide this new-made wound that lies
[Copyright, 1904, by

THE ENEMY OF GOOD ROADS.

you.

Carnegie

Overdo in Every-

people

They tell us of the heroes who rallied
beneath their folds and bearing them
through the hell of battle, planted them
upon the ramparts of their foes.
“You are the survivors of a war
which can never be forgotten. We deplore the fate of your comrades who
have pitched their tents in the eternal j
camping ground of the great beyond. I
You have fought a good light and the !
blessings of thousands will ever follow

The memorial services of Keneshaw
Post, G. A. 1L, of Los Angeles, Calif.,
were held May 30th in the East side
Congregational church. The pastor,
Rev. Frank rj. Forbes, delivered the

!

Tendency to

Author of "Cradle and Nursery,” "First Aid
Jther men we are indebted to the noble
to the Young Housekeepers,” "Housekeepmen of the Grand Army of the ltepub*
ing Made Easy,” "What to Eat,” "In City
lie for the spirit of patriotism which
Tents,” Etc.
binds our
together as one.”

tings of the State regiments sacredly preserved at Augusta and the
tales of hardship and suffering that
these dumb monitors bring home to us.

women of the North,
less praise is due. You proved as
true as steel and covered your names
with glory.
“Forty" years with all their softening
influences have rolled over that dark
chapter in our nation's history, and today as a people we are strong in patriotism and brotherly love. Our warfare is ended, peace hovers over us and
the cannons’ lips are cold. Men from
all parts of the country clasp hands
and feel that they are one in the spirit
of common brotherhood and love. This
is what makes the nation strong.”

The laying of the corner stone of the
in Waterville occurCaution Against Oltra-Strenuousness in Carnegie Library
a formaPprogram, in
Men or Women. Value of Rational Out- red June 8th with
which Mayor Cyrus W. Davis, the
Door Exercise for Young and Old.
clergy, Board of Trade, faculty of Colby College, school teachers and scholBy CHKIST1XE TEKHUXE HERRICK,

thing.

spired with the patriotic spirit of loyalty and self-sacrifice. More than to any

to the

no

j

Tbe American

the citizens of that nation

STONE LAID
Library ill Water-

Of

■

is

CORNER

MODERATION IN SPORTS J

down which the water rushes during
heavy rains, tearing up and washing
away the road material.
Second—The foundation of the road
should be thoroughly drained by open
side ditches, which will carry off the
water, and where necessary title drains
should be laid in the foundation itself.
Third—The surface of the road should
be hard and smooth and have sufficient
slope toward the sides to shed the sur! face water.
Fourth- Huts and holes on the surj face
of the finished road should be filled
t
as fast as made so that no water can lie
I on the surface to be worked up into j
mud.
;
These rules are simple and easy to 1
follow, and any one who gives any!
serious thought to the matter can see
the wisdom of following them. Still
i they are almost universally ignored as i
the condition of our roads abundantly

|

Christine Terhune

In tlie brown bosom of the earth?”
anything in the way of syst ematic training. If lie goes into an office it is more Today ’tis but a house of dreams
than likely that lie drops nearly everyWe build, and jet each seeing eye
thing in the way of gymnasium practice Rears it in fancy till it seems
Perfect against the Maytime sky ;
or vigorous physical exercise. He spends
his days at a desk, or itjimay be behind A house of
friends, a house of deeds,

Ayers

Are the three most

To be sure, you are growing
old. But why let everybody
see it, in your gray hair?
Keep your hair dark and rich
and postpone age. If you wilj

use

Hair

Ayer’s

As

youth.

generation

women

a

Ulea,is

an

A

tlle

su(-'cess or

failure of the farm t,n

Weekly

rections for beatifying school grounds
and schoolrooms will be gitjen.
For information as to board, railway
rates, etc., apply to Supt. Frank IT. Damon, Hampden; Mr. W. B. Tliurlow,
Stoniugtou; Prin. 1). T. Harthorn, Wilton and Prin. B. W. Sanderson, Limer-

ick.

DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.
Democratic State Convention will be
held in City Hall, Waterville, Thursday,
July 14, 1904, at 11 a. m., lor the purpose of
nominating a candidate for Governor, and
selecting six candidates for Electors of
President and Vice President of the United
States, and the transacting of any other
business that may properly come before it,
The basis of representation will be as follows :
Each City, Town and Plantation will be
entitled to one^delegate, and for each fifty
votes cast for the Democratic candidate for
Governor in 1900, one additional delegate;
and for a fraction of thirty votestin excess
of fifty votes an additional delegate.
Vacancies in any delegation can be filled
only by a resident of the County iu which
the vacancy exists.
The State Committee will be in session in
the reception room of the hall at 9 o’clock
on the morning of the Convention to receive
the credentials of delegates.
All Democratic conservative citizens of
Maine, who believe that the State should be
governed in a more economical manner,
and a cessation made of the present method
of squandering the people’s money, are cordially invited to unite under this call in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order, Democratic State Committee,
Geobge E. Hughes,
Chairman.
8w
Bath, Me., May 14,1904,
A

j

of the joy there is in living when the Once
copyrighted, in his place
body is in good trim. If she does not
Upon the shelf he’s rested,
1 feel up to golf or tennis, she should, if And daily she will scan his face
To see what is suggested
possible, vide a wheel. Or if she does
not do
she should cultivate the lly what she finds between the lines—
j habit of that,
And then—this act is vital—
taking long walks—not leisure- She labels
him in clear designs:
j
ly strolls, but hard, rapid walks, that
“1 Copyright This Title.”
send her home tired, but in a glow.
The same rule of faith and practice Who knows how soon will come the day
When some coy debutante
should be followed by the man of the 1
take this action on the say
house with his boys.
When his son Will
Of mamma or of auntie?
leaves college or school and drops the She’ll
put a label on the man
active physical sports, the father should
She’s smiled and talked and sighed for.
I see to it that the lad does not immerse
Apprising all the ones who scan ;
; himself in business to the injury of his
“Note—Copyright Applied For.”
health. The parent will be weaned from
Man is a book—a book of jokes,
excessive devotion to business if he has
Or he might be quite prosy;
to aid his boy in learning moderation. Or
yet a novel which but cloaks
1 If
the latter cannot afford to keep up
A story tame and dozy;
] the gymnasium practice which has Kul, anyhow, she shuts him up
As soon as she’s indited
brought him into good condition, he
must find a substitute for it. He must The line that fills his brimming cup:
! join the local golf or tennis club and “This Man Is Copyrighted.”
j take his part in the amateur matches.
—Chicago Tribune.
| Or he must ride a wheel and his father
A Strong Heart
j must
go with him, not only to make his
is assured
perfect digestion. Indigessociety a means of preventing the boy tion swells by
the stomach and puffs it up
from riding too far and too long, but
against the heart. This causes shortness
because he himself sees the necessity of breath, palpitation of the heart and genof getting out of business into the fresh eral weakness.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
air, of keeping his muscles as well as his cures indigestion, relieves the stomach,
takes the strain off the heart and restores it
brain in good working condition.
to a full performance of its function naturally. Kodol increases the strength by enOASTORIA.
abling the stomach and digestive organs to
tu... tho
_yj The Kind You Hove Always Bough)
digest, assimilate and appropriate to the
blood and tissues all of the food nutriment.
Tones the stomach and digestive organs.
Sold by R. II. Moody.

j

1

|H

_

I

H

,

pi

I

Visitor

I am now over 60 years old, and I have
thick, glossy head of long hair which is a
wonder to every one who sees it. And not a
gray hair in it, all due to Ayer’s Hair Vigor.”
Mrs. H. K. BUNTIS, Becida, Minn.
£1.00 a bottle.
j. c. ater co.,

I

I

t

a

^ATUln^gistSj^^^ ^Ol*

1

forget that
and daughters.

■

Don t

■*■»■■■■■■■■■«

White Hair
Register of Deep Water

The New=York Tribune Farmer
it also has

entertaining

pages for the wive*

\ou may secure it in connection with
your liome paper,

The

Vessels.

which will be
SHIPS.

!

Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
A G Hopes, D. Rivers, sailed from Kahului May +‘for Delaware Breakwater.
A .1 Fuller, arrived at Sydney, X S \V,
May Ci from Tacoma.
Aryan, A.S. Pendleton, sailed from Honolulu June 7 for Delaware Breakwater.
Bangalore, Blanchard, sailed from Ivahlului May 21 for Delaware Breakwater.
E 1! Sutton, arrived at Cheefoo May 31
from New York.
Fort George, sailed from Melbourne April
22 for Sydney, N S \V.
Gov Robie, arrived at San Francisco May
15 from Baltimore.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Honolulu June
1 for Delaware Breakwater.
Mary L. Cushing, arrived at Guam April
5 from San Francisco.
Manuel Llaguno, 1) C Nichols, cleared
from New York June 4 for Cheefoo.
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed from
San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
Paul Revere, Whittier, sailed from Newcastle, N S W, Jan 20 for Manila.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
Newcastle, N. S. W.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
Newcastle, N S W, Dec. 12 for San Francis-
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Time on Clams.

^•ITHEH

JOBBKKS

Clams shall not, either, be shucked
and barreled for bait, the penalty for
this offense being $1.00 for every barrel,
The clam season just closed has been
a remarkable one in many ways, and on
account of the cold winter and the ice
on the flats the price at times reached
$3.00 and even more per barrel. The
regular price for clams is somewhere in
the neighborhood of $1.5u.
Thousands of barrels of clams are
dug in Maine annually and Maine clams
are to be bought in all of the large
Eastern cities.
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Elacksmith

The New York Tri-Weekly Tribune.

honey

of Ellsworth.

For County

Commissioner—O.

W.

Foss of Hancock.
For County Attorney—Charles II.
Wood of Eden.
For“County Treasurer—O. W. Tapley
of Ellsworth.
DKMOCRATS MOVING CAUTIOUSLY.
A Bangor special to the Boston Globe
says: “The Maine Democrats are mov-1
ing cautiously this year and none of the i
delegates to St. Louis thus far are I
pledged to any candidate for the Presi- 1i
deucy. Judge Parker is very favorably
regarded in this .State and it is likely 1
that unless some stronger man should
appear he will get the votes of the Maine

delegation.”
Keitucky

Colts in Camden.

H. M. Bean and son, Robert L. Bean,
of Camden have bought two colts that
promise to be heard from later on.
They will surely make good on the
track and their future will be watched
with interest by the lovers of good
horses. Orono, owned by H. M. Bean,
is a handsome black colt by the Viveroy, dam, Houora, the dam of Fantasy, champion three year old trotter of
the world, record 2.08 3-4.
Robert L.
Bean’s yearling colt is a beauty.
He
was sired by Bemerdott, a good son of
Wilton. The colt is exceptionally well
bred
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The Best and Most Practical Fi.rm
Paae* Pubiis

i*

an

i^a

Only $2.F

one of our nBelieving
have at h ast one good farm ami :
we have perfected "arrangements w
I send that practical ami iii.-trm-tiu
ANI> IlnMK, m connection with
can Joit.nm. for only #2.00. tinKi'.n i’.i.k'an .J • * tils a i. alone. M
1
to give but a brief description of tId
Fak.m and lit>.mk. which i> unequalj ami
excellence. 1‘roniinent amou.
partment-s may be mentioned the

that every

t

Mark*

Farm and Garden

j
;

j
:

Fruit Culture

j

Mechanical

»>•

Fashions and Fancy Work
11
Feeding and Breeding
Talks with Our Lawyer News «•
Household
Dairy and Creamery
The

Week to Boston.

»

Belfast

TELEPHONE 4-3.

SUMMER SCHEDULE.

6

35, 37

For

with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums,allays ail pain, cures wind
i colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhtca.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists
I in every part of the world. Twenty-five
! cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and ask for Mrs. W inslow’s Soothing Syrup, and take no other.
1

3»

Sixty Years.

Poultry Yard

The Ouest

Plants and Flowers.
The Horse

The

Sheep and

Fak.m and Homk Is publislnsl sm
the 24 numbers which comprise a
turn making a volume of ovr non p
with all the latest and most reliable
that experience and science can si p;
i ter proof of its popularity can be eit
enormous eireulation, wliieh extend'
State, each number being read by no
million readers.
Remember we send botli pipers a
postpaid, at tin* wry iow price 'tap
j all orders to
1

I
I_

Commencing Monday, May 2. 1904,’steamers
leave Belfast:
For Boston, via Camden and Rockland, Mondays at 3.00 r. m., other d;t>s, except Sunday, at
4.30 i*. m.
For Searsport and Hampden, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sundays at 7 45 a. m.
For Bucksport, Wlnterport and Bangor daily,
except Monday, at 7.45 a. m., or upon arrival of
steamer from Boston.
‘RETURNING
From Boston daily, except Sunday, at 5.00 p. m.
From Rockland, via Camden, daily, except
Mondays, at about 5.00 a. m.
From Hampden and Searsport, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
From Bangor, via Winterport and Bucksport,
Mondays at 12 m., other days except Sundays, at
1.30 I*. M.
All freight via the steamers of this company is
insured against lire and marine risk.
FRED W.POTK. Agent. Belfast,
A. H. HANSCOM, G. P. A T. A., Boston.
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Gen'I Manager, Boston.

STATE
PUBLIC

OF

NOTICE.

In conformity with the provisions ol Chapter
forty-two of the Public Laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, and upon the petition of
five or more citizens of the State, and deeming it
for the best interest of the State, the Commission
ers of Inland Fisheries and Game, after d e notice to all persons interested in the subject matter of said petition, and public hearing tliereon
in the locality to be alfeeteu, and deeming it
necessary and proper for the protection and
of the inland fish of the State, herepreservation
by adopt the following needful Rules and Regulations relating to tin* times and plaees in which
and the circumstances under which inland fish
may be taken in the waters of Swan Lake and
its tributaries in Waldo County.
*

REGULATIONS.
Section l. It shall be unlawful to fish for, take,
catch or kill any kind of fish on or through the
ice in Swan Lake, situated in the towns of Swanville, Frankfort and Searsport, in the County of
Waldo, for a period of four years from dune 1,
1904.
Section 2. It shall be unlawful to take, catch
or kill any trout less than ten inches in length, or
anv salmon less than fourteen inches in length,
taken from said,Swan Lake or from any '»f its
tributaries, for a period of four years from June
BULKS AND

1,1904.

Dated this

1904,

twenty-seventh day of May, A. D.

L. T.CARLETON,
H. O. STANLEY,
3W23
E. E. RING.
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Game.

Home
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ecriber.

selection)

Only 50
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cents a year

ms call
MAGAZINE
A LADIES’ MAGAZINE
gem; beautiful

colored plates; Iaf»
dressmaking economies f*
work ; household hints fiction, etc.
<
•cribo today, or, seed
jjc for latest
Lady agents wamod Sand for term*
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fu niona
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Stylish, Reliable, Simple, Up
date. Economical and Absolut'
Perfect-Fitting Paper Patterns

MAINE.

Employment Bureau.

his dam’s side, his second dam
only dam of two foals, with Room
It’s a mistake to imagine that itching
209, Savings Bank Building, Waterville,
The colts Me. First-class
No one would ever be bothered with con- records better than 2.05.
help furnished with good posipiles can’t be cured; a mistake to suffer a
were bought in Kentucky by Geo. W. tions in all
if
knew
how
lines, both in and out of town. Let
stipation
everyone
naturally Leavitt of
day longer than you can help. Doan’s Ointyou want and we do the rest. No
Readville, Mass.—Rockland us know what
ment brings instant relief and permanent ana quickly Burdock Blood Bitters regucharges unless successful. Call or send stamp
Star.
lates the stomach and bowels.
cure. At any drug store, £0 cents.
for blank.
tf2l
on

being

OltDEKS PROMPTLY Fll.,

For those who want to get the New York
news and news of things the world over
and don’t want tv spend the money or time
in buying and reading a metropolitan paper
seven days in the week The Tri-Weekly
Ti ibune tills the bill. It is issued on Monday, Wednesday and Friday of every week,
and contains the essence of The Daily Tribune for the whole week.
To those who are
interested in the prices of riour, grain,
wheat, cotton, livestock, butter, cheese,
eggs and other farm products, its market
reports are invaluable, because of their
correctness.
Its interest in agitating the
building of good roads in the country sections has elicited heartfelt praise on the
part of our readers. Price, $1..30 a year,
.send S-.50 to The Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me., and get The
Republican Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune one year each.
For a free sample copy
of the Tri-Weekly send a postal to the New'
York Tribune, New York.

An Old and Well-Tried
Remedy*.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children w hile teething,

OF

Grain, Feed,' Feeds,

shipped.

j
i

j|

Rep. Jour. Pub. Co., Belfast.ru

The law on clams is now on, having
gone into effect June 1st, and from that
date until September loth there is a
heavy penalty for shipping clams out of
the State. They may be dug, however,
for home consumption.
j
The law states that they shall not be
shipped out of Maine either in the shell !
or shucked, and the penalty for disobey-1
ing the law is $3.00 for every barrel so

|

|

Only $2.00

■

to the community in which one
lives, and finally loyalty to the nation.
There is not the record of a single nation in history which has long survived
after the spirit of patriotism died. In
the palmy days of the old Hebrew nation patriotism was the handmaiden of
religion, and when patriotism declined I
the nation declined also. The spirit of i
patriotism was considered very low in j
this country for twenty years before
the war. The torch lighted by our fathers in the days of the Revolution was
pretty nearly smothered by the spirit
of sectional bitterness. God raised up
a leader for the hour, a man born of
the spirit of the fathers of seventy-six.
He lifted high the smoldering toieh of
patriotism that the breezes of the heavens might breathe into it a new flame.
When this new born leader called for
patriots it had the old-time ring, and
inspired the union soldier with the oldtime patriotism, which a century before
had burned in the souls of the fathers
of the republic.
“Where there is patriotism, there can
be no lawlessness, for lawlessness and
patriotism can not abide in the same
heart. Where there is patriotism there
is no wanton destruction of life and
property. Where there is patriotism
there can be no ugly conflict between
capital and labor, for patriotism recognizes the sacred rights of all men.
Where there is patriotism there can be
no bribing* of Legislatures, no intimidation of voters, no fraudulent returns,
for patriotism is honest and above the
appearance of evil. Patriotism is loyalty to law, devotion to truth, and
faithfulness to every trust committed
to the people. We have none too much

,,

Aid to Success

■

*

1

which will give aid of this
kind, with the opinions and practical r*
peiience of the best known agricultural authorities in America an,
in an interesting manner, is

deep, rich color of
Sold for 60 years.

1

loyalty

of the year

every tanner should keep in touch with new methods which will
crease the productiveness and
consequent revenue of his farm.

Vigor,

counter. All the trained muscles are
A house whence Wisdom’s words are sped,
allowed to grow flabby. The over-stim- A house that frames immortal needs,
A house where meet the quick and dead.
uiated heart shows the result of the
lack of exercise. The man begins to And
on its front, inscribed on high,
break down and the doctors diagnose
This viewless legend there should be,
his case as “athlete's heart.'’
j
Unread save bj the inward eye,“0 grave, where is thy victory?”
Everyone knows instances of this kind
of tiling, of children who have been inin.
j jured
by too much exercise, of boys who We rear in air these visioned walls,
have hurt themselves by too frequent
We set the windows all alight,
indulgence in the joys of the swimming And now whose steps shall tread the halls,
co.
women
who
haveoverof
men
and
What dwellers shall we here invite;
pool,
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
done in golf or tennis or basket ball or What choice guest.-- shall we bid to meet
March 5 from Manila.
When our fair mansion is complete?
field or track athletics. In nearly every
Tillie E Starbuck, Ebon Curtis, sailed
j instance the trouble may be traced to What voice beloved shall sound most clear from
j
Now York March 10 for Honolulu;
| the same source—a lack of appreciation Telling of
unforgotten things"
spoken April 23, N lat 24 11, W Ion 42 32.
of the object of sports of any kind. Whose gracious face shall smile most dear
Wm 11 Maey, arrived at San Francisco
j
For
message that it brings?
March 20 from Ladys ith.
I They are to be viewed as a means—not What tlie brave
proves.
poet dream the sweetest dream,
BARKS.
What this country needs is a radical | an end. Here and there is found some
In this our house of Academe?
whom
it
is
worth
while
to
train
one for
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco
change, a new era in road-building. The | or
in
the
for
a
But
first
of
we
welcome
all,
championship.
Here,
you,
May li> from Makawell.
people have been moving in ruts in j farplay
Our loved, our own, New England band;
Ethel, Williams, sailed from New York
larger proportion of cases the playmore senses than one, and if each local
You are our exponents, tlie true
28 for charleston.
or
the
is
to
be
taken
as
a
May
riding
ing
community is left to work out the road 1 means of
nobles
of
our land.
Untitled
Mabel I Meyers, C X Me vers, sailed from
physical development and im- Pome, dwell here in our midst, that we,
problem alone, they will continue to !
Barbados
May 0 for Porto Rico.
of health. And this object
Growing like you, may nobler be.
Penobscot, sailed from Boston May 8 for
I move in the same ruts, and every year 1 provement
millions of dollars will be thrown into is defeated if one yields to the temptaBuenos
Ayres.
;
Come, autocrat of varied lore,
tion to excess.
1 the mud. to say nothing of the losses
Rebecca* Crowell, arrived at Windsor, X
Here see your wreathing flag unfurled;
ins tcillpLiiLiuit ttuuiu iiunave in ue
25 from Boston to load for Newburg.
S.
May
the use of bad roads. |
from
resulting
of
sage
Concord, lire once more
!
Rose lnnL, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
reckoned with so much if the counsel Come,
That glorious shot heard round the world ;
! Lectures on road improvement seem to ! of the trainer would be heeded. The
Pensacola April 20 for Axim, \V C A.
bnlle- j
do very little good.
t ome, Henry Thoreau, breathe again
Books
and
i
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Boston
The pine scent of the woods of Maine.
tins on road building appear to have physical director in the college or school
March 23 for Rosario.
j
or the gymnasium knows better than to
for thy part
Dear
i very little effect.
quaker
poet,
SCHOONERS.
Wliat the local communities need is 1 put pupils to hard work at once. lie
Still our New England legends tell,
1
W R Gilkey, arrived at
with them gently and makes
Georgia
Gilkey,
begins
asof
the
and
actual
But, poet
quiet heart,
practical object-lessons,
New York May 10 from Jacksonville.
:
in the gymnasium “for
Give us thy meed of peace as well!
sistance, and these can come only iron: them exercise
Clausen,
Jr, sailed from Calais
Henry
the State and federal governments.
It form” before lie puts them on the track. And Lowell, keep our souls n tune
Mav is for Cheverie, N s.
With th\ sweet, ardent songs of dune.
is for this reason that road reformers He discourages over vigorous beginH
B
arrived at New York
Colson,
Gladys,
knowing that a rapid beginning Longfellow of the many moods,
June 5 from Brunswick.
everywhere art turning toward State I nings,
lost
time
later
It
is
means
on.
the
E
L
eager
John E Develin,
llichborn, cleared
and national aid as tlie only solution of
Bring here your sagas of .lie seas,
from Philadelphia June 0 for Boston.
the road problem. The bad roads of amateur who does not understand his And bid the wind from Deering's woods
C Smith, arrived at Philadelphia
Blow softly through our springtime trees.
John
and
weakness
who
own
makes
strength
a
the United States are a blight and
Jlined from Bath.
for himself by going at work or Mingling with that salt breeze that stirs
disgrace, and all patriotic, progressive trouble
The Country of the Pointed Firs.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Boston
citizens should make a muted effort to play with an energy that is bound to
June 5 from Brunswick.
exhaust his powers at an early stage of Come, Webster of the silver tongue,
it W Hopkins, llichborn, sailed from New
wipe them out and put our nation on a the
Come, Hawthorne of the golden pen,
proceedings.
level with the advanced nations of EuYork May P for Port Linion.
1 speak as though it were only the Come, all ye who have said and sung,
rope.—Portland Press.
Line of fair women and brave men ;
men who did this sort of thing, but we
MAINE POLITICS.
us set our door so wide
sovereignty was a debatable question
women know better. We recognize the Come, help
no true soul shall stay outside!
rl
hat
Mo
It will never rise again.
once.
THE SUMMER SCHOOLS.
What Dr. Crockett Says.
fact that in our enthusiasm lies both
man will ever again stand up in any
our strength and our weakness.
With- From cape to cape, from sea to sea,
In a communication to the Rockland
From Homer’s isle to Sh akespeare’s shore, !
Legislature and propose that his State j The Summer Schools for the present out it we could never accomplish all that
No “high-erected thought’* shall be
secede from the Union. \o member j season will be held in
Star, l)r. G. L. Crockett of Tliomaston,
Ilampdeu com- falls to the lot of the woman who
Excluded from this open door;
ol ( mg less will ever agfiiu resign his
member of the Democratic State commarries and has a home and children
mencing
treasure
H
in
lltli,
With
lands
July
Stonington,
July
brought
many
seat to take up arms against the tlag.
to look after, lint this very enthusiasm
mittee for Knox county, gives some
We
build
a bouse not made with hands.
and
Other troubles may come; other battles lstli, AVilton, July goth,
Limerick, leads us to under estimate our powers
particulars of the 4th district Demomay he fought: other dangers may August 1st.
Each school will be in and over-work our capabilities.
We And not to pomp and not to power,
And not to civic pride alone
threaten the nation, blit secession will j
cratic convention from his standpoint:
need to preach moderation to ourselves We
session one week.
consecrate the fateful hour
The union j
never again lift its head.
as much as to our children.
“Holmes prepared a minority report.
quite
In
we
our
which
The instructors are Supt. AA’. C.
lay
corner-stone;
soldier made the republic one and in- 1
1 supported him. Knox county, 80 for
For a moment leave the men to them- For to this shadowy altar rail
separable. The nations of the earth j Bates, Fall River, Mass.; Supt. G. AV. selves and look at the other side of the
We bring the Cup of Holy Grail.
Ilearst; Lincoln, 22 for Ilearst and one
are looking to our republic.
The old j
for Olney; Sagadahoc, 8 for Olney and
Twitmyer, AVilmington, Del.; Mr.C. H. family. See the girl who is so absorbed Nor he alone that cup shall share
forms of monarchial government are I
in
her
or
for Ilearst; Androscoggin county,
tennis
or
5
golf championahip
and the State
Whose heart is pure; for best and wrorst
weakening. The people the world over Albert, Bloomsburg, Pa.;
her bicycle record or her canoeing that Alike shall find remission there
Auburn, 19 for Ilearst; Lewiston, 15 for
Superintendent.
are
for
more
self-governclamoring
Who e’er have felt the sacred thirst.
Ilearst; balance of county not known,
The following topics are selected she is in danger of injuring herself by
ment. Tiie prediction is no more heard
but presumably for Olney; Franklin
from the subjects that will be discuss- undue attention to one thing. The in- Who longs for what that cup can give
in foreign quarters that the American !
•Shall drink its healing draught and live. county, 13 for Ilearst. Number of delejury will not be physical alone, but will
ed:
republic is near its end. IVe are teachgates present 242; the convention was
worth remembering. A day alfect her mental attitude as well. She With wood and iron, steel and stone,
ing the world a lesson in self-govern- j in Things
entitled to 341 delegates. The Ilearst
a good primary, a good grammar will grow one-sided arid unsymmetrical.
Here on our still, tree-shaded street
meat. There are many serious faults
This
is
the
who
should
introbe
ticket received 1(51 votes. Several deleWe build a new-world pantheon,
girl
and a good ungraded school.
Good
in our national life, and many things ,
duced
to
A
domestic
house
where
all
the
matters.
Her
mother
gods may meet,
gates did not vote. The balance of the
morals and tine manners.
Training
1
in our social and industrial life dark
242 followed McGillicuddy, who claimed
AVorst thing in should do everything possible to make Yet consecrate its altar stone
Americans.
and dangerous. Hut there is nothing young
To the great architect alone.
he did not believe in gag rule,
The
school. The power of our expectation. 1 her daughter feel that a woman’s borne
so
dark
as
there
back
in
the
was
today
State ct nvention will be convened July
In arithmetic, the work will include j training is as important as physical Since lust of gold and lust of power,
sixties.
There were then men brave
Live in our imdst while knowledge waits, Hi. We will be there. Our candidate
how to begin, fun-1 culture. She should strive to interest
and strong, wise and patriotic. These general principles,
Since greed must have its brutish hour
is notS. W. Gould of Skowbegan. What
damental processes, the essentials, the | the girl in all that goes to make housemen saw the republic on the down
While wisdom crieth at the gates,
and
was done at Auburn will be done at
home-making important.
business methods keeping
art of
grade. They threw their lives in its and the explanation,of arithmetic.
The girl should have her lessons in the A steadfast symbol here we set
Waterville. Knox county and her allies
To show that God is with us yet.
mechanics
path, and saved the nation. There are
of
food
as
as
well
in
will
control that convention and nomicookery,
In geography, type lessons on New chemistry
men today just as brave and strong,
nate a real candidate for Governor.
will be outlined in which spec- : should know something of domestic Builder of all, thy sanction give;
England
as
wise
and
A
nation
Be this thy temple reared on high,—
just
patriotic.
ial attention will be given to climate, sanitation as well as of washing dishes. A
j
token that the spark shall live,
that can produce sueli men as form the
HANCOCK COUNTY HKI’U ltLICANS.
fishing, agriculture, ! Once she is infected with enthusiasm
A token that the clod shall die;
rank and lile of the Grand Army of the forests, rocks,
cities and shipping in this direction she will be better able So spark and clod alike shall be
manufacturing,
The Hancock county Republican conRepublic will not die from the face of routes.
to strike a balance between indoor ocBut witnesses of thine and thee!
the earth, so long as these men and
r*nnatiniic an/1 rxnf iIaat onArfc
In itEwl o trr»fr\r
tlia fnllAirinrr
ah(o
vention, held in Ellsworth June 2d, was
their children live. Let all the world
While
the
mother
is
this
one of the warmest conventions in the
she,
will receive attention:
doing
Matrimonial Copyright.
then on this day honor the union solThe work of the modern school. The too, must not overlook the chance she
history of the party. Rut two nominadier because he has placed this repubmodern teacher. The management of j has for her own symmetrical develop[In Toronto a woman lias applied for an tions were made
lic among the great nations of the
by acclamation, those
individual pupils. The knowledge most ment. If the girl needs to be taught injunction preventing her divorced husearth.
new
wife using his name.
The of Hon. E. S. Clark as senator and of
useful to children. The cultivation of the importance of indoor pursuits, so band’s
j the mother needs to learn what there is plaintiff claims copyright on her ex-hus- Charles II. Wood,
Esq., as county atband. |
dier for the revival of oatriotism. Pa- taste. Things not found in books. The for her in active
influence
of
physical exercise. Man is a book—an
Activities
personality.
;
torney. The following ticket was nomtriotism is to the nation what piety is
book—
open
to
an
earlier
Probably she, belonging
To fair and lovely woman;
to the church. Patriotism is as old as outside the school. The teacher as a j
inated:
Devices in teaching. generation which did not see the advan- Half calf the
the human race. It began way back social factor.
way she makes him look.
For Senators—E. S. Clark of Eden
tages of athletic sports, has been too
The other half is human.
when the tirst home was founded. It Principles of education.
and Sumner 1*. Mills of Stonington.
Professional and general reading for much given to staying at home or going She furnishes his life a plot
has its origin from the same word as
For Sheriff—Howard F. Whitcomb of
Which more or less delights him,
teachers and suggestions for interest- out only when business called her for a
“father,” and tirst meant loyalty to
Ellsworth.
small round of domestic or social duties. And ere he gives his fate a thought
one’s father. Later it came to mean ing the pupils and parents in the work j Sow is her chance to learn
him.
She
and
For
copyrights
goes
Register of Probate—T. F. Masomething
of the school will be discussed, also di-

of young men and
has arisen since the close of
that great war whose fallen heroes
this day commemorates. These young
men and women can not enter into
The
the full appreciation of this day.
old soldier does not mean to them just
what he does to those whose lives run
back to the anxious days, when the
fate of this republic was hanging in
the balance. The ranks of the Grand
Army of the Republic are being rapidly
thinned. Twenty years from today the
memorial service of the old veterans
will be but a shadow of what it is now.
The few old soldiers present then,
brought to the churches in carriages or
automobiles, will scarcely till the front
The children will look
row of seats.
upon them with reverent curiosity; the
young people will compare them with
the old classic heroes of Grecian and
Roman literature; and all will honor
them as the most distinguished citiTo the people
zens in the community.
of tins republic this should be the most
It will be
sacred day in all the year.
a sad day when the last of the veterans
It will be a
answers the final call.
still sadder day if the people of this
land ever forget to remember and honor
the name of the old soldier.
"The old soldier is the saviour of this
republic. Ilad he not done his duty
The
we should have no republic today.
He
whole world owes a debt to him.
taught the world a lesson of loyalty,
and demonstrated to all the nations of
the earth that the best and strongest
government Is a republic of the peupie,
ny the people and for the people. The
okt soldier bound the States of this nation together under the seal of his own
blood, and thus settled for all time the
fact that the republic is greater than
State
any single state in the republic.
"A
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zinc with tree battens. will be sen;
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Administrators

notice,

td.

hereh? gives notice that he ha' 1
pointed administrator of the estate f
V1RUM B. PAUL, late of Mon
in the County of Waldo, deceased,

bonds as the law directs. All peisoii'
mauds against the estate of said tin *
sired to present the same for settltn
indebted thereto are requested to 0 d

immediately.
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FOR SALE,
The house and lot on uelniont avenufast, owned by Will It. Howard, is for
can be bought at a bargain.
Inquire <-t
20
JOHN R. DUN TON, 14 Main Sti-
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has
Whereas Death with
the brittle thread of life and
his
Celestial
to
Lodge !
called from our lodge
above our youngest brother, William L.
i Lassell; therefore be it,
»
Resolved, That by his death King
Davids Lodge has lost a true and worthy I
member, the town a good citizen and his
familv a kind and loving husband and son.
His early death admonishes us again that
ever be prepared, as the old
we should
must die and the young may die.
Resolved, That we extend to his family
our heartfelt sympathy in this their great
bereavement and commend them to our
Heavenly Father for consolation.
Resolved, That a copy of the resolutions
be sent to the family, a copy spread on our
records and a page be inscribed to his
memory ; also a copy be sent to The Republican Journal for publication.
) Committee
L. D. Ames,
on
A. E. Andrews,
) Resolutions
C. p. Griffin,

issued,

and we make

The Commission has under consider-

«YI7HILE in your city some time ago 1
bought several bottles of the True

There

again cut

ation a plan for providing instruction
in library methods for librarians who
feel the need of professional training
Most of them cannot afford the time o>the money to pursue regular courses of
study in library schools. It is the opinion of the Commission that these librarians would derive considerable advantage from attending institutes conducted by specialists in the various de!
partments of library economy. Such
institutes—lasting perhaps for two or
three days—could be held in easily accessible places in different parts of the
So Certain, Safe and Reliable that No
State. There is many a Maine librarian whose everyday experience—valuOther Medicine Can Take It* Place
able as it is—needs to be supplemented
by the kind of technical instruction
The following resolutions on the death of
these institutes would supply.
A hun- Flora Malvina Ritchie were passed by Loy“ORIGINAL LIBBY.’’
dred and fifty or two hundred dollars a
al Rebekah Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., of Monroe
A Maine Man whose New York Restaurants year expended in the way just suggested would result in the better prepara- at its regular meeting meeting June 7,1904:
were Noted Generations Ago.
tion of Maine librarians for public serResolved, That by the death in Monroe,
May 9tli, of sister Flora M. Ritchie, an
[From the New York Herald. |
vice.
honored and respected member of Loyal
Surrounded by members of his famRebekah lodge, who passed to that celestial
ily and a few of his most intimate
Lodge above, where the Supreme Grand
THE FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
friends Captain Demorin Libby, known
Master of the Universe presides, this lodge
The free public library is not on the loses one of
to New York residents of half a cenits charter members, the frawith
the
same
band
footing
municipal
ternity a true sister, her family a loving
tury ago as “The Original Libby,” celeserves
a
It
wife
concert.
and
higher
purpose
brated his ninetieth birthday June 7th.
indulgent mother. She was ever
The aged Captain does not look his than that of furnishing the commun- ready to lend a helping hand and extend
and good counsel to all; was faithfourscore years and ten, and he says he ity with diversion and entertainment. charity
ful to all trusts and all positions of responis but “a lad o'tifty.” His step is firm, It is something more than a clearing
sibility; and those who knew her best
his eyes are bright and the grasp of his house for recent fiction. The library loved her
mosf and had abundant evidence
hand is as strong as it was seventy years is—or ought to be—an educational in- of her good qualities.
is
for
stitution.
It
the
free
possible
Resolved. That Loyal Lodge, I. 0. O. F.,
ago when he plied a marlingspike and
reeved a rope on a Nantucket schoon- public library to be quite as important No. 92, of Monroe, extends to the bereaved
husband
and family of our beloved sister
force
in
the
an
educational
community
er.
Only last winter he cut fancy figso
Indeed ttie library our sincere sympathies in their irreparable
as the schools are.
ures on the ice while on a pair of skates
loss.
lie has owned for forty years, and just and the school need each other. Neither
Murmur
while
tear-di
glisten,
ops
we,
last week he finished laying a hardwood can do its best work without the other's
One by one our 1* vod ones fall.
N" on*- hear.- t lit* door that opens
floor in the home of ids son in East aid. The right sort of librarian is the
Vv
What’s the reason the things we like
ben
the
our
call.
they pass beyond
right sort of
Orange, X. J., where be lives. He did indispensable ally of
'"ft as loosened leaves of roses
best so seldom seem to agree with oat
lint perhaps the most imthis just to show that a man ninety teacher,
<Mie h\ on*' our loved ones fall.
Maybe lt’e because we overeat of them :
educational work of the public
years old was something better than “a portant
of the.se resolu- Then follows a lit of lndlg lion.
Resolved, That a
library is not among the school chil- tions be recorded incopy
drag about the house."
the lodge and pub-1 Only lnsts n
day or two perhaps But
Capt. Demorin Libby was born in dren. It is among the boys and girls 1 islied in The lielfast Journal am} llangor it's a most uncomfortable
two.
day
Hampden, Me., and in his early youth who have had to leave school and be- Commercial: and that a <?opy be sent to the We don’t mean to abuse our
stoaaeha
removed to Welllieet, Mass, lie ship- gin earning a living. It is among the husband of our deceased sister, and our but we all
do
It
more
lees.
or
We
see
ped from ^hat port aboard a coast fish- men and women who for one reason or charter draped in mourning for thirty days. things we want and can’t resist
1 >kLLI-: J. Palmer, i Committee i
ing schooner when he was only nine another missed the advantages of the
the longing for them. When iVe too
on
Some one—perhaps President
Flora A. Johnson,
years old. and in time became a fore- schools.
But
Helen A. Cooper, » Resolutions. Into ws regret our rashness.
mast hand, a bo’sun's mate, and so on Eliot—has said that reading is the key
there’s a way to escape the oonae>
along the line until lie was made cap- that unlocks all knowledge; that notuenoes of auch 1 nd Iterations. A dose
tain and then became part owner of a body who has formed the reading habit
x\esoimn»ns uuopteu uy
wamo roniona
it a good dlgestant like Kodol Dysis likely to remain permanently unedufleet of coast fishing schooners.
on the death of Nehemiah Smart:
I
Grange
pepsia Cure will relieve you at once.
lie was successful, and with the pro- cated. The free public library'is a colWhereas our beloved
Nehemiah I
Indigestion Is always due to the
ceeds of several seasons in his pockets lege—a university rather—for all the Smart, in fullness of brother,
3ears, has departed tame cause. Tour stomach Is too weak
became to New York and established people.
from our councils and his earthly environ- to
digest what you eat. It needs rest.
himself in the restaurant business, first
merits ; and whereas, we were always cheer- 1
Tou can’t rest It by going without
ed by his presence, profited by his counsel
at Xo. 0 Broad street, where lie reThat would mean starvation.
THE CHILI) AND THE LIBRARY.
and animated by his example: and whereas Food.
mained three years, moving at the end
But Kodol Dyspepsia Curs will rest lb.
we trust and believe that the
good that
of that time to Xo. 19 Wall street,
The Maine Library Association at its
It
does
the stomach’s work. la the
men do lives after thorn ; therefore, be it
|
where for eighteen years he and his last annual meeting passed a resolution
Resolved, That in the death of our broth- nean time the tired organ Is gaining
a
Robert
U.
in
the
State
to
abolbrother,
Libby, conducted
er we sustained a loss that is
urging all libraries
deeply felt Fresh strength. Before long it will be
business along similar lines. IIis last ish the age limit,—a restriction which and will long be sincerely mourned; that u
strong as ever. Ton don’t have to
his
which
he
for
of
the
to
childevotion
denies
the
use
to
to
place,
kept
thirty-three
library
principle,
duty and to the list. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will diwelfare
of
our Order should be an inspirawas
at
Xo.
59
that
street.
this
dren.
The
Commission
years,
Murray
hopes
kind of wholsome food.
which we commend to every zealous ] rect any
He was “The Original Libby,” the recommendation
will
he
generally tion
“1 bed stoasaoh trouble tear jeers,” says
Patron
Husbandry.
pioneer dispenser of Boston imported adopted. As soon as the child can read, Look of
tea.
ILOolbath, Alpeae, Hlcb., “whlob was
back
a long and well spent
■ bad Iku o times I was forced to remala
lobsters, a master in the art of pickling he should be made welcome at the free life, well may upon
he have said:
■ bad. At last I was tadaosd to try Kodol
Even before lie can And
oysters and an adept in serving the public library.
friends, dear friends, when it shall be
Dyspepala Cara from wblcb I received Issbivalves on the half shell. He is even read, there is much that under ideal That this low breath
has gone from me.
1 ■odlata relief aad a few bottles effected s
And round my grave you come to weep,
said to have been the man who origin- conditions the library couid do for him.
Domplete care”
ated the present method of opening It is probably true that the average bet one most loving of you all
Say: “Not a tear HiallVer him fali.
I
human being learns more ill the years
lie givetli His beloved sleep."
oysters.
Curse All Stomach Troubles.
“You young fellows of this day don’t from three to six than in any other
C. E. Smith,
Prepared only by KC.DaWrvr AOo.. rTV<—ST
appreciate these old times,” said Cap- three year^ of life. Judged by the
G. G. Abbott,
Taetl bottle con talas sit times theMcs&a
tain
Frank Clements.
Libby yesterday.
“Nowadays amount of knowledge gained through |
when it gets time for the noonday meal it, the faculty of observation is keenest Memorial Committee, Waldo County Pomona.
icvurs uttic
you rush into one of those slapdash, in childhood. During these early years
get rich quick lunch places and cram a pictures serve the same purpose that !
|h« famous llttU pills fov coaitipttkNk
lot of hot, indigestible stuff down your books do later. In them the child finds APPLETON.
throats and rush back again. Now, in not amusement only, but the very best
Memorial Day was observed here by •
R H MOODY, DRUGGIST
my day my customers would come in sort of instruction. Is it not quite as Daniel Esancy Post in a fitting manner,
with, 'Howdy, Cap'u Libby, nice day important that the library should fur- Graves were decorated by a detail from the jj
to-day. Now what would you recom- nish a picture book for a boy five or six Post in the morning and at 2 p. m. a large !
mend for me to eat to-day?’ I'd sit years old as that it should furnish his
concourse assembled in Union Church to !
back in my chair thoughtfully and I'd young lady sister with the latest novel?
say:—‘Well, it appears tome largely a Some social settlement libraries loan hear the oration by Rev. Mr. Chapman, who
Successor to Charles L. Fletcher, dealer in
matter of choice.
If you feel inclined framed pictures just as they do books. was listened to with marked attention, and
toward a few of those succulent looking A picture may be kept by the borrower who gave us one of the most eloquent and !
oysters over there I should say take ior two or three weeks and then is re- interesting Memorial Day addresses we 1
_^
.43
them by all means; but if, on the other turned lor exchange or renewal. What, have ever had.
Singing of patriotic
hand,’ I'd say, ‘you don’t feel as if the better thing could the public library do tious was
by a quartette consisting of Mrs. j
day’s too hot, J should recommend for a community than to make it pos- j Martha
Keller, Mrs. Helen Gushee and
about half of out of those lobsters.’ sible for the children of every house-'
!
And after deliberating over it he’d sit hold to he day after day under the in- Messrs. G. H. Page and Jesse Wentworth.
The Sunday services were held at the same
down and eat in peace and comfort. tiuence of a beautiful picture?
or all Kisim.
It’s most amazing to me how the
Put certainly as soon as the child can •dace with Rev. Mr. Chapman as speaker,
read he should be encouraged to make and music by the same quartette. Mr. and
present generation lives at all.
"A man who ran a place like mine use of the public library. It is with Mrs.
Chapman came here from Dixfield and
had a chance to get well acquainted. children from six years of age to twelve I
have moved into the tenement vacated this
Now there was Edwin Forrest. You’ve that the librarian’s most effective and
j
all heard of him, and Horace (freeley, fruitful work may be done.
Py put- i week by Mr. and Mrs M. F. Hanly, who
he was my good friend. Never much ting good hooks into their hands, by i have moved to Rockland, where they will
to say, you know, but lie was one of the directing their reading, by cultivating reside.in the future.
The tenement is over j
powerful men of his day. And then in them the taste tor wholesome litera- J F. L Davidson’s store....Mr. and Mrs. C. I
there was Mr. Haekett, another actor. tore, the librarian can do much to E.
Ripley returned to Bath Tuesday, after j
Perhaps." said Mr. Libby, with a remi- counteract the pernicious influence of
Havford Block, Belfast, Maine.
a few days as guests of G. II. Page.
niscent chuckle, “perhaps he was bet- the yellow peril for sale on almost passing
Miss Mabel Wadsworth is at home from ! Telephone 14-4
4«>tf
ter acquainted with my old Maltese cat every news-stand. Sir Redmond Parry
Tom than he was with me. He was was quite right in saying that, if any Hyde Park, Mass., for a short visit.John *
class of people are to he shut out of the Chaples has moved liis photograph saloon
mighty fond of Tom.
NOTICE.
“There was Jenny Lind and that old free public library it had better he the to Searsmout. John has done a successful 1
fellow who used to drive the stage to very old rather than the very young, business here, and his work has been satis- 1 The New England Telephone and Telegraph
Company respectfully petitions the Mayor and
University place. I forget his name, and that if people are to he deprived of factory in every respect. Mrs. Chaples has Board of Aldermen of the City of Belfast. Maine,
but he could eat oysters, I tell you.
seven years’ reading it would he wiser made many friends during her stay with us, for a locution of its poles and wires thereon, and
the necessary supporting and strengthening fix“Oh, 1 could go on telling you about to select the period from sixty-three to and we regret that they cannot remain per- tures
and wires, in the following named streets
those old timers. My old friend, An- seventy ttian the period from five to inaneutly...-H. N. Titus lias begun 011 a and
veranda which S. J. Gushee is having built
highways of said city.
haul company agrees to reserve space for one
thony J. Bleeker, the lawyer, used to twelve.
on his residence.
The veranda will be on cross
arm at the top of all the above poles for
come in quite frequently, and he and
the front and west end of the house. W. E.
telephone.fire alarm and
signal wires,ownWALDO COUNTY CANDIDATES.
his son were quite friendly. The old
Schwartz of Camdeu was the architect who ed by the city and used police
for municipal purposes.
drew the plans—Miss Winnie Ames was Said poles to be erected under the supervision of
Commodore, Cornelius Vanderbilt, used
at home from Camden a few days last week such officers as the city may designate.
to come around occasionally. He was
What an Up-River Paper Says of Them.
for a visit with Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ames.
Following are the streets aud highways above
one of the best and used to call me by
Mr. William H. Simmons and friend, j referred to:
iu Waldo county the contest for
Down
Swan Lake avenue, so-called, from the juncmy first name, and a mighty fine man
nomination of sheriff will probably be Mr. Freeman, of Boston, were here Memorial tion of the back Searsport road, so called, and
he was, too. We don’t see so many of the
the strongest which will come up and from Day and attended the exercises in the Swanville road, so-called, to SwanviPe town line.
his kind to-day. I wish we did,” said the candidates who are already
Dated May 3, 1904.
appearing church. Mr. Simmons has men at work on
the Captain in conclusion.
New England Telephone and
the boards for the nomination one his lot in the cemetery putting the finishing
on
Telegraph Company,
The grounds have
would be led to believe that the fight will touches on the wall
Francis
A. Houston, General Manager.
By
I be the hardest seen in Waldo county in been graded and seeded, walks laid out,
(c. H. A.)
Slowly Dying from Catarrh. Thou- years. Three candidates have already an- and when completed it will be one of the
sands are in this terrible condition but nounced themselves for the
position and most beautiful cemetery lots in the State. 1 City of Belfast, Maine,
don’t realize their danger. If you have the others are
1
In board of Aldermen.
laying their plans and stirring It has already attracted much attention,
slightest tadit of Catarrh, would it not be ! up support from the towns and sectious and is visited daily by many from other
L>ate ,1 \ine 6,1904.
j
wise to commence Catarrhozone treatment where
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered that no
towns.
reside.
1
they
now and be perfectly cured in a short time ?
tice thereof be given by publishing a copy oi said
Sheriff Samuel G. Norton will seek a repetition and this order Thereon in The RepubliTliis pleasant remedy cures without the use election and his name will be
presented to DEMOCRATIC COUNTY CONVENTION. can Journal, a
of drugs, atomizers or snuffs. You inhale tht convention. The
newspaper printed in the city of
which is
thing
only
Belfast, Maine, and that a hearing thereof be
the medicated vapor which spreads to all 1 used
him in the contest is the fact
at the Aldermen’s ro<-in on the 8th day of
agains:
given
Democratic
The
voters
of
Waldo
parts of the breathing organs, kills the that iie is completing his tenth year or fifth
county July, at 7 o'clock
m„ at which time and piace
are hereby notified to meet by delegates iii
germs and heals the inflamed surfaces. term and
residents and owners of property upon the highparty usage lias been given him convention, at the Court
Catarrhozone clears the throat and nose in- i in re-elections in the
House, Belfast, ways to be affected by the granting of the permit
past.
for, and all other persons interested, shall
stantly, and never fails to cure the most ob- 1 Two of his deputies who are now serving Friday, August 5, 1904, at 10.30 o'clock in applied
the forenoon, to nominate candidates for have full opportunity to show cause why such
stinate catarrhal, lung and throat troubles. under him sue also
the nomination
seeking
should
not be granted, the last publicapermit
A trial will demonstrate tile value of Casenator, sheriff, county attorney, county tion of said
and stand a good show.
notice to be at least fourteen (14)
They are Jere
tarrhozoue, which sells for $1.00, small size Bowen of Monroe and Amos Carleton of treasurer, judge of probate, register of pro- days before said hearing.
*3t23
bate and county commissioner.
25 ets., at 1’oor it Son, Druggists, or I’olson
Also to
A true copy of petition and notice thereon.
Wiuterport.
a county committee and
it Co., Kingston, Out.
transact
Attest: A. P. M aNsFIELD, City Clerk.
I Another candidate who comes with strong choose
any other business which may properly
; backing is Joseph Colson of Prospect, who come before said convention.
COL. ARTHUR L. ORNE, S. OF V.
Notice ol Foreclosure.
I is a young man having many friends over
Each city and town will be entitled to
the county.
lie lias seen some public ser- two
Whereas, Lizsie B. Conant of Belfast, in the
and one additional delegate
delegates
Arthur L. Orne was born at Sears- vice and las been first selectman in his
for every forty votes cast for the Demo- Comity of Waldo and Stat of Maine, by her
dated the nineteenth day of Noport, Me., Oct. IS, 1877, but lias lived in town for several years.
cratic candidate for Governor in 1902, and mortgageA.deed
1). 1902. and recorded in the Waldo
for
the
vember,
But
have
two
candidates
appeared
Rockland almost all his life, having
for a fraction of twenty votes in excess of
of Deeds, Books 268, Page IT, conveyed
The
Registry
of
position
county
attorney.
present
at
about
the
of
four
a further additional delegate.
age
gone there
Upon to hie, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of
incumbent, Arthur Ritchie of Belfast, who forty,
years. lie was educated in the com- is serving his first term, seeks another. this basis the following allotment has been land situated in said Belfast, on the southerly
side of the road leading from Belfast to Belmont
made.
mon schools and graduated from the |
Corner, and bounded as follows, to wit: Bounded
[ Whether party usage will return him to his
high school in 1895.
I office remains to be seen, as Hodgdon C. Belfast.10 Northport. 3 on the north by said road ; on the west and south
Since attaining majority be has been Buzzell, a rising young attorney iu Monroe, Belmont... 3 Palermo. 4 by land of Edgar M. Cunningham, and on the east
more or less actively identified with the is also a candidate.
During the past few Brooks.'.. 3 Prospect. 3 by land of George W. Boulter, containing twenty
the friends of B. F. Foster of Freedom Burnham. 3 Searsmont. 4 acres, more or less, and whereas, the condition of
Republican party in municipal affairs, days
said mortgage has been broken, now therefore,
are
for him and it is possible that Frankfort. 3 Searsport. 3
by reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
having served four years in the city he working
be placed in line.—Bangor Commer- Freedom. 3 Stockton Springs... 4 I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
may
two
in
the council,
years
government,
Islesboro. 3Swanville. 3
cial.
Dated this twenty-seventh day of May, A. D.
the latter of which lie was president of
Jackson. 3 Thorndike. 3 1904.
3W23
There is one candidate for sheriff we had Knox.
D.
3 Trov. 4
VARY E. HALL.
the council, and is now serving his second year in tiie Board of Aldermen, not heard mentioned before—Mr. Colson of Liberty. 4 Unity. 4
COUNTY.—In Probate Court held
4 Waldo. 2
being at the present time chairman of Prospect—and the Commercial does not in- Lincolnville.
at Augusta on the fourth Monday of May,.
Monroe. 3
4
the board.
1904, George E. Johnson and Reuel \V. Rogers,
clude P. G. Hurd of Northport; or D. L. Montville.4 Winterport.
executors of the last will and testament of DeboHe has been a member of the order Pitcher of Belfast, who announced his can- Morrill. 3
93 rah W. Lincoln, late of Belfast, in the county of
of Sons of Veterans since becoming old
Waldo, deceased, having presented their second
last
week.
The
be
in
didacy
session and
county committee will
final account as executors of sa«d will for alenough to be eligible to the organizaat the Court House, at nine o’clock a. m., lowance: said tteorge E. Johnson
being Judge of
has
filled
various
betion;
on the day of the convention to receive crethe Probate Court for said Waldo county and decamp offices,
Cobnrn Classical Institute.
dentials of delegates. Total number of dele- prived of jurisdiction.
ing a past commander of Anderson
Camp of Rockland, has also Held variOrdered, That notice thereof be given three
Commencement at the Coburn Classical gates eligible to seats in the convention, 93.
Per order Democratic County Committee. weeks successively prior to the fourth Mouday
ous offices in the division, that of AsInstitute (June 23d to 25th) promises to be
of
June next, in The Republican Journal, a
Franklin
A.
Greer, Chairman,
sistant Inspector, member of Division
ol unusual interest. The special exercises
newspaper printed in said Belfast, that all perDr. A. E. Kilgore, Secretary.
sons interested may attend at a Piobate Court
Council, Senior Vic6 Commander, and
Belfast, June 1, A. D. 1904.
then to be held at Augusta, and -how cause, if
has the honor at the present time of commemorating the seventy-fifth anniverany, why the same should nut be allowed
An Alarm Clock for 25c.
being Division Commander.—Bath En- sary Of the opening of the school will be
3w20*
G. T. Stevens. Judge.
the week’s program. Following these for- If yon want to get up early and feel good
Attest:—W. A. Newcomb, Register.
terprise.
mal exercises will be held a reception to all day take a Little Early Riser or two at
It is 32 years since the first class was the former pupils and graduates of the bed time. These famous little pills relax
give quiet rest and refreshing
graduated from the Maine State Col- school at City Hall after which will occur the nerves,
annual dinner at the Armory. Prom- sleep, with a gentle movement of the bowels
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. the
inent alumni and others will speak at the about breakfast time.
W. 11. Howell,
One of the graduates in that first class, dinner. It is
FOR SALF.
expected that the occasion Houston, Tex., says ‘"Early Risers are the
Benjamin F. Gould of California, was will be one of glad reunion and that a large best pill made fur constipation, sick headin attendance at this year's commence- I number from far and near will assemble to ache. biliousness, etc.” Sold by R. H.
BELFAST LIVERY CO.
ment of the University.
do honor to this old school.
Mtf
Moody.
'L. F.’ Atwood’s Bitterset your store and
found that it greatly benefited me. I
wish to get some more. I send you my
route and several addressed stamped envelopes. Please tell me where 1 can procure the medicine when I reach New
York. 1 am anxious in the matter, for it
did me more good than anything 1 have
ever taken and I must have several bottles right away.” —Mary Churchill
Emmett, of "Sowing the Wind” Co.

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

Seldom
Why is it They
Agree With Us?

>

Kodol

Dyspepsia

I

Core

j

EARY RISERS

j

j

ARTHUR A. MOORE,

selec-j

[

Fresh Mackerel,
New Scallops,

1

j

Lobsters.

—

—

catsups and also

are

“tomato” catsup.

a

Columbia,

“The Uncolored

Catsup,”

has Nature’s color and flavor.
Other catsups

cochineal,

dyed

are

coal tar,

with

etc.

COLUMBIA CONSERVE COMPANY.

•_

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas, Benjamin F. Farnham. late of Knox,
in the County of Waldo, by his mortgage deed
dated the Utl day of November, A. I). is74, and
recorded in the Waido Registry of Deeds, in Yo».
1G5, Rage 70. conveyed to one Nehiiniah Abbott of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, a certain par-

On

anil after June 6, 1904, trams
ccnuectiuy
Lturnham and Waterville with through train,
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland am'

at

Boston, will

run as

AM

.47

Thorndike. 7
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Burnham,arrive
Clinton. 8
Benton. 8
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Waterville. 7 00
Bangor. 7 UO
Benton.
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Clinton.tV i6
Burnham, mpurt.
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.Unity.
Thorndike.
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Knox.

8 57
t0<>6

Brooks. 0 20
t‘» 3o
Waldo.
to 40
City Point
0 45
Belfast, arrive
t

2F.
45
25
5
15
21

M

A

Waterville..

described in said morgagc deed
as follows, to vit
A certain piece or parcel of
land situate in Knox, and b**ing The sain*- premi
sos which .Josef li Farnham conveyed to him. >.iid
Benjamin F. Farnham, by his deed dated the 27th
day of October, \. I>. lstic. and r-corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds. Booh 137 and Rage 297. to
which reference was thereby made for a more
particular deser.ption. And whereas, the said
Nehemiah Abbott has since deceased, and one
Clifford B. Abbot; lias been appointed and -Inly
•
nullified as the executor of th- last will and testament ot sanl Nehemiah Abbott. Ai d whereas,
said Clifford B. Abbott, n; ..is capacity a> «\eeutor aforesaid, by his d< n >d as*.gumeiit bt aring
date of November 19. A. 1). l:<•••;:. and r. e.uded in
Maldo County Registry oi Deeds, in Book 274.
Rage 113. assigned to ine. lae undersigned. tile
said mortgage d- e.i. the debt thereby" secured,
and all his right, title and inn last by virtu-' of
said mongage deed to the premises iheieln conveyed. subject t«i redemption ao-oiduig t- law.
And wheieas, the Condition of -aid mortgage lias
been brokon. now therefore, 1 y reason o: the
lneaeh of the condition thereof,* I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
Dated at Brooks. .Me., tl i* Jd dav of .tunA
D. 1904.
WILLI \M v CROSB\
;:\vj3
By F. NY. Brow n. his Attorney.

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart
7
City Point.
*7
Waldo.*7
Brooks. 7
Knox

cel of real esta

follows:

FROM

M

0 10

4 16
1 40

STATK

p m
t4 21
4 81

to 20
to 3o
10 20
10 50
11 15
til 30
12 00
tl2 17
112 37
12 45

PUBLIC

4 50
6 08
5 17
t5 26
5 41
16 60
t# 00
6 Of

are

now

sold

MAI.NK.

aOTa D.

In

< hapter
conformity with the j
i11.■«-;; iiai
forty-two of tfle Rublie Law .>»'
dred and ninety-nine, and p-m
petition of
live or more e tizens of the mand deeming it
for the best interest i»f th'- *'!;.!e. t !•■ < oiumis*Liners oi Inland Fi'hei if' ami i.aue-. after due notice To all persons intere- ,-d m tl,.- subject matter of said petition, and punhe heaving thereon
in the locality to be aliened, and deeming it
necessary and proper for tin- i oteetiou ami preservation of the inland lish oi the Mate, hereby
adopt the following nerd to Rule- and Regulain wi ieh
tions relating to tl.« limes and plaand the einunistune,-* under which inland lish
may be taken in tile waters of Little Rond liiook,
Slubles
rook. Harriett stream. Newall and
Thompson Brooks, in tjearsmonr and Moiitville,
in Waldo County.
■

Flag station.

Limited tickers for Boston

OK

at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami North
via all routes, for sale bv L. W. Oeokoi
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Bootuby. Geu’l Pass, and Ticker Agent.

west,

e-

Agent, Belfast.

SHERIFF’S SALE,

Ill" LKS \N i» KK«U L \TlO.\S.

STATE OF MAINE.

Section 1. It shall be unlawfi ! f<>i anyone to
lish for. take, catch or kill any kind of ti*li at any
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
tune in any way, in tin* io.lowing named waters
I in Searsmoiit and Montville m W..ldo <. oimty.
May 25. A. 1>. 10AI.
Taken this 25th day of May a. i>. 1904, on exe- I to
wit: Little Rond brook. MiiLles !rook. which
eution dated May 4th'.\. i». 1904. issued on a judg- ! flow into Bartlett stream .dsn Bartlett stream, a
;
ment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court for
tributary to Lake (^uantabaeook. amt New ill and
the County of Waldo, at a term thereof begun
brooks, tnhurai i*-s to said
Al t lett
Thompson
and held at Belfast in said County of Waldo.' on
stream, for a period of two vears from .'um* 10,
the third
of April a. i*. 1904. to wit, on \ 1904.
the 7th day of the term, being the 27th dav of [
Dated this third day of .lime, A I). l:»04.
April a. i>. 1904, in favor of H. II. Sellers of >earsL. T. CARi.KTON.
port in said County of Waldo, against Hattie A. I
H. O. STANLEY.
Young of said Searsport, for fifty-one dollars ami
E. E. R1NC.
3W23
or
debt
and
thirteen
sixty-nine cents,
damage,
Commissioners of inland Fisheries and Came.
dollars and thirty-three cents, costs of suit, and
will be sold at public auction at the office of W.
T. C. Runnells in said Searsport, to the highest
bidder, on the 30tli day of June, a. i>. i:h»4, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, one undivide • third
part of the following described real estate and
all the right, title and interest which the said
Whereas. Lizzie A. Coimnt ot Belfast, ii the
Hattie'A. Young has and had in and to the same County of Waldo and Slate ot Maim- by her
on the 17th day of April a. i> 1903. at seven ! mortgage deed dated il.e fifteenth day of Octoo’clock and fifteen minutes in the forenoon, the ! ber. A. D. 1 si*7 and recorded in \\ i.do County
time when the same was attached to the writ in : Registry of Deed'. Book .47. I a
L.’Z. -'"Iiv- \ed
the same suit, to wit: A ?ertain lot or pa roe’ »f ; t<* Laura A. Bartlett of v. \\ !,.■. in -aid County
of Wahl-;, a certain par
real estate situate in said Searsp. it and bound-ituated
‘A
ed as follows; beginning at tlm northeast eornei : in Belfast, in said <
do. ami t'escribary
:<b d h lit pa: t of
of land formei i\
Emily K Young; tiw m*e ed as follow t>• unt. <'
>,i.d Ih-rasi. being
westerly by and Iasi mentioned, to land former- \ certain real esiate si;iiao n
•-•!'
•■<! m a deed froiii
In owned by Elbridge Dickey: tiu-ue norttu lv , the same re..: e-dab
on line of said Dickey land sixty -three feet': I Annie J. Banks to I.://•••
onaut. dumd o.*toW
«•■•••! i•
1 .n
c
do 1 unity
thence easterly about one bundled ami tNventy
bor 12. 1S97. .ami
to
in -11
three feet to street, thence southerly by street
Registry of Deeds. :u Book tv. i*. ■_
bar for parto place of beginning.
deed an'd rec.-rd ret'-Tone, may
Also ali the rights Nvhicli the said Hattie A. | ticular description, said m- e-tate b -u g kn-nvii
1 -ukhii ip,;late of
Young has ami had on the said 17th nay .•! April as tie- hue liotnestoad
n. l». 1903 at seven o'clock and fifteen minutes m
said Belfast, also the Blown lot, >oait'.-dl aligned
the forenoon, the time when the same was atwliereas. the said Laura A
A. Ma-m o' -.aid
tached on the nn rit m the same suit, to redeem
j said mortgage deed to William
V D.
t••.i «viob.-t
the folloNving described parcel of land from the | Belfast by her assignment
f
1. _i-ti >
following mortgages, viz.: a parcel of land situ- ls:'7. ami* recorded in w !■
a
-aid WP.aam A.
ated ill said Searsport. bounded as follows; iv
Book 259. Rage 317. and wlginning at the southeast corner of the Jos-nh Mason assigned said m>>: 'gag< lo me. ih-' under
Treat lot. so-called; theme southerly by the signed, by Ins assignmei.' d: t*I dune j.p v. D.
west side of street four rods and inyc uv finks; 1900. and* recorded in We'-;,, laud-dry of Meeds.
thence south seventy-five and one half degrees : Book gvp. Rage ."D. and w: n. he.-.e-im.-uof
west, to Park bind; theme northerly by' said j said moitgage has been broken, now therefore,
Park land, so called, to the southwest corner of by reason of the breaeli of the condition thereof,
lciaima foreclosure of v id movgage
said Treat lot; thence easterly by said Treat lot
Dated this tv.enty-sevenih day "t May. A. D.
to place of beginning, with the'butldings thereon.
3W23
1904.
Said mortgages on said land are as follows: a
MARY E. HALL.
p.
same
of
the
R.
Emily
Young
given by
mortgage
to James CL Pendleton dated April nth. 189.".. \
recorded in Waldo registry of deeds in Book 241.
Page 27a, for one hundred and five dollars, in one
^ year, and interest at five
I--*—|
per cent, payable semiannually; upon which one year’s interest and
thirty-five dollars have been paid
mortgage
by Welcome CL Young, Benjamin F.
Thi3 Handscme Embroidery Outfit, >tampe ! on g
!'.-••
tree
targe. It
torial. will «• uuikM
oung and said Hattie A. Young, on said premllxtl in. with «'» I) 1
of Orvxantheniui.; Leutei
ises, to said James (L Pendleton, dated Oct. is,
liar-. J An.h.t-. for sail >r si.;:. 1
ea.!-. ow in.
iainty
1900 and recorded in Waldo registry of deeds, in
11 ir
Autumn Leaves an.!
B kmark. Luttcrriies »f -r
Book 200. Page 80. for one hundred and ten dol2 Conventional Designs for shirt-waist ornamentation.
lars in one year and interest semi-annually;
BELOW
OFFER
BEAD
nothing having been pai l.
These sales will be made subject to rights of
administration on estate of Emily K. Young.
SAMUEL CL NORTON, Sheriff.

Tuesday

|

Notice of Foreclosure.
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MY HEALTH IS GOOD
A well-known business

adopted

KENNEBEC

—

|

PIGS

a

man

writes:

“Since X

vegetable diet with

D? PRICE'S
WHEAT FLAKE CELERY

■

SPRING

®T

Of
1

interest,
following extracts:

tains much of

of respect.

King David Lodge of Lincolnville has
adopted the following resolution.-*:
his sickle keen

The third report of the
Library Commission of Maine, recently
con-

1
<

resolutions

Interesting Extracts from the Keport
for the years 190* and 1903.

The Talented Actress Finds the
“L. F.” Medicine Indispensable

.’'mi-, ue.

t»

THB MAINE UB8A8Y COMMISSION.
S.»me

FOOD

good. When on a meat diet it was
stomach difficulty has gone, my
hands do not tremble, nor does my brain refuse
to work.” If persons would eat daily of Dr.
Price’s Wheat Flake Celery Food they would
soon appreciate a steady gain in mental and
physical power. Served hot or cold.
my health is
not so.
My

Palatable--Nutritious—Easy of Digestion
and Ready to Eat
My signature on
(p\ Q/%? $>
/
S1A every package.
w. ow<!ce/
A Cook Book

WOman's

Magazine

is. without exception, the finest 50-t en! maga -ir-pi:’ Hshe.1
It is an authority n .ill matters pertaining t. lire*-, an
be iontains tne latest and m st pr.aai. al styles
anywhere in the magazine worl l. If y« u wish fro we",
at a m derate expense, the NEW I PEA AY. »1 AN s M At; \7.1NE i- a
siti%e netesMtv. Ida h issue .. nta ns 1 .strations in
iors. It treats also .f al. subjects interest mg t..
Send v. nr name to-day w-;h
women in their home life.
cents and we will enter yuur sui>s. ripti-m f.-r one year, and
mail also the Embroidery t>uttit shown above.
lie sure to mention this paper when yon write.
NEW IDEA PUBLISHING CO., 636

Broadway.

New York

containing 76 excellent receipts foe

txMng the Food mailed

free to any address.

For sale by ad leadtog Grocers.

PRICE CEREAL FOOD CO.,

Chicago

Easy and Quick!

SOLI) 15V A. A. HOWES A CO.

Soap-Making

Special Notice
—

Belfast, May 16,1904. !
We, the undersigned, hereby agree to cease
buying and giving,to our customers green and
blue stamps on the 18th day of June. A. 1). 1904.
Thomas Gannon & Son,
E. F. Cariow.
W. B. Wadsworth,
I W. H. McIntosh,
I Dutch Bros
A. A. Moore,
Ben D. Field,
Edmund Wilson.
v\ m. o. Poor & Son,
A. A. Howes & Co.,
R. H. Moody.
Fogg Si Blown,
Swift & Paul,
Carle & Jones will stop giving
| After June 18th,
trading stamps in theii crockery department ex
I cepting on wait papers and window shades, on
which stamps will be given the same as usual.
Stamps will also be given in their dry goods def>w20
partment until further notice.
UD Jk

|k|

■■

_Men

or

women, local

WlMll 9
representatives for
high class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East: Washngton Square, New York, N. Y.| .-aa_— 8tf
a

with

BANNER LYE
To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cold
lbs. of grease, pour the
water, melt 5

Lye

water

aside

in the grease.

Stir and

put

to set

Full Directions on Every Package
Banner Lye is pulverized. The cart
may be opened and closed at will, permitting the use of a small quantity at a
It is just the article needed in
time.
It will clean paint,
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, soften water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipes.
Write for booklet "Uses of Banner
Lye' ’—free.
Tho Penn Chemical Worka, Philadelphia
Charles Richardson & Co., Boston, Mesa

SEARSPORT

LOCALS.

WEDDING BELLS.

Report of

Porter-Stevens. Mr. Roscoe N. Porter and Miss Annie L. Stevens, both of
Searsport, were married June 8th in Searsport at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sumner
Stevens. The ceremony was performed in
an impressive manner by Rev. U. W. Norton of Dover, Me., assisted by Rev. G. H.
Hamilton of Searsport, In the presence of
the parents of both bride and groom and
The ring sersome thirty invited guests.
vice was used. There were many useful
aud valuable presents front friends of the
well known and popular couple, and noticeable among them was a check for $50
from an uncle of the bride iu California.
There are many who wish this couple a

Mrs. Mary Colcord arrived by boat Sun
day morning.
Herbert Havener is at Mrs. S. L. Stevens
Miss Jessie Nickerson arrived by t ai

Saturday night,

Mrs. W. R. Gilkey has returned from
visit in New York.
Miss Mary Leslie of Bangor is visitin,
Miss Janie Curtis.

■Phillips Williams arrived by train Frida
night from Kent’s llill.

Henry Fowier of New York was in towi
for a few days this week.
Miss Inez Dolliver, who spent the winte
in Lowell, is at home for the season.
Mrs. Charles Sargent of Norway, Me., i
visiting Mr. and Mrs. B. 0. Sargent.

pleasant and prosperous voyage through
life together.

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Dodge and daugh
ter are guests of Mrs. M. V. Dodge.

_

Miss Maude B. Colcord is at home fron
the University of Maine for the summer.
Rev. G. H. Hamilton will preach in th *
Porter schoolhouse June 19th at 2 p. ni.
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey McGilvery of Pari
are receiving congratulation on the birth o

Cards have
Meservey-Richardson.
been received in this city announcing the
marriage in Monmouth, Me., on June 15th,
of Benjamin Edward Meservey, formerly
of Belfast, and Eva Julia Richardson. The

bride is a popular young lady of Monmouth,
a graduate of the Monmouth High school
a son.
and Academy, and of Bliss Business ColMrs. Ellen L. Leib, the matron at th'
Kappa Sigma House, Orono, arrived Satur 1 lege of Lewiston, where she is well and
day.
favorably known, having occupied the position of stenographer for three years in
Mrs. B. 0. Sargent and daughter Luc;
were in Castine for the commencement thi'
the Lewiston Bleachery, where Mr. Meserweek.
vey has also been employed for four-years.
After a short trip through New Hampshire
Miss Gertrude Bowen, who is attending
the Castine Normal School, arrived homi
visiting Mrs. Meservey’s parents, and also
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Thomas in PortsMiss Edith Williams is spending her va
mouth, en route, they will go to housecation with her parents, Rev. and Mrs. T
keeping in Lewiston, Me. The many BelP. Williams.
fast friends of Mr. Meservey offer heartiMrs. Lewis Rich returned by steamei
est congratulations and best wishes.
Sunday morning from a visit with friend;
in Massachusetts.
Morsf.-Linekin. Arthur \V. Morse and
Robert W. Grinnell has returned fron
Kent's Hill, lie graduated from the com
Miss Hattie E. Linekin were married at
mercial department.
No. 22 Cross street, Wednesday, June 15th,
at high noon, by Rev. E. S. Philbrook. Miss
Mr. Fred Sweetser of New London, Ct..
is spending the summer with his mother
Beulah Philbrook was bridesmaid, Miss
hits. S. L. Sweetser.
Frances A. Sargent maid of honor and
Miss Nell Rich has returned from Bostor
Frank B. Condon best man. The happy
very much improved from treatment at th*
couple received many useful and valuable
Iloimepathic Hospital.
presents. They left by the 1.30 train for a
Mr. and Mrs. Will Hamilton and Mrs. G
short wedding tour, and will be at home at
.11. Leonard of Boston are guests of Mr. am 1
No. 22 Cross street after July 2d.
Mrs. J. L. Hamilton.
■

The contribution at the Cong’l churel
next Sunday will he in behalf of the Cong’
church building fuud.

I Chll

Mrs. W. C. Tuttle of Belfast will be a
her photographic studio iti Searsport
Thursday, Friday and Saturday this week

Are jond oj
Brown’s
Instant Relief

The graduation exeicises of the Searspor
High school will take place in Union Hal
Friday evening, June 24th, with music b;
Rigby’s Orchestra of Belfast. The prograti
will be published in our next issue.
Rev. T. P. Williams wil! deliver tin
baccalaureate sermon to the graduatinj
class of the Searsport High school in thi
Congregational church next Sunday morn
•tig.

|

the Methodist church next Sunday
sermon by pastor at 10.30 a. m.; subject
“Jesus and the common people.’’ Suudai
school at noon; young peoples’ service a'
o.l.-' p. m.; service in the large vestry a
7.1.1 p. m. All are invited.
At

ne

nepuoncan

town committees oi

is a safe, sure remedy for Colds,
Coughs, Croup, Colic, Cholera
Morbus, Diphtheria.
Physicians endorse it.
Money Refunded if it fails
when used as directed.
AlLdealers sell it.
Prepared by the
Norway Medieiue Co.,
Norway, Maine.

ARRIVED.

Junes. Seh. Harriet Rogers, Patterson,
Vinalhaven.
Junes). Sehs. Circle, Staples, Vinalhaven;
Maria Webster, Turner, Winterport; A. J.

Whiting, samlypoint.
June 10. Seh. Polly, Ryan, Bar Harbor.
SAILED.

June 8.

>

occurrence.

The Boston Sunday Globe gives a pictur* 1
of a “Maine boy’s queer team,” hitched uj
lor business, and says of it:
Willie Clark, aged 18, of Searsport, Me.
drives a remarkable team made up of
goat and a sheep. He broke them to harness himself.
This span has hauled all tin
wood for household use the past winter be
sides the water for wash days. Willie ha:
four steers, but he likes the goat and sheet
better. He i* a worker from the word “go,’
doing the chores for 10 head of cattle, hall
a dozen she* p, three pigs and one bos-de
besides cutting wood and transporting
dressing to the cultivated fields.

ding occurred
8th, at the home, of Mr. and
Stevens, when their daughter,
Lura stevens, was wedded to

Mrs. .s. A,
Miss Annie
Mr. Roscot
Nichoi.- Porter.
The marriage ceremony
was solemnized by Rev. H. W. Norton, pastor of the Methodist church of Dover, in
the presence of relatives and a few intimate friends.
The wedding march was
played by Mrs. Louise Murphy of Hampden, and to the strains of the melody
the bridal party entered the parlor, preceded by the little flower girl, Annie GilThe
key, scattering lilies of the valley.
young couple stepped forward beneath a
large wedding bell of white roses, and the
impressive ring marriage service was performed.
Edward F. Porter of Milford,
Mass., brother of the groom, acted as best
man and Miss Florence E.
Batchelder of
Roxbury, Mass., an intimate friend of the
bride, was bridesmaid. The bride was very
becomingly dressed in white siik muslin
t.nd carried white roses.
Refreshments
were served after the ceremony. The bride
and groom received many handsome and
valuable presents. They are very popular
young people and have the best wishes of
their many friends for a long life of happiness and prosperity.
SENSIBLE WAY TO CURE CATARRH.
Hyomei Medicates Air You Kreutlie and
Kills All Catarrhal Germs—Costs Nothing
I'uless It Cures.

Do not take medicines into the stomach
kill catarrhal germs in the head and
throat. Air alone can reach these germs.
Medicated with ilyomei and breathed
through the neat inhaler that comes with
every outfit, the air goes to the most remote
air cells of the head, throat and lungs, and
completely destroys the disease germs.
Ilyomei is the only sensible, yet scientific way to cure catarrh. Other remedies
may fail; Ilyomei will cure.
It helps at once, and you get the vitalizing and invigorating effects from the first
few breaths of Hyomei. If it should happen that Ilyomei did not give you the same
good effects that it has in many other cases
right here at home, R. II. Moody will refund your money without question or argument.
You will be the sole judge as to
whether Hyomei costs you a penny or not.
The complete outfit, consisting of a medicine dropper, and inhaler that can be
carried in the purse or vest pocket, and a
bottle of Hyomei sells for only one dollar.
The inhaler will last a lifetime, and extra
bottles of Hyomei can be oblained, if needed,
for fifty cents.
When you get a Hyomei outfit, R. H.
Moody will give you a signed receipt, agreeing to refund the money in case it does not
cure catarrh and other diseases of the respiratory organs. This is the strongest evidence that he can offer as to his faith in
Hyomei—to pay for it himself in case it
does not cure.
to

Seh. Carrie A.

Bucknam, Tor-

Bueksport.
juneS). Sehs. Henrietta Frances, Pendleton, Isiesboro; Lizzie C. Rich, Pattershal.,
Boston ; Orizou, Rich, Seal Harbor.
June 11. Seh. Circle,Staples, Vinalhaven.
June, 13. Seh. Harriet Rogers, Searsport

rev,

The invitation extended by Sears Lodg
1. O. O. F. to Garfield Lodge of Winterpor
1 a> been accepted and it is hoped a goodl;
i.umbel w'll be present at the gatheriuj :
h* !*• next Friday night. Our fraternal or
ganizatioiis are getting fraternal indeed
The Masonic brethren of Belfast were her
in force to witness work in Mariner's Lodg* |
Tuesday night and reciprocal meetings be
tween members of Pownal Lodge of Stock
:
ton Springs and Mariner’s Lodge are o

pretty home wedWedneMlay evening, June

IF 111 (111.

Ending June 14.
o
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=

From
Maine.
New Hampshire...
Vermont.
Massachusetts.
NewYork..
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61

58
72

40

80
42

«”;>
75

49

470
380
520

100
90

70

66

00

»
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The hale, the hearty, the strong can afford to
toss this paper to one side impatiently when they
read the following, but any sufferer in Belfast
who has suffered hours of torture caused by kidney complaint will stand tn his own light if he
does not follow the valuable advice |offered Jhere.
Thomas Hussey, farmer, ou Main street, Wlnterport, Me., says: “Any man who follows the
occupation of a farmer requires a good sound
back, and when that part of his anatomy is weak
work on a farm Is the opposite of pleasure.
When there is added to aching across the loins
bladder trouble and the condition of the kidney
secretions gives every indication of inflammation, slight of acute, he has to put up with a vast
amount of unnecessary annoyance. I read many

90

120
60

00

00

00

00

00

Total.223

249

1436

265

371

MILCH COW TBADE.

No improvement in the milch cow trade.
The common and slim cows sold very hard.
Extra heavy milch cows sold at $47 to $52
each; good con’s sold at $38 to $43 each;
fair milch cows sold at $27 to $30 each.
BEEF TBADE.

Beef cattle higher. A good demand for
all grade of beef cattle at higher prices
than a week ago.
The best beef oxen sold at 54 to 6 cents,
live weight; good oxen, 5 to 54 cents, live
weight; fair beef oxen, 4 to 44 cents, live
weight; thin cattle, (called Bolognas) sold
at 14 to 2 cents, live weight.
VEAL TIRADE.
Veal trade better. The Boston market is
well cleaned up. Best veal calves sold 4
cent per lb. higher than last week.
The best veal calves sold at 5i to 5i cents,
live weight; fair veal calves sold at 44 to 5
cents, live weight; drinkers sold at 34 to 4
cents, live weight. Young calves sold at
$1.50 to $2.50 each.

;

drug store, Belfast, for my first
brought results I never would
bought a secend, a third and a fourth, and
if the fourth had not stopped the last attack and
stopped it absolutely. I would be the last resident of Wmterport to endorse the means I employed.
Price 60 cents a box.
For sale by all dealers.
I Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
If it had not

for the United states.

Remember tile name—DOAN’S—and take

no

can’t tell how your

true, you
VjPIS had
it done
of

and Bar Harbor.

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, June !>. Ar, bark Addie Morrill, Rosario; sehs. Adelia T. Carleton, Macoris; Lavolta, Sullivan; Rodney Parker,
Bucks Harbor; C. J. Willard, do.; Abbie S.
Walker, Vinalhaven; Mary Farrow, Stonington ; Nettie Cliampion, Long Cove; Mary
B. Wellington, do.; to, ar, sells. Annie R.
Lewis, Bangor; Reuben Eastman, do.; John
A. Heckerman, do.; Florence A., do. via
Greenwich; eld,, schooners Almeda Willey,

Brunswick; Penobscot, Fernandina; sld,

before, you

June discount sale

our

strictly forbidden
This sale will be
had the

public

Straw Hats,

HOG TRADE.

No change in the hog trade.
The best lings sold for (ij cents, dressed
weight; fair hogs, 5| cents, dressed weight.
The Libby Company.

Hoys* just

2w23

In at

Hig line Men’s
Clark’s Corner.

WILLIAM A. CLARK

*

v'

Summer

23.

Cottage

FOR SALE.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

A North Shore Cottage, East Northport, Maine;
in perfect order, fully sheathed; gas machine.
For particulars, address
Box 1987, Boston. Mass.
5\V21«

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Prices Paid Producer.
12.ooa14.oo

Hides p tb,
54
Lamb P ib,
9
Lamb Skins,
50575
Mutton p tb,
657
40
Blitter P ib,
15518 Oats p bu., 32 lb,
75
658 Potatoes p bu.,
Beef, sides, p lb,
6Bound Hog,
Beef fore quarters,
54
7.110
005,75 Straw p ton,
Barley P bu.,
Cheese p lb,
22@25
134 Turkey P tb,
l’2tol4. Tallow p lb,
Chicken p lb,
254
Calf Skins, per ib. 105111 Veal p lb,
859
Duck P lb,
14515 Wool, unwashed, 18520
18 Wood,hard,
4.0054.5C
Eggspdoz.,
14 Wood, soft,
3.00
Fowl p tb,
Geese p lb,
14515

I

n4* u1

Includes

run

a

bALt.

The fine residence property known as the Albert Jewett lot between Congress and Main
streets and Lineomville avenue, opposite the
Abbott place. Apply to
3W22*
W. B. HASSARD,
Care Merrill Trust Co., Bangor, Me.

To Let

Retail Market.

or

for Sale.

On terms to suit, the brick building 4Sx50,
Main street. Belfast, 20 leet land in tne
rear and the right of way to Cross street.
Enquire of
GEO. F. JOHNSON, Esq
22tf
Williamson Block.

only .'71c.

"

.65
,85

$ .87 quality Short Skirts, $ .6b
To rent, North Shore, Northport.
WILLIAM A. CLARK.
2w23

Carter. In Tremont, June 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
John J. Carter, a daughter.
MEETING OF CREDITORS.
Davis. In Belfast, June 9, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles A. Davis, a daughter, 12 pounds.
U. S. District Court. For the District of Maine
In Bluehill, June 3, to Mr. and
Emkrton.
In Bankruptcy.
Mrs. Alfonso H. Einerton, a daughter.
The first meeting of the creditors of Charles
Gott. In Stonington, May 16. to Mr. and Mrs.
| A. Kenney of Knox. Maine, adjudged bankrupt
Joseph A. Gott, a son.
Hakiuman. In Stonington. May ‘25, :o Mr, and !1 upon his own petition, to prove their claims
Mrs. Durbou Harriman, a daughter, Adeline against him and choose one or more trustees
i of his estate, will be held at the office of tile
Edith.
Hinckley. In Bluehill, May 29, to Mr. and ! referee, Belfast, Maine, on the 2d day of July,
; A. D. 1904, at 10 o’clock a. m.
Mrs. Thomas I. Hinckley, a daughter.
WILLIAM 1’. THOMPSON,
Howard. In Bluehill. June 2, to Mr. and Mrs.
lw24*
Referee for Waldo District.
Herman H Howard, a daughter.
Mitchell. In Penobscot, June 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ereu Mitchell, a son.
MEEUNG OF CREDITORS.
Wellman. In East Union, May 30, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Wellman, a daughter.
U. S. District Court. For the District of Maine.
Iu Bankruptcy.
The first meeting of the creditors of Charles H.
MARRIED.
Klwell of Brooks. Maine, adjudged bankrupt
upon his own petition, to prove their claims
In Bluehill, May 31,
Billinos-Hekrick.
against him and choose one or more trustees of
Lewis Biiiings and Ramona Herrick, both of Ins estate, will he held at the office of the referee.
Brooksville.
Belfast. Maine, oil the 2d day of July, A. D. 1904,
Haig-Eells. In Rockport, June 7. Andrew at iu o'clock a. m.
A. Haig of Boston and Mrs. Ella G. Eells ot PortWILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
land, formerly of Rockport.
l\v24*
Referee for Waldo District.
Jarvls-Newbekt. in Camden, June 6. Henry
Jarvis and Mrs. Ellen Newbert.
In Belfast, June 15, by
Morse-Linekin.
Rev. E. S. Philbrook, Arthur W. Morse and Miss
Hattie K. Linnekin, both of Belfast.
in Brooksville, June 8,
Pkkkixs-Bowden.
Sealed proposals will be received at the city
Seymour Perkins and Callie M. Bowden, both or clerk’s office for the placing of a heating apparaBrooksville.
tus in the Memorial Hall building for Hie city of
Porter-Stevkns. In Searsport, June 8, by
Belfast.
Rev. H. W. Norton of Dover, assisted by Rev. r.
The city council reserves the light to accept
II. Hamilton of Searsport, Roscoe N. Porter and
any one of the proposals or to ieject all.
Miss Annie L. Stevens, both of Searsport.
Each bid to specify the make of goods used
Snowman-Gixn. In Orland, June 4, T. urman and all material to be of the first class.
It. Snowman and Miss Lulu M. Ginn, both of OrPlans and specification can be seen at the city
laud.
clerk’s office when proposals will be received
until 5.30 i*. m., July 5,1904.
A. P. MANSFIELD, City Clerk.
3w24
DIED.

|

“

.81

1 lot

long Skirts only
$ .SOlong Skirts only
1.00
“

McGee

“

87c

••

1 25

41c each

60c

*•

i.i-i

“

3 00

“

••

3 50

“

*•

1.62

•*

Ask to see it.

A shoat weighing about 200 pounds broke out
of his pen at my place on Miller street, June 3d.
I will pay a suitable reward for his return.
G. ». MARSANO.
Belfast, June 9, 1904.—Iw24*

WANTED

29c

Farms in every section of Waldo

regularly 42c. per yard.

Black Percaline
20c.quality,

15c

35c

high grade kind, at

County. Send

LORD, Hayford Block,
Rep. W. M. Ostrander & Warren
Farm & Realty Co.
It24

I

L3,5||
kok

Bank butter is caused by dirt. There’s just
one separator that isn’t apt to taint butter—

I

39c

quality Thimbles.

Shirt Holders sell at 25c.,

t

Embroidery Silk,

t

bi-

per

abiuet Hair Pins.

39c and 50c.

Writing Paper

Manicure Powder,

quality

[7c

regulub
Keaquer Hair Tonic, re^-.
per bottle, this sale
Oriental

He Jour

Lotion,

75c. This sale.

a big discount from regprice,

Best Black Pins, per paper
Ball ami

Sockets, per dozen

Ironing Wax..

2.50

3.25

4.25

3.37

4.50
5.00
5.50

3.66
3.87
425

6.00

4.59
**

10 Dozen

39c Scotch Flannel

Special

10 dozen Extra (iood Oik
*»***■■

19c Pillow Slips,
are

Linen

lu,ms"t,'h''

Pillow Slips

4.73

guaranteed?

J

e

per

l)e

3.87
4.00

-

Hump Hook and Eyes,

Needles, per paper.

Linings.

$3.00 UMBRELLAS FOR #2.25

7.00

Notions and Toilet Ari..-

ISaby Ribbon, per yard...

25c

J

t^'We carry the largest st-• k
tu Belfast. Judge for yourseif.

sale.25c

quality, 27c.

ular

This is the skirt with the fitted
top Why pay
uotible for a custom made skirt that MAY'NOT
ht, when you can get the “McGee” with fit

.K
>.--

Salter's

UMBRELLAS.

M. vv.

Avoid Tainted Butter

39c

Hliick and white M. rccrizcd Waistings,
Tills

?
L PIFfF<w
rlLvLo ONI
YJisL. V
I

more.

Vinpyard Ilaven, June 11. Sld, sehs.
Mineola, Perth Amboy for Searsport; Merrill C. Hart, do. for Castine; M. I). Cressey,
Norfolk for BaDgor; 12, passed, sells. Maggie Mulvey, Bangor for New York : Menawa, do. for do.; Marian Draper, for do.; Kit
Carson, do. for do.: Susan Stetson, do. for
do.; Mary Ann McCann, do. for do.
Charleston, S. C., June 12. Ar, sehs. J.
C. Strawbridge, Boston; Humaroek, Phila-

Black Moreen, only
per yard.

The

Regular price sixty-two eem
During tliis sale almost hall

15c

Fig Muslin, 25c

at once

stamp for particulars.

Mousseline Sash Ribbois

42c

*®“Please remember that the goods here advertised
offered during this June discount sale.

Shoat Lost.

SPECIAL!

jI I Pee only 39c. quality Black

MISFIT IMPOSSIBLE.

This is to notify and warn all persons not to
trust any person on my account without a written order from me, as I shall pay no such bills.
MILES A. BENNER.
Northport, June 11. 1904.—3w24*

r-

18c

NOTICE.

Caution Notice.

Bin

handkerchief Linen,
This sale 59c

quality

••

*•

1 Lot No. 5 width Taffeta Kibl
black, red and white, only.

V!ir(j.

Plain Nainsook,

«•

RIBBONS.

\

25c

50c,

••

4} inch Mousseline Tissue Neck !.
"2 ly twenty five cents per van:

1.39

This sale 98c

!

Cretan*.. /»,,

White Waist I in,u

98

j^'_^
quality

qual.

07c

finish, warranted all silk—wear
guaranteed, wont tear or break. During
this sale we will sell sixty-seven cent
quality for.4Qc per

quality

quo it

12 1 -2 cents,

Taffeta

89c

cent

1500 yards New

1.17

TRESFORTE SILK.

I

five

50c

7—

j

bark Addie Morrill, Norfolk; 12, sld, scb.
Georgia Gilkey, Portsmouth, Ya.; 13, ar,
sell. Henry Whitney, Gardiner via New
Haven.
Boston, June 9. Ar, seh. Flyaway, Bangor for New Rochelle; 10, ar, sell. Morris
Palmer, Philadelphia; sld, seh. Mary A.
Hall, Camden ; 11, eld, seh. Frontenac, Newport News; sld, seh. Ralph M. Hayward,
coal port; eld, sell. I). D. Haskell, Fernaudiua; 13, ar, sells. Thelma, Brunswick ; Pendleton Satisfaction, Georgetown, S. C.
Philadelphia, June 9. Ar, seh. John Paul,
In Camden. May 31, Mrs.
Butterfield.
Hillsboro, N. B.; 12, ar, sehs. S. M. Bird, Samuel
Butterfield.
Bath; Henry R. Tilton, do.; 13, ar, sehs.
Chapman. In Worcester, Mass., May 30, HanMarion N. Cobh, Providence; Lucia Porter, nah J., widow of George W. Chapman of Belfast,
St. John, N. R.; 13, eld, seh. Charlotte T. aged 73 years, 7 months and 23 days.
Field. In Belfast, June 12. Mary Emma, wife
Sibley, Portland.
Baltimore, June 9. Old, seh. Harry T. of harles H. Field, aged 46 years, 2 months and
days.
Hayward, Tampa; 10, ar, seh. Jennie G. 13Hinckley.
In Bluehill, June 4, infant
Pillsbury, Tarpin Bay; 11, ar, seh. Melrose, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas I. Hinckley, daughaged 4
sehs.
Clarence
12,
II.
ar,
VenSargentville;
days.
ner, Sargentville; George Y. Jordan, do.;
Hutchings. In Bucksport, JJune 7, Herbert
Clifford N. Carver, Gulfport; 13, ar, sell. W. L. Hutchings, aged 24 years.
C. Roberts, Sargentville.
Jaquith. In Clinton, June 7, Charles Jaquith,
72 years, 11 months and 4 days.
Portland, June 10. Cld, seh. Horace A. aged
Lord. In Deer Island, June 8, Capt. James
Stone, Newport News; 13, eld, seh. ,1. W. Lord,
aged 70 years.*
Ralano, Brunswick.
Rich. In Knox, June 10, Ida B. Rich, aged 34
Bangor, June 10 Ar, seh. Watchman, years and 8 months.
Ryder. In Belfast. June 12, Capt. Epliriam D.
Belfast; sld, seh. Isaiali K. Stetson, Frankfort to load for New York; 11, sld, sehs.
Ryder, aged 76 years, 7 months anu 25 days.
In Northeast Harbor, June 4,
Smallidge.
FJiza J. Pendleton, Washington ; Nat Ayer,
New York; l'oehasset, do.; 12, ar, bark Inez E. Smallidge, aged 22 years and li months.
W atts. In East Warren, June 3, James Watts,
Adam VV. Spies, Boston, to load for Rosario.
formerly a resident of Camden, aged 83 years and
Wisoasset, June 13. Sld, sch. Sallie I’On, 7 months. Burial at West Rockport.
Wentworth. In South Orrington, June 10,
Philadelphia.
Sargentville, June 9. Ar, sell. Edith L. Margaret V. Wentworth, widow of the late Grant
Wentworth,
aged 74 years and 8 months.
load
ice
to
for
BaltiAllen, Sandypoint,

Gauze / i,,„
^

25c

Windom Taffeta Silk,$
«

20c

_

1 Case Ladies'

2 37

$1.25 quality handkerchief Linen,

Yoke Petticoats

Lawn*,

2 00

..

Adjustable

I Case Colored

Best quality dark Print* p

i 7,5

1.50

|

t!

$1 37

*<

“

during

i

extra value, 25c per
p,Ur

Prices cut like these on Windom Taffeta Silks
make np-to-date values that will he a long time
Our guarantee of
crossing your path again.
MONEY BACK on these goods takes all risk
away from buying.

1.121-a

.87 1-2 Chemise,

“

••

stor

turned Sheets only a;,

to close out at

2 75

of this

offer

as we

Seventy

less than cost to buy.

$125 qual.

1.00

buying dry goods

silks at a Having

OS

1.37

in

history

entire line of high grade

our

$2 25 value

Night Robes, $ .85

••

advantages

at

Muslin Underwear.
1.25

Never in the

patterns.

Welleslyian Mercerized Petticoats

some

Muslin

you set, but wlv

wav

In like

or

Closing out

FINE EX Tit AORI) INA RI
VALUES IN

$1.15

the

Hands with this oppor=
tunity while it lasts.

The above three lots of Suitings
are all BELOW COST, take ad
vantage and buy now.

Hdk.

by

Shake

extra rare bargains ir
our regular half dollar a yard Suit
tags, about 15 styles in all, splendid
patterns, and almost half price, onl)
3lc. per yard.

tie
m

opportunity

of such

about 15 styles, all very desir
I nt1 42 Includes
able, some linen, and a few fancj
regularly 42c. per yard
27mixtures,
£>■ jvi
this
sale

to look

a

“play
respecter of qualities

to

no

going

manner we can surmise
good guess.
th
the way its forerunners have fared.
Every department
favorites.” Not a remnant, even a dress length, can claim

Includes a number of styles in fron
ltd to 12$ yard pieces, browns, blues
greens, grays, in a good assortment
to choose from, at or ly 15c per yard

I

I5c

make

is

by

PATTERNS.
I

picture

can

Shirt Waist Suil

Golf and yacht caps.
and

The annual meeting of the Maine Pharmaceutical Association will be held at the
Hotel Lafayette, Portland, June 21, 22 and

••

to all Remnants and

Surplus Stock
No “Pull” Will Qo—All Must Away.

substitute.

weight.

Hay P ton,

Quick Riddance

mund Wilson’s

All kinds of sheep are dull and inclined
to sell lower. Fall lambs selling about the
same as last week.
Best lambs sold at 5 to 54 cents,live weight;
good lambs sold at 44 to 5 cents, live weight.
The best fat sheep sold at 4} to 44 cents, live
weight; fair sheep sold at 3 to 34 cents, live

Produce Market.
50 to 00
Apples p bu.,
5
dried, p tb,
2.25
Beans, pea,
2.25
medium,
2.75
Yel’eyes,

JUNE DISCOUNT SALE

recommendations about Doan’s Kidney Pills in
the newspapers and some were given me personally by friends, which induced me to go to Edbox.
itave

[

SHEEP AND LAMB TRADE.

FRED L JOHNSON’S

The Information Contained in this Citizen’s
Statement is Priceless.

w

| §;£ ;H s| ^
§

PORT OF BELFAST.

members will make extra effort to be pres
ent, as business of importance must b
transacted then.

A

For the Week

BORN.

The committee appointed by the Yillag*
Cemetery Association at their meeting as
Friday evening are getting in their worl
and it is expected the meeting a week fron
June *J4th, when they will report, will be o
much interest, and it is hoped that all tie

Porter-Steyens.

at

1.00

towns

frequent

Market

905l ‘,0
Beef, corned, p lb, 8510 Lime p bbl.,
20 Oat Meal p lb,
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
455
5
70 Onions p lb,
Corn p bu.,
Cracked Corn p bu., 70 Oil.Kerosene,gal.,15516
70 Pollock p Ti,
Corn Meal P bu.,
4455
10
16 Pork p lb.
Cheese p lb,
1.13
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.55 Plaster p bbl.,
3
Codfish, dry, p lb. 558 ltye Meal p lb,
1.30
10 Shorts p cwt.,
Cranberries p qt.,
6
Clover Seed,
14@15 Sugar p ib,
40
Flour p bbl., 6.00to6.50 Sait, T. I., p bu.,
0
2.20 Sweet Potatoes,
H.G.Seedpbu.,
11
Wheat
Meal,
Lard p lb.
3@4

SHIP NEWS.

of Islesboro, Prospect, Stocktor
Springs, Searsport, Swauville and Waldo
will meet in Searsport at 1 p. in. Friday
June 17th, to make arrangements for hold
ing a class convention to nominate a candi
date for representative to the legislature.

Stock

Brighton, Mass.,

Retail Price.

-=gg

tn<

Live

the

not

one-half the

special

Triple Blue
Trading Stamps.
For one week, commencing today, June 16th, and lasting until
Thursday, June 23d, we wiil give' 3 Blue Trading Stamps instead
of 1 on every cash purchase of ten cents and upwards.

it’s the

uciuma.

London, June 7. Ar, sell. Mary L.
Crosby, Darien for Norwich.
Port Reading, June 7. Cld, sch. Emma
S. Briggs, Augusta.
Perth Amboy, June 7. Sld, sch. Sarah L.
Davis, Port Clyde.
Newport News, Junes. Sld, sch. Jennie
French Potter, Bangor; 10, ar, schs. Edith
Olcott, Portland; Lyman M. Law, do.;
Thomas \V. Lawson, Boston; Edward H.
Cole, do.; 11, sld, sch. Edward T. Stotesbury, Bangor.
Pensacola, June 9. Cld, sch. Jessie Lena,
New

i
|l

fcSj

gS
Hi
gil
KM

||p

«~FRED A. JOHNSON,

TUBULAR SEPARATOR
It has a simple three piece bowl—the latest,
most etliectiveseparatordeviee—and is EASILY
others cannot
KEPT PERFECTLY CLEAN,
be kept clean without a great deal of labor,
It turns easily—skims clean—sells fast. Call
for a catalog.

The Advertiser of Facts,

9.

THE REASON WHY THE BEST

Cld, sch.

Star of the Sea, Baltimore.
Hampton Roads, June 10. Ar, sch. Edward II. Cole, Fall River, and ordered to
Brunswick to load for Boston.
Mobile, June 10. Cld, sch. Fred W. Ayer,

Gulfport.
Norfolk, June 10. AF, sch. Lucy E.
Friend, Boston ; 11, ar, schs. John Proctor,
Hillsboro; Pendleton Brothers, Portland;

13, ar, sch. Penobscot, New York.
Brunswick, June 12. Ar, sch. Melissa A.
Willey, Philadelphia; Laura M. Lunt, Boston.
Portsmouth, N. H., June 13. Ar, sch.
Jacob M. Haskell, Harriman, Newport
News; sld, sch. Sadie Willcutt, Clarks
Island.
FOREIGN PORTS.

Fajardo, P. R., June 6. Ar, sch. Emma
S. Lord, New York.
St. John, N. B., June 7. Ar, sch. Abbie
C. Stubbs, Portland.
Rio Janeiro, June 9. Ar, bark Josephine,
President E. P. Mayo of the Centra Baltimore
via Norfolk.
Maine Fair Association has had an inter
Hillsboro, N. B., June 8. Cld, sch. Esview with the Maine Central officials and
Newark.
telle,
has secured reduced rates for the race meetBonaire, May 27. Sld, sch. Methebeseo,
ing July 4th, the horse breeders’ meeting
to load for Bangor, Me.
and the fair. He also secured free transpor- Norton, Curaooa, 17.
Sld, sch. Helen G.
Falmouth,
May
tation for exhibition horses for the breeders’
Boston.
Moseley,
meeting and for the fair, and a single rate
N. S., June 8. Cld, bark ReWindsor,
for race horses for these events.
becca Crowell, New York.
#

Iron and Brass Castings in New. England
Peoples

IWTHE**
2 per cent,

-^SAVINGS

!Capital >50,000.

i

on

subject

|

I!

^BELFAST, <&-

Pays Interest

—

Bank

National

Deposits

::

to check.

DEPARTMENTS

3 per cent.

Surplus $25,000,

>

;

ABE MADE BY TII

we use

only the best materials and

know how to mix them.

Saw Mills, Stave Machines, Stone Polishers,
PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED SHOES, ETC.,

GALVANIZING and

SHIP

WORK

_

Deposits $365,00

*♦** WtHHH 1010101
♦ 1 tK H I 010 !■»! > I > 1 • I ♦*♦ I»I • I < 1 * 11

THE WELLMAN AND MclNTIRE
PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT WEAR OUT.

TELEPHONE 64-3,

FOR SA
A
all

ami

a half story Ip
connected; two and
twenty apple trees; sum:
in cellar; spring and cistn
ill good repair. Will he st.
on tIk* premises. Swan 1
one

fast, or to me
tf33—*lw

on

steamer

Caucus

__

DUPLEX ROLLER RUSHING GO.
Is that

it

Temple, High

Searsport, Tlaine.

H. S. COLMAN,

New York.

Washington, D. C., June

flasonic

BELFAST, MAINE.

t.

Noli

Waldo. Tim Republican
quested to meet at the i;
Saturday, dune is, at <; <>'« ;one delegate to attehd the I.
vention to he held at Itangoi
Pkk Okdkk or l

"

Waldo, May 9,1904.—tiwis

Class Convention
The Republican voters ot t;
"
class composed of the towns <-i
roe, Frankfort, brooks and 1
v
to meet at the town house, in
10 o’clock a. m., for the purpos<
candidate for representative
and to elect a class committ*
two years and to transact mp
may properly come before sain
Winterport, is entitled to emli'.
roe six, Frankfort four, brook'
two.
Per order Republican (’lass r

j

Monroe, May 19,1904.—5w-i

